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ABSTRACT 
Stevie Larson: The Fractured Values of Best Interests: Struggles and Spaces of Transnational 
Adoption 
(Under the direction of John Pickles) 
 
 
Transnational adoption of children has been in practice for over sixty years, and it has 
developed and formalized to such an extent that scholars regard it as an efficient (even ruthless) 
system. But this approach largely fails to explain transnational adoption’s unruly heterogeneity, 
historical volatility, and highly uneven geography. I propose an alternative framework, one that 
approaches transnational adoption as an assemblage of social actors in struggle. The dissertation 
maps this assemblage as it shifts through three conjunctural eras – struggles over regulation of 
proper adoption conduct, class war over the rights and benefits in adoption, and disruptive 
subjectivities of adult adoptees – through each era’s primary civil society actors and agitators, 
the content and strategy of their organizing, and the lasting functions and consequences of their 
actions. Focusing particularly on the state of Minnesota and its unexpectedly large and politically 
active adult Korean adoptee community, I draw from civil society archives and adoptive parent 
and adoptee interviews to narrate a ‘people’s history’ of transnational adoption from the 1950s to 
today. This history demonstrates that the most defining issues that have structured and 
transformed transnational adoption – welfare state governance, race and class relations, adoptee 
needs and rights – came about in uneven spaces of radically contingent struggles that strive, 
often unsuccessfully, to regulate the autonomies and differentiations that saturate child welfare. 
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It takes immense discipline, focus, and an all-around productive work ethic to undertake a 
project like this one. Or so I hear. On my more honest days I toss aside my weekly and monthly 
schedulers – an admirable archive of the self-imposed deadlines I missed, namely, all of them – 
and give in to wandering. To be sure, these perambulatory desires have led me down many a cul-
de-sac of pointless distractions, but on my much more honest days I always return to the source 
of my restlessness: the terrains of struggle. My experiences and affective commitments to 
struggle have defined my academic training, just as my knowledge of certain radicals and their 
struggles inspired me to pursue the research for this dissertation. I have a hunger to read about, 
speak to, and be present for the politics such struggles evince, no matter the quiescence or 
turbulence of the times; this hunger brings out my best work, lost days ‘on the clock’ be damned. 
 
It turns out there were truly astounding struggles to be present for during my graduate career and 
in the research and writing for my dissertation. An incomplete list: the Arab Spring, Occupy, Idle 
No More, Black Lives Matter, and uprisings from Wisconsin to Greece to Hong Kong. I dedicate 
this to them. They kept me honest, inspired, and yes, focused in my scholarly work. 
 
I was also present for the passing of giants (Eduardo Galeano), especially a cohort of lion-
hearted Asian American radicals who have influenced me greatly (Fred Ho, Yuri Kochiyama, 
Grace Lee Boggs). I dedicate this to them also; among other things, they have shown how much 
can be done in just one lifetime – and how critical it is to engage a lifetime with both urgency 
and profound patience. I needed both of those qualities to bring the dissertation to fruition. 
 
But on this most honest of honest days, I must say I had but one person in mind for a dedication: 
Gabriel Dominic Johnson-Ortiz. Let me tell you something about Gaby: he had more enthusiasm 
and faith in social movements than anyone I’ve ever known, but he didn’t show it with eloquent 
speeches, radical lifestyle points, or obsessively building up activist street cred. He showed it 
through unwavering respect, humility, solidarity, and simply showing up. Through his actions, 
he taught me how to love your people, and he did it with ease and kindness. None of these 
comradely qualities were ever intuitive for me; I had to learn them, and Gaby was my educator. I 
owe my productive restlessness – my insistence on being present for the struggles, whenever and 
wherever they show – to him more than anyone else, and I thank him every day for that. 
 
To you, then, Gaby. Presente. I miss you terribly. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
Genealogies and Geographies of Adoption Politics 
 
It is hubris to think that one legislation, one policy, one process, or one standard will address the multiplicity of 
problems plaguing intercountry adoption. The system is simply too complex, too big, and encompasses too many 
players, agencies, governments, and political and monetary interests. 
--Bert Ballard (Vollmers, 18 August 2011) 
 
Introduction 
 Transnational1 adoption of children has existed for over sixty years as a formalized 
practice. Its characteristic features are but two: 1) permanent termination of birthparents' rights to 
a child (rendering them a legal ‘orphan’ that can be adopted) and legal recognition of adoptive 
parents’ rights to claim this child as kin, and 2) the child's international transfer across state 
jurisdictions, normally regulated by specialized immigration procedures and designated 
facilitators (i.e. adoption agencies). During the first half of the twentieth century, formal child 
adoption of any kind in the United States was rare and usually temporary due to scant regulations 
and eugenic norms that valorized the preservation of bloodline kinship (Carp, 1998). 
Transnational adoption existed in Europe as a response to child refugees from WWI, but these 
were arranged through a temporary foster care system that expected eventual reunion of the 
                                                          
1 “Transnational” is neither an objective nor universally recognized descriptor of this kind of adoption. The US 
Department of State legally classifies adoptions between countries as “intercountry”; this parlance is also standard 
among adoption agencies. Media reporting and common discourse often eschews this classification in favor of 
“international” or “overseas” adoption, among others. “Transnational” has been advanced by critical adoption 
scholars and radical cohorts of adoptees; unlike the other terms, “transnational” clearly connotes the adoptee’s 
diasporic subjectivity. Out of my own scholarly and personal conviction that adoptees are still marginal in much 
adoption discourse, I choose to use terms in this dissertation that adoptees have either advanced or implicitly 
sanctioned among their communities. I avoid using terms like “intercountry” unless named as such by a source.  
2 
 
children with their birth families and home countries; there was no such parallel in the US, given 
its restrictive immigration laws (Briggs & Marre, 2009). These prevailing dynamics changed in 
the wake of World War II and the Korean War, when children without guardianship – either 
orphaned or separated from their kin – numbered significantly among the wars' civilian 
survivors. Welfare agencies, humanitarian aid organizations, and international child welfare 
monitors pressured governments involved in post-war reconstruction to prioritize legal and 
infrastructural assistance for children. Since then, half a million children have been 
transnationally adopted, the majority placed with adoptive families in the United States and 
Europe (Hübinette, 2006). This migration stream has been historically and geographically 
uneven: a decade ago, transnational adoption into the US peaked at nearly 23,000 children per 
year (compared to 6,400/year today, or a 72% drop), and while over 100 countries now have 
transnational adoption programs, four of these countries – South Korea, China, Russia, and 
Guatemala – account for 60% of all adoptees in the US (see Figures 1.1 & 1.2). 
 
Figure 1.1. Source: Bureau of Consular Affairs, US Department of Homeland Security, and the former US 
Immigration & Naturalization Service. 
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Figure 1.2. Source: Bureau of Consular Affairs, US Department of Homeland Security, and the former US 
Immigration & Naturalization Service. 
The gradual institutionalization of transnational adoption – especially the establishment 
of commercial “baby markets” (Freundlich, 2000; Goodwin (Ed.), 2010; Noonan, 2004) and new 
protections of adoptees through human rights and international law (Freundlich, 2007; Smolin, 
2004 & 2006; Sotiropoulos, 2008) – is paradoxical, however. As the opening epigraph from 
adoptee and academic Bert Ballard summarizes, transnational adoption is defined by its 
astounding heterogeneity rather than standards and norms. Adoptee ‘sending countries’ have 
enormous variation in the laws and policies that regulate transnational adoption (even among 
those subject to the Hague Convention on Intercountry Adoption2), and the variability among 
                                                          
2 Officially known as the Hague Convention on Protection of Children and Cooperation in Respect of Intercountry 
Adoption, the convention was developed by the Hague Conference on Private International Law beginning in 1990, 
fully drafted in 1993, and effective 1995. Its ratification has been slow and uneven; the United States signed the 
convention in March 1994 but didn’t ratify it until December 2007, and South Korea – a sixty-year transnational 
adoption participant – finally signed the convention in May 2013, with no set ratification date. Both proponents and 
critics alike have argued that although the Convention has successfully pressured many states to develop stronger 
internal oversight, its vague language and inadequate mandates allow for wide latitude in regulatory objectives and 
content. Moreover, the compact lacks mechanisms for enforcement, especially in cases of child trafficking violations 
(Smolin, 2004 & 2010; Ryan, 2006; Rotabi & Gibbons, 2012; Trenka & Smolin, 27 May 2013). 
Total Transnational Adoptees in the US by Country of Origin 
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facilitators (often, orphanages) is even more immense. As one of the primary ‘receiving 
countries’, the United States itself has no federal legislation on transnational adoption beyond the 
mere logistical details of adoptee immigration channels (Smolin, 2006). There are no federal 
laws or policies that regulate facilitators; such regulations are determined at the state level, and 
thus vary widely in scope (as is the case with child welfare generally in the United States) 
(O’Halloran, 2015). Many activities in transnational adoption are very laxly regulated if at all: 
the orphanages’ procurement of children (historically achieved through means legal and extra-
legal), termination of birthparents’ rights to render the child adoptable (again, achieved legally 
and extra-legally), the operations of facilitators, and of course, everything that happens after the 
child is placed with a family, which can include uncompleted adoptions, adoption disruptions 
and dissolutions, extra-legal transfers of children to other families, and failures to complete 
adoptee naturalization.3  
 Yet this heterogeneity has not deterred most observers from calling transnational 
adoption a ‘system,’ interpreted and rationalized as such by two broad and somewhat opposed 
camps. For its proponents, transnational adoption is an ongoing project of regulatory calculation, 
a set of arrangements that strive to ensure the “best interests” of the child to be adopted while 
minimizing the inevitable harm created in the process (Smolin, 2006). Transnational adoption in 
this sense is merely one vehicle of a larger global redistribution of children for the greater good 
of everyone involved (Carp, 1998; National Committee for Adoption, 1985; Adams, 1975). For 
its critics, transnational adoption is but another project of coercive domination, a series of 
                                                          
3 The 2000 Child Citizenship Act – an attempt to end this latter problem by bestowing automatic retroactive 
citizenship to all children adopted from 1983 onwards (and meeting other conditions) – was itself incomplete. In the 
last few years there have been several high-profile cases of individuals adopted prior to 1983 who were never 
naturalized and faced deportation upon being charged with felony crimes. At the time of this writing, a bill that aims 
to close this loophole – the Adoptee Citizenship Act – is being considered by the US Congress. Organizing around 
the bill is discussed further in Chapter 7. 
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mechanisms intended to reproduce center/periphery inequities and dependencies while asserting 
hegemonic control in the furtherance of militarism (and in particular, the securitization of US 
interests) (Pate, 2014; Briggs & Marre, 2009; Hübinette, 2006). The implication is that 
transnational adoption is still a calculation of interests; the only difference is that the calculation 
favors a ruling bloc that arranges adoption to best maintain global order.  
While I am strongly sympathetic with this latter interpretation (as are many critical 
adoption scholars), I believe both approaches exhibit similar analytical limitations: 
1) They risk falling into a kind of functionalism, which can reduce all phenomena to a universal 
imperative (benevolent calculation or ruthless domination) that has no analytical grounding. 
2) They tend to pose spaces as fixed, activated by transnational adoption only in the ways that 
they function in the global whole (poor or hazardous enough to send children to a better life, 
wealthy or secure enough to protect these children) based on presumably ‘natural’ conditions. 
3) They pose a politics of interest, whereby everyone’s “natural” interests based on their 
positions (i.e. a child wants a family, an adoptive parent wants a child, a global hegemon wants 
geopolitical order) determine political decisions. These interests are considered conducive (by 
cooperation and force) to exacting a totalizing order in transnational adoption that renders 
heterogeneity as mere variations in an otherwise proficient system. 
These limitations are especially egregious when applied to transnational adoption’s micro-
geographies. Within the US, spatial unevenness of adoptee distribution is well-documented, and 
no place has fueled as much speculation as Minnesota (Jackson & Lee, 2010; Koo, 2008; Meier, 
1998; Nelson, 2016). Accounting for little more than 2% of the US population, the state of 
Minnesota has historically been (and continues to be) one of the top destinations for transnational 
adoptees (Meier, 1998). It’s estimated that as many as 15-20% of all Korean adoptees were 
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raised in Minnesota, or about 16,000-23,000 adoptees total; while Korean adoptees account for 
roughly 10% of the entire Korean American population, they may constitute more than 50% of 
all Korean Minnesotans (Koo, 2008).  
Scholars and practitioners have identified distinctions about Minnesota to explain this 
anomaly. Least convincing are the pronouncements of unique Minnesota cultural traits of 
compassion, openness, and other supposedly Scandinavian values (Swedes were a significant 
contingent among Minnesota’s first European settlers, although the largest stock was German) 
that made prospective parents more open to accepting foreign-born children (Nelson, 2016; 
Hübinette, 2006; Koo, 2008); no evidence supports these claims despite their speculative 
popularity. More notable is Minnesota’s overwhelming whiteness (over 98% as late as the 
1970s), which some (Meier, 1998) have confusingly claimed produces a more tolerant 
environment for non-white adoptees; Nelson (2016) more productively argues that predominant 
whiteness – and a near absence of non-white populations – aligns with the assimilatory, 
normalizing ideal of adoption that parents assume is most appropriate for children who look 
‘different’. Minnesota’s progressive leadership in child welfare legislation has also been 
elaborated as a factor (J.R. Kim, 2010; Meier, 1998). The strongest evidence of Minnesota’s 
leadership can be found in its early infrastructural and logistical advantages in relation to Korea, 
including a temporary period when Minnesota agencies enjoyed institutional relationships with 
all four Korean child-sending agencies, as well as Children’s Home Society of Minnesota’s 
decades-long employment of Hyun Sook Han, a Korean-born and trained social worker who 
served as a liaison and adoption advocate between the two countries (Meier, 1998).  
All of these factors may have some merit, but none can account for another anomaly: 
Minnesota’s historical volatility in transnational adoption. As seen in Figure 1.3, the state’s  
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Figure 1.3. Source: Minnesota Department of Public Welfare, National Council for Adoption, Bureau of Consular 
Affairs, US Department of Homeland Security, former US Immigration and Naturalization Service, and US Census. 
emergence as a leader in this field was extraordinarily sudden. As late as 1969, transnational 
adoption’s portion of population change in Minnesota was still roughly equal to the US rate; by 
1971, Minnesota’s rate was 1700% higher. Throughout the 1970s and 1980s, Minnesota brought 
in as many (and often more) transnational adoptees as highly populated states New York and 
California (National Committee for Adoption, 1985 & 1989). Neither Minnesota’s cultural traits, 
whiteness, nor longstanding child welfare law can account for this surprising rise to national 
dominance. Even the state’s advantageous connections to Korea did not become established until 
later in the 1970s (Children’s Home was already processing over 100 Korean adoptions per year 
before hiring Hyun Sook Han in 1975 (“Placements by race 1970-1989”, 1989)); they do not 
explain the eruption earlier in the decade. In short, the sudden dominance of Minnesota in 
transnational adoption cannot be attributed to its ‘natural’ place characteristics or its utility for 
calibrating global order. People on the ground organized to make it so – and their effectiveness 
was so disruptive that the supposed systemization of adoption must be called into question. 
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Thus, while most adoption scholars have viewed local spaces as “touching-down” points 
that are put to work for a seamless, systemic order, I argue that Minnesota’s history of Korean 
adoption illustrates a more compelling reality: transnational adoption is locally produced through 
organizing, strategy, struggle, and uneasy stabilization – a fractured totality that is never 
preordained. My particular insistence on transnational adoption as not only a practice that needs 
to be constantly organized (rather than effortlessly directed into a ‘system’) but also struggled 
over derives from two key conditions that are elaborated throughout this dissertation. For one, 
the “surprisingly lax” (Smolin, 2006: 180) regulations governing transnational adoption have 
compelled a large number of civil society organizations to direct and coordinate its operations. 
As Foucault (2010) has observed, civil society was formed as a “governmental technology” to 
solicit subjects’ interests and desires into a regulatory plane of reference (296), a network of 
organizations tasked with the “management of self-management” (Moten & Harney, 2011: 358). 
Churches, nonprofits, and informal grassroots networks were all well-suited for stepping in to 
delimit, unify, channel, and coopt the multiplicities of adoption practices into a basic semblance 
of order that would not disrupt state control, but would also not impose on particular values 
(autonomous choice, privacy, the many affective desires of kinship) considered so vital for 
adoption to work. For two, however, civil society is always multiple – and its many spheres do 
not always play nice. Historically, the escalated organizing and social struggle of different 
contingents of civil society has disrupted and even imploded the very regulatory field they 
constitute (Aglietta, 1979; Piven & Cloward, 1979 & 1993). And in a controversial field like 
adoption – where disagreements over what is right for a child have long been rife – these 
struggles have long existed, often beginning and ending with civil society actors in the absence 
of sovereign imposition by the state (Briggs, 2012; Solinger, 2001; Neal & Stumph, 1993). 
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While many explain away this turbulence as ephemeral to the adoption ‘system’ (Roorda, 2009; 
Pertman, 2000; Patton, 2000), I consider it central, for the simple reason that civil society’s 
plenary power in adoption is also the source of its fracturing: it has the dubious authority to 
manage realms of self-management (including but not limited to children, individual families, 
and marginalized communities) that are always bursting with uncontrollable autonomy. 
The implications of this approach are crucial: 
1) No universal function of transnational adoption is assumed; rather, there are multiplicities of 
functions that, when successfully organized, align around collective strategies. These strategies 
respond to irresolvable problems of transnational adoption – what is right? who gains? what 
subjects are needed? – activated not by the interests of social actors, but their values. Values are 
distinct from interests in their incommensurability, their articulation and enactment not of 
individual needs but of entire worlds (Graeber, 2001). Values extend beyond the economic realm 
to questions of what the social, cultural, and ethical are and should be (Grossberg, 2010). 
Transnational adoption is a terrain on which actors attempt to structure the world around a 
multiplicity of values. 
2) Space is not assumed as fixed, and neither are its “place characteristics”; space is relationally 
produced and radically contingent (Massey, 1994 & 2005). The deployment of collective 
strategies – and the struggles against other deployed strategies – may result in temporary 
stabilization of a space for transnational adoption, but the problems and contradictions are never 
fully resolved. Thus the “optimal conditions” that make a space “work” for transnational 
adoption are not natural, but contextual and conjunctural. 
3) Radically incommensurable values and temporarily stabilized spaces require a shift in 
geographical imagination; transnational adoption does not produce and reproduce a seamless 
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order, it produces and reproduces global differentiation, a fractured totality that thrives on 
problems, that transforms through crises and failures. Different people and different values are 
brought into exchange, organization, and conflict through transnational adoption, but their 
differences are not smoothed out.  
The contrast between this approach and two main approaches previously outlined is 
diagrammed in Figure 1.4. The oldest of these approaches – the ‘ideal’ articulated by social 
workers – imagines a stable governing order that brings differing interests onto an equitable  
plane of decision-making; this expectation not only frames the ‘best interests’ ethos of adoption 
practitioners and proponents, but also elevates the so-called “adoption triad” (Freundlich, 2001),  
the unity of three figures – the birthparent, the adoptive parent, and the adoptee – into a 
symbiotic relationship that sufficiently meets everyone’s interests. Through proper regulations, 
 
Figure 1.4. Diagrams of interpretive approaches to the transnational adoption system. The first two (ideal and 
critical) are the most common; this dissertation uses the relational approach. 
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transnational adoption is systematized into an efficient stream of procedures and contact points 
that can be endlessly corrected and adjusted when the system doesn’t ‘work’ for the participants. 
The recent ‘critical’ approach advanced by scholars and activists rightfully points out the 
impossibility of equity in transnational adoption (inequities and oppression here represented as 
slash marks in the diagram), particularly the farce of an “adoption triad” where one triad point 
(the birthparent) is suppressed, as well as the dangers and potential extra-legal pathways an 
adoptee may go through when their rights are also violated. Note, however, that this viewpoint 
does not view these failures as the product of an unworkable system; rather, the critique is that 
the system works too well in dominating and oppressing marginalized peoples. This critique 
locates its politics in elevating those who are disadvantaged in this system and determining 
alternative, social justice-based transnational adoption orders around the needs of the 
marginalized. Powerful as this may be, the similarities between these two approaches suggest 
less a clash between two worlds and more a tree and its radicle, per Deleuze & Guattari (1987) – 
that is, a cleaving of the unity proposed by the “best interests” framework that still returns to and 
reproduces this framework in order for its critique to retain significance (16). 
 The ‘relational’ approach that frames this dissertation begins with a very different 
problem – namely, the reality that transnational adoption has formalized and transformed in 
significant ways despite its thoroughly incomplete systematization – that paints a different 
picture. There is no man behind the curtain – that is, the ‘machine’ was never a machine, and its 
attendant successes and injustices have rarely been achieved by design but through the working 
and unworking of heterogeneous entities and uneven relations – and therefore, we cannot begin 
by analyzing the presumed hegemonic order of transnational adoption; rather we must begin by 
analyzing all the organized efforts to carve out an order from a differentiated messiness that 
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refuses to sit still. The task is to map what has perennially gone uncharted and disregarded by 
decades of scholarship: the entangled projects and their functions, the multiplicities of kinship 
that refuse to behave anything like a ‘triad’, the movement of children through concentrations of 
activity that function as gravity wells more than coding centers, and most importantly, the 
spheres of influence that emerge from the productive friction of colliding actors and their values, 
where struggle and strategy over urgent problems have made transnational adoption the 
innovative, unpredictable, and polarizing animal it is today. To recall once again Ballard’s 
epigraph, it is this heterogeneity that defines transnational adoption practice; the challenge is to 
examine the productive volatility of this heterogeneity on its own terms.  
 
Korean transnational adoption in three conjunctures 
 This dissertation thus unfolds through an analysis of these struggles – a ‘people’s history’ 
of transnational adoption that extends over sixty years and focuses specifically on the diaspora of 
South Korean children into Minnesotan families. But this people’s history is primarily framed 
around the genealogical developments and geographical transformations that resulted from these 
struggles, and is less insistent on relaying all the details of the struggles themselves. As Dreyfus 
& Rabinow (1982) explain regarding Foucault’s analysis of power, 
Actors more or less know what they are doing when they do it and can often be quite clear in articulating it. 
But it does not follow that the broader consequences of these local actions are coordinated. The fact that 
individuals make decisions about specific policies or particular groups jockey for their own advantage does 
not mean that the overall activation and directionality of power relations in a society implies a subject…. 
There is a logic to the practices. There is a push towards a strategic objective, but no one is pushing. The 
objective emerged historically, taking particular forms and encountering specific obstacles, conditions and 
resistances. Will and calculation were involved. The overall effect, however, escaped the actors’ intentions, 
as well as those of anybody else. As Foucault phrased it, “People know what they do; they frequently know 
why they do what they do; but what they don’t know is what what they do does” (personal 
communication)” (187) 
While the social impact of struggles – “what what [we] do does” – is extraordinarily difficult to 
identify, the task is made easier by delimiting the changing conjunctures in adoption – that is, the 
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specific cultural, political, economic, and social problems that define a historical-spatial context 
and condition the emergence of new possibilities, both emancipatory and repressive (Pickles, 
2012; Grossberg, 2010). Although the definition and interpretation of conjunctures is highly 
subjective, the activity is invaluable for asking the most relevant questions and focusing on the 
most productive objects of study. Thankfully, enough scholarship on transnational adoption has 
emerged to pinpoint three critical conjunctures in Korean transnational adoption history, which 
can also be discerned in Figure 1.5. 
 
Figure 1.5. Source: Bureau of Consular Affairs, US Department of Homeland Security, and the former US 
Immigration & Naturalization Service. 
 
 
 
First conjuncture: struggle over conduct 
The first adoptions of Korean children were arranged by US servicemen immediately 
prior to and during the Korean War, but they only gained public prominence in the early 1950s 
through sensationalized accounts of larger-than-life individuals, such as Christian evangelist and 
entrepreneur Harry Holt and acclaimed author Pearl Buck (Kim, 2009). Due to an opportunity 
1 2 3 
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provided by the 1953 Refugee Relief Act as well as extensive lobbying, these independent 
adoption schemes – Holt’s being the most prominent – were able to bypass existing refugee 
immigration quotas. Holt in particular became well-known for sending lawyers to Korea to 
complete the adoption in the adoptive parents’ absence; so-called “proxy adoption” was as yet 
unregulated. Such schemes generated selective geographies of influence; Buck’s homebase in 
Pennsylvania and Holt’s operations in Oregon made adoptions logistically easier for East and 
West Coast residents, and it is believed that most of the 8,000 Koreans adopted during the 1950s 
and 1960s arrived in these regions. Very few licensed adoption placement agencies in the US 
were directly involved in arranging Korean adoptions during this time; most were appalled at the 
public embrace of Holt’s and Buck’s operations, whose reckless and frequently improvisational 
operations flew in the face of welfare agencies’ practices of careful deliberation, scrutiny, and 
adherence to standards and self-designed regulations, all of which were claimed to be in the “best 
interests of the child” (Nelson, 2009). The proceeding struggle between welfare agencies and 
independent facilitators in Korean adoption consumed a great deal of organizing activity in the 
1950s to 1960s, and it mirrored similar tensions between independent and licensed groups 
competing for parent clients in domestic adoption. My examination of this era is thus focused on 
the struggle over conduct – what is the right way to do adoption? – and the strategies that 
emerged to produce relatively stable governance of these competing values. 
 
Second conjuncture: struggle over class 
This situation changed dramatically in the 1970s. Public welfare services – primary 
among them Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) – were dramatically squeezed by 
civil rights struggles, reversing for the first time in decades an overall drop in the costs of social 
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reproduction in the US (Piven & Cloward, 1993; Aglietta, 1979). Mothers of color were some of 
the main recipients of this aid and were pivotal to the welfare rights movement, but they also 
waged a singular battle for reproductive justice that confronted forced sterilization practices and 
systemic targeting of their children for placement in foster care. American Indian and Black 
movements of birthmothers, influenced by the radical self-determination and community control 
politics of the late 1960s, organized collective struggles against these practices, with domestic 
transracial adoption as a particular flashpoint issue. New regulations resulted that impeded 
transracial adoption, including the unprecedented Indian Child Welfare Act (ICWA) of 1978 
(O’Sullivan, 2007); some transracial adoptees were even repossessed from their adoptive 
parents. Almost overnight, domestic transracial adoption rates sunk to almost nil, prompting 
some close observers to declare (prematurely) its absolute demise (Simon & Alstein, 1977). 
Transnational adoption rates, on the other hand, skyrocketed at this time, tripling in numbers 
from 1970 to 1975 and doubling from 1975 to 1985; all told, 71,000 Korean adoptees arrived 
into the US during the 1970s and 1980s. While the rising ‘supply’ of Korean children can partly 
be explained by the facilitation of new laws and civil society infrastructures in South Korea 
(Hübinette, 2006), the US ‘demand’ must be contextualized within a 1970s and 1980s economic 
restructuring that waged class war on the gains made by poor people of color (Team Colors 
Collective 2010), pathologized welfare and its users (Roberts, 2006), and compelled civil society 
to pick up the costs of public service cuts (such as laws that favored adoption over state-run 
foster care) (Goldberg, 2009). I approach this dramatic period as a struggle over class – who 
should gain from adoption? – and the strategies that ‘resolved’ the class war into conditions that 
continue to shape the disparities in child welfare (and welfare overall) to this day. 
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Third conjuncture: struggle over subjectivity 
Korea’s global position as the top ‘sender’ of adoptees collapsed by the 1990s, due to 
international scrutiny of the practice during the 1988 Olympic Games in Seoul (Pate, 2014) and 
waves of popular struggle that finally overthrew South Korea’s authoritarian regime, leading to 
substantial law reforms (Katsiaficas, 2012). As other transnational adoption rates skyrocketed 
(especially from Russia and other former Soviet Republics following the end of the Cold War, 
and later even further amplified by China opening its floodgates), Korean adoption rates steadily 
declined; a staggering quarter million transnational adoptees arrived into the US during the 
1990s and 2000s, but unlike previous eras, Koreans constituted only 15% of them, or about 
35,000. Such a turn of events presaged a larger downturn in the 2000s, as human rights activists’ 
concerns, reevaluation from sending countries, and several widely publicized human trafficking 
scandals have caused an unceasing drop in adoptions (Smolin, 2004). Notable among these 
disruptions is the emergence of adult transnational adoptees as a political force. Korean adoptees 
started forming loose networks in the 1990s, ranging from small “camps” and support groups to 
national and international events like “The Gathering” hosted every year by the International 
Korean Adoptee Associations (E. Kim, 2010; Cherot, 2006). While many Korean adoptee 
communities privilege identity politics (such as demanding adoptee representation in various 
adoption institutions), more far-reaching political projects that intervene into (and even 
transcend) transnational adoption have also emerged through sustained encounters with 
marginalized sectors of society, including single mothers in South Korea, domestic transracial 
adoptees, and other people of color. I call this yet indeterminate (and generally incoherent) 
organizing a struggle over subjectivity – who will the subject of adoption become? – that turns on 
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the degree of adoptees’ allegiance or fugitivity produced in their relational and discursive 
networks of race, nation, kinship, and welfare. 
While all of these conjunctures are defined and explored at the national scale, the 
iterations of their constitutive struggles at the local scale in Minnesota are of particular interest in 
this work. I repeatedly expected that the grand battle lines already documented by child welfare 
scholars would play out in miniature form among the civil society actors in Minnesota, but my 
research revealed quite divergent trajectories unfolding at the local level (discussed further in 
Chapters 3, 5 and 6). Whenever possible I have avoided casting Minnesota as an ‘anomaly’ in 
these overall trends, instead interpreting and analyzing how Minnesota’s unusual (but often 
singularly important) terrain of organizing relates to the larger conjunctures and their temporary 
resolutions. Overall, I am inclined to interpret this geographic disparity either as additional 
evidence of the unwieldy heterogeneity and incomplete systematization that anchors this 
dissertation’s main argument – or as a provocation that the majority of child welfare scholarship 
so far, including my contribution here, is far too comfortable with engaging child welfare as an 
epistemologically legible object than is warranted (that is, perhaps our window into adoption is 
far smaller and dimmer than we care to admit). I leave it to the reader to arrive at their own 
conclusions on this matter. 
 
Current scholarship 
 In all likelihood, this project would have been unthinkable had it originated ten years ago. 
Transnational adoption research has long been the sole domain of social work and psychology 
fields, and many of its scholars have personal (if unannounced) stakes in the practice by having 
an adopted child or working in an adoption agency. But the last decade has seen a renaissance of 
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interdisciplinary scholarship on the subject, fielding pathbreaking research in sociology, 
anthropology, cultural studies, legal studies, and ethnic studies, among others. This dissertation 
engages most directly with two nodes of this conversation: the work of geographers – many 
employing feminist theories and methods – who have advanced geopolitical and biopolitical 
approaches to children, families, and kinship; and a contingent of interdisciplinary scholars that 
can best be described as constituting a “critical adoption studies” tendency, challenging 
prevailing norms in adoption discourse and centering the voices and experiences of those 
subjugated by child welfare practice. 
 
Geographies of children, families, and kinship 
 Dani Meier (1998) – one of the first trained geographers to research transnational 
adoption – once asserted that “there is no substantive geographic literature on the topic of 
intercountry adoption….Despite its being an entirely geographic phenomenon and ripe for many 
avenues of geographic exploration, the subject has rarely been considered by geographers” (1). 
Meier’s assessment rings true nearly twenty years later, although there are signs of an emergent 
adoption geography – including a 2015 special issue of Social & Cultural Geography devoted 
solely to the topic, examining child trafficking law (van Wichelen, 2015), relatedness and 
migration (De Graeve, 2015), and race and belonging (Yngvesson, 2015), among several themes. 
Such a possibility was facilitated by feminist geographers and their interdisciplinary colleagues 
who have made significant strides in developing child welfare – if not transnational adoption 
itself – as a serious locus for research and theorization. As Briggs (2012) argues, adoption “has 
been important to national and international politics out of all proportion to its numerical 
significance” (5); the politics of adoption do not just impact the “special interests” of adoptive 
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families and their circles, but also geopolitical doctrine, welfare state policy, humanitarian aid, 
and global restructurings of race, gender, and class. This merely confirms Mountz & Hyndman’s 
(2006) feminist argument that global processes and procedures always proceed at the level of the 
intimate, in contrast to dominant masculinist discourses that pose intimate, local, domestic space 
as epiphenomenal and “private” compared to the global political economy and its “public” 
geopolitical workings. 
This dissertation contributes to a few strands of this geographical scholarship. One key 
strand uses a feminist geopolitics lens to examine the role of children and family in the 
materialities and discourses of war, conflict, and humanitarianism (Loyd, 2009; Dowler, 2012; 
Cowen & Gilbert, 2008). Appeals to the sanctity of these figures – often through an implicit 
reinforcement of global hierarchies and devaluations of bodies – certainly motivated 
humanitarian groups to advocate postwar transnational child adoption, especially given their 
seemingly magical ability to cast children as “non-political” entities to be surgically extracted 
from presumed enemy populations (a characterization also carried out by governments, as noted 
by Kleinfeld (2009)). But while this dissertation further examines these humanitarian politics, its 
primary concern is the many contortions various actors went through to reckon with what I call 
the “impermanency” of their adopted children – that is, the risk of the child’s failure to fully 
assimilate (and thus the parent’s failure as well). These fears have a well-documented history, as 
accounted for by Stoler (2002), McClintock (1995), and Young (1995), who found that the 
commingling of colonizers with the colonized in global projects of domination was a great 
source of anxiety for ruling states, as fears of miscegenation, racial degeneracy, and the 
emergence of mixed-race children prompted a number of incursions of power onto intimate and 
domestic scales so as to (futilely) impose certainty on the unpredictable. The work of Smith 
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(2013) and Katz (2008) show how the anxieties and fears around children today are primarily 
activated by national and global political/economic insecurities, especially in an age of 
generalized precarity (Lorey, 2015), where shifting, uneven protections for differentiated 
children and families come to constitute national security concerns (Martin, 2011 & 2012b). I 
explore this dynamic further in several of my chapters which illustrate how the entanglements of 
whiteness, security, biopolitics, welfare, and neoliberalism were a critical source of political 
organizing in the history of transnational adoption in the United States that has received little 
attention from scholars thus far. 
 
Critical adoption studies 
 While scholars have long found much to critique about adoption in their reports and 
articles, their critiques generally do not reflect a critical theoretical framework so much as a 
desire to establish best practices, in keeping with the logic of social work. Even studies informed 
by Civil Rights movements – undertaken with the intention of disrupting dominant assumptions 
among adoption research – often used standard methods and non-critical theories and language 
to ensure an attentive audience (see for example Billingsley & Giovannoni, 1972; Ladner, 1977; 
Neal & Stumph, 1993). The emergence of a ‘critical adoption studies’ tendency did not arrive 
until much later, due to two main reasons. For one, the enormous growth in transnational 
adoption since the early 1990s boom in Chinese and Russian ‘baby markets’ spurred greater 
discussion and interest in the subject among popular and academic audiences. Scholars such as 
Dorow (2006), Volkman (Ed., 2005), and Howell (2006) came to prominence in the adoption 
field partly by capturing on this interest, using critical theories of culture, law, race, and kinship 
to examine the conditions that produce transnational adoption and the consequences to families 
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and societies that result. But I would argue that a far more important reason is the emergence of 
what Eleana Kim (2010) calls an “adoptee counterpublic” (6), a “diacritical relation to dominant 
publics” that aims to “[bring] intimate narratives and expressions of adoptee subjectivity into 
multiple national and transnational public spheres” (14-15). A key strategic anchor of this 
adoptee counterpublic is a contingent of adoption scholars who are adoptees themselves. 
 Kim’s framing of the adoptee counterpublic is specific to Korean adoptees, but critical 
adoption scholarship has been significantly advanced by a much wider range of adoptees, 
reflecting the varying voices who have long been subjugated by adoption practice. Fessler’s The 
Girls Who Went Away (2006) and Roberts’ Shattered Bonds (2002) have been seminal in 
centering the experiences of marginalized birthmothers and adoptees, using ethnography and 
critical legal studies to contextualize the political content of adoption – especially race and class 
oppression – that is either ignored or inadequately addressed in adoption scholarship. One of the 
more controversial contributions that also emerged during this time, the anthology Outsiders 
Within (2006), proved to be a clear political statement as much as a pioneering artistic and 
scholarly achievement. Entirely written and edited by nonwhite adult adoptees, the anthology 
included contributions from many transnationally adopted individuals (including editing by two 
adopted Koreans, Jane Jeong Trenka and Sun Yung Shin, both Minnesotan) but explicitly 
identified all contributors as transracial adoptees – a symbolic encounter between transnational 
and domestic transracial adoptees that also re-raised a longstanding transracial adoption debate 
that most child welfare practitioners had considered antiquated. 
 Today, a dedicated contingent of ‘critical adoption studies’ scholars is producing 
insightful analyses of transnational adoption history, to which this dissertation offers its own 
refinements and new avenues. Pate’s (2014) rich dissection of the origins of Korean adoption in 
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US imperialism and the technology of the orphanage is a valuable extrapolation on the crafting 
of governable objects in the chaos of war, as is Choy’s (2009) analysis of the governing troubles 
of welfare agencies as they strove to maintain ‘race-matching’ standards with the first Korean 
adoptees. My work identifies two additional ‘ungovernable’ entities in the melee – independent 
facilitators and prospective adoptive parents – and further contextualizes the burden of ‘race-
matching’ within a time of shifting demographics of Black internal migration in the US. Scholars 
like Briggs (2012) and Solinger (2001) have done a great service in locating the trenchant race, 
class, and gender divisions in adoption as a byproduct of the late 1960s/1970s crisis in the US 
and the particular punishments suffered by women of color in the aftermath. They have greater 
difficulty relating the sudden increase in transnational adoptions to such significant political 
changes; here I have attempted to do so, in part by theorizing the position of whiteness and white 
adoptive parent groups within the uncertainties of neoliberal economic restructuring. Finally, 
contemporary transnational adoptee politics has received significant attention, inordinately 
devoted to adoptee racial identity (Nelson, 2016; Brian, 2012; Eng & Han, 2006; Koo, 2008) and 
adoptee transnational activism (E. Kim, 2010 & 2012; Cherot, 2006; Zayd, 18 August 2012). 
This dissertation complements the examination of activism in South Korea with organizing 
occurring in the US, and explores other theorizations of race beyond the common White/Other 
distinction that is often deployed in transracial adoptee research. 
 
Objectives and methodology 
 In order to examine the relational organizing that produced transnational adoption 
throughout its three conjunctural eras, I focused my research on the civil society organizations 
themselves. In the case of adoption facilitators in the 1950s-1960s, many had given substantial 
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records of their activities to two archives in Minnesota: the Social Welfare History Archives at 
the University of Minnesota (home to records of the International Social Service and the 
Children’s Home Society of Minnesota, among others) and the Gale Family Library at the 
Minnesota Historical Society (home to the records of the Minnesota Department of Public 
Welfare and many other state and country agencies). I reviewed thousands of these agency 
documents for the banal yet revealing accounts of recurring problems and the organizing and 
strategies devised to meet them, unabashedly discussed in meeting minutes, correspondence, 
memoranda, newsletters, and internal reports. 
Unlike the comprehensiveness and candor found in most of the archival documents of 
welfare agencies, the archives of civil society actors from the Civil Rights movement on up to 
today were often less than forthcoming. This is due to the sheer amount of lost materials 
(especially in the case of more ephemeral, grassroots organizations) as well as the increase in 
professional networking and correspondence between actors that promotes ‘tidier’ organizational 
materials and obscures internal discussions and messy conflicts. The 1970s-1980s materials of 
adoptive parent groups like OURS (the Organization for a United Response) is a case in point; 
while I was able to locate over two decades’ worth of the OURS Magazine (over 120 issues), its 
content rarely included accounts of the everyday organizing of the group; some of the former 
OURS members I met still retained magazine issues, but no meeting minutes or correspondences 
with other groups. The dearth of archives is even greater with contemporary adult adoptee 
groups in Minnesota, who arrange most of their internal documentation online. Some do retain 
listservs and email chains of meeting minutes and organizational debates, but they were 
understandable reluctant to show these materials to a non-adoptee researcher. Publicly available 
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materials such as online newsletters and event flyers convey a sense of adoptee activities but 
offer few hints on the organizing behind them. 
To address this problem, I arranged interviews with 20 former OURS members and 30 
adoptees who were involved in at least one year of adoptee organizing in Minnesota.4 I identified 
former OURS members through the back issues of their magazines, which listed names of OURS 
Board members as well as their addresses and phone numbers (some of which had not changed 
even 30 to 40 years later); from these contacts I snowball sampled to other former members they 
knew. I had already established contact with adult adoptees through three years of living in the 
Twin Cities and organizing with the Asian American community there; from these contacts I did 
further snowball sampling, and I independently contacted local adoptee groups like AK 
Connection and AdopSource for additional interviewees. My intention in collecting these 
particular interview subjects was not to generate a representative sample; because of their arrival 
via private transactions and years growing up in isolation of each other, it is impossible to verify 
any demographic breakdown of who Minnesota’s adoptees are or even where they live. Rather, I 
focused exclusively on adoptees who had organized in the community – a mere fraction of all 
adoptees in Minnesota – and aimed for a wide range of viewpoints based on the activities people 
participated in, including cultural programming, post-adoption services, adoptee art, adoptee 
scholarship, solidarity organizing with other people of color, and national and transnational 
activism. I also reviewed all issues of Korean Quarterly, a local newspaper founded in 1997 by 
                                                          
4 In the case of my adoptee interviewees, this criteria established a reasonably limited space (Minnesota) from which 
to analyze their work as a whole. What I did not expect was how limited a slice of adoptee politics I had captured. 
While the Minnesota adopted Korean community is one of the largest and most vibrant in the country, it is almost 
voracious in its provincial orientation; I detected (and several interviewees affirmed) that the tunnel vision of this 
community is symptomatic of its isolation from compelling organizing happening in larger cities as well as higher 
scales than the local (i.e. national and transnational). I was thus unable to distill much of any indication as to how 
the organizing in Minnesota is related to these other places and scales; interviewing adoptees beyond Minnesota 
may have clarified this relationship. Still, the particular problems and possibilities that arose among this cloistered 
interviewee group are valuable to analyze, as they likely apply to isolated adoptee communities elsewhere. 
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adoptive parents that covers Minnesota’s Korean community; articles on Korean adoptee 
organizing have been common throughout the twenty years of its existence. 
 I should note that while comprehensive statistical data on transnational adoptees is 
generally non-existent, I still scoured all the archives I perused for any data I could find. The US 
Department of Homeland Security (and the former Immigration and Naturalization Service) has 
kept track of all “immigrant orphans” adopted into the US for decades based on sending country 
(and occasionally, race and gender), although the tabulation of these numbers is less reliable 
prior to 1976. State-level data on foreign adoptees admitted was not systematically tracked prior 
to the 1990s and likely has never existed in certain states; the Minnesota Department of Public 
Welfare’s accounting of its adoptees was highly variable and unreliable throughout its existence, 
although I fortunately located a chart that tracked Minnesota transnational adoptees by sending 
country from 1968 to 1978 (provided by the Department to a likely curious OURS organization, 
which they then published in an issue of their magazine). The National Council for Adoption 
occasionally conducted state-level surveys beginning in the 1980s, from which I also drew data. 
Additionally, I located and compiled agency adoptive placement numbers (such as Children’s 
Home Society of Minnesota, International Social Service, Holt, etc.) from their respective 
records in the archives. Most surprising was a recurring list (every two months) of new adoptee 
placements that ran in the OURS Magazine for the better part of its syndication; compiled from 
Minnesota agency mass listings and voluntary family announcements sent to OURS, I 
discovered that these lists accounted for nearly 3000 of the estimated 8000-10000 Korean 
adoptees placed in Minnesota from the 1970s to 1980s. These lists included the city where the 
adoptee was placed, as well as other highly sensitive information that would never circulate in a 
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nationally distributed magazine today. All figures, graphs, charts, maps, and tables in this 
dissertation are based on this dizzying statistical collage. 
 Upon completing all of my interviews and archival reviews from 2013 to 2015 in 
Minnesota, I divided the data chronologically by conjuncture (with some leeway on each era’s 
boundary years) and then coded for key issues and areas of struggle that were frequently 
mentioned, had the longest duration, or received considerable investment of time and energy 
(such as a conference, symposium, or national campaign). Based on this coding, I identified the 
most primary struggles of a given conjuncture and proceeded to examine accounts of this 
struggle to determine participant actors, content, strategy, and function. This task became more 
difficult the more recent the conjuncture, given the increasing number of civil society actors in 
play; for the sake of narrative clarity, some less significant elements of these struggles have been 
simplified or omitted from discussion. 
This project attempts what Midnight Notes Collective (1990) calls a “reading of the 
struggles,” an autonomist Marxist approach that determines the general composition of state, 
capital, and civil society by interpreting the function of organizing, social movements, and 
everyday acts of refusal and resistance. While this approach is invaluable for illuminating 
interesting political trajectories ‘from below’ that would otherwise be overlooked ‘from above’ 
(that is, by overemphasizing the machinations of capital, state, and other ‘systems’), I should 
note two significant caveats to my analysis. My designation of struggle in this dissertation is 
broad; some of the groups and organizations I analyze can be considered movements or 
movement participants, while others cannot by any stretch of the imagination. I rarely consider 
even the most progressive or innovative child welfare agencies to be movement participants; I’m 
not even convinced that contemporary politicized adoptees constitute a movement. A typical 
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“reading of struggle” concentrates first and foremost on legible revolts that are legibly organized, 
but mine does not, simply because legible, organized revolt in the domain of child welfare is 
historically rare. In my desire to forefront struggle as a continuing influence on transnational 
adoption throughout the last sixty years, I have opted to expand my reading of struggles as 
“value struggles” that “[constitute] an ongoing tension in the social body” (De Angelis, 2007: 
30). Put another way, I am reading where this ongoing tension becomes too unbearable due to 
the emergence of new social actors, new value struggles, and new irresolvable problems. 
 Secondly, I have tried to be as meticulous as possible in giving prominent ‘forgotten’ 
organizations and movements in adoption history their due, even though many of them are not 
typically considered radical, or even Leftist. A great many organizations that I explore in-depth – 
the OURS adoptive parents group, plenty of Korean adoptee groups – have eschewed any kind of 
political analysis or position. The reader should not assume that my extended assessment of these 
groups suggests my own personal alignment with their work, their vision, or their politics (and 
they do have politics, even if unstated). Nor should any critiques of these groups that I make, or 
problems that I forefront, suggest personal opposition. While I bring my own framework and 
worldview to such groups and am thus no objective observer, wherever possible I have attempted 
to render an accurate reading of how the organizing of such groups functions – regardless of 
whatever they have said or done that could be called “political.” 
 
Overview of chapters 
 The definitive struggle over conduct in transnational adoption following WWII and the 
Korean War is the launching point for Chapter 2, “‘Punching in a Pillow’: Regulatory Regimes 
and Migrant Autonomies in Child Welfare.” While the institutions of welfare are recognized as 
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key agents in the societal transition toward the dominance of biopolitical power, the ability of 
child welfare and adoption agencies to deploy this power effectively was limited in the 1950s. 
Their efforts to stem the wellspring of independent adoption facilitators that dominated the 
emergent Korean adoption economy were remarkably futile, as were their uninspired attempts to 
depress public interest in and support for independent adoptions. Regarding operations like Holt 
Adoption Program as both a threat to good adoption conduct and a potentially dominant 
competitor, welfare agencies innovated a number of strategies to strengthen their regulatory 
reach. I argue that these strategies attempted to modulate and ‘cooperate’ with the autonomy of 
adoptive parents and independent facilitators, a notable shift from their earlier strategies of 
compelling subjects into disciplinary allegiance to welfare standards and values. 
 Subsequently, child welfare facilitators underwent significant deregulation and 
decentralization of their authority, setting conditions for radical experimentation in social work. 
As discussed in Chapter 3, “A ‘New Approach’ to Adoption: Minnesota Agencies and 
Improvised Biopolitics,” social worker Clayton Hagen of the Lutheran Social Service (LSS) of 
Minnesota was one such experimenter. While Minnesota had more or less ‘solved’ the problem 
of independent adoptions and avoided the initial transnational adoption craze, its agencies were 
reeling from the rapid introduction of Black children into their networks due to the Great 
Migration, while also fearing their prospective adoptive parents’ resentment at the invasiveness 
of welfare subjection. This unique set of problems prompted Hagen to propose a “new approach” 
to adoption that replaced many of the adoption process’s alienating features with an ethos of 
‘partnership’ with the parent client. While this change is typically regarded as a revolutionary 
approach to transracial adoption of the state’s “hard-to-place” Black children (as opposed to the 
more common ethic of evaluating ‘fit’ with a child through race-matching), I interpret it as a 
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“reproductivity deal”: a radical strategy for inducing “hard-to-keep” prospective parents’ 
allegiance to the welfare agency by gifting them with an altruistic wage – an opportunity to be a 
‘good’ and selfless welfare subject. 
 By the 1970s, adoptive parent groups weren’t the only ones taking advantage of these 
changes among agencies; the welfare crisis delegitimized the governing institutions to such an 
extent that a flowering of new civil society actors rushed in to determine a different path. 
Chapter 4, “Whistling in the Crisis: Siloes and Schisms of the Child Welfare Insurgencies” 
overviews the primary actors and definitive battle lines of this era, especially around welfare 
policy, transracial adoption, and the rights of children and their birthparents. While militant in 
many sectors, this insurgency did not have the same effect as a social movement due to the 
preponderance of professionals, the strong attachment to expanding civil society rather than 
confronting root problems, and persistent raced and classed forms of isolation and non-encounter 
(as seen in the case of OURS, a Minnesota-based adoptive parent organization). I trace the 
convergence of these actors and issues in the case of 1980s family preservation law and its 
subsequent failure against a backdrop of state devolution and demobilization. 
 The bizarre aloofness that characterized OURS in this heavily politicized atmosphere 
receives closer scrutiny in Chapter 5, “Impermanency Planning: Adoptive Parent Organizing in 
the Neoliberal Turn.” I specifically interrogate the uses of a mere “support group” as both a 
corollary to public disinvestment and as a buffer against generalized wage repression and mass 
demobilization in many sectors of social reproduction. The enclosed mutual aid, volunteer labor, 
thriving informational economy, and state evasion that characterized OURS organizing were 
critical building blocks for the group’s sustained expansion, but the majority of this energy was 
directed toward the struggles of individual families around specific adoption problems. I argue 
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that these anxieties were less concerned with assimilating their children successfully (or 
exposing them to their ‘culture’) than with reinforcing the seemingly stable relationship between 
whiteness and security – despite growing neoliberal precarity and the unknown incipient futures 
of their adopted children. 
 The self-securitizing siloes of adoptive parent organizing in Minnesota (as in other states) 
may not have shaped how all Korean adoptees were raised, but it is nevertheless striking how 
contemporary adult adoptee politics is similarly delimited by a lack of movement-building 
encounters. Although much scholarship over the years has explained this issue as an effect of 
adoptees’ largely successful assimilation into white privilege, I argue that a fixation on 
phenotypic racial identity and its assumed privileges misses a more profound tension that 
presides over adult adoptee subject formation. In Chapter 6, “Desires for Security, Desires for 
Threat: Racial Affect and Adoptee Politicization,” I theorize this tension as derivative of global 
processes of colonization and racial ordering that continue to intensify in their protection of the 
dominated and expulsion of those desiring escape from domination. I thus situate the discordant 
range of adult adoptee activities from the 1990s to today on a spectrum of racial affect, wherein 
the identity politics and representation-based work that characterizes the majority of adoptee 
subject formation tends toward an affective desire for securitized whiteness, while cross-racial 
and transnational encounters in others’ political work suggest alternative desires that have yet to 
settle on an emancipatory project. 
 The final findings chapter, “Molecules in a Dying Engine: Assessing the Twilight of 
Korean Adoption,” takes stock of the precipitous drop in transnational adoptions over the last 
decade and the shrinkage of South Korea’s adoption program in particular, a direct result of a 
2011 Special Adoption Law that imposes family preservation values over the longstanding 
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primacy of international child removal. The Law’s passage was remarkable given that a 
significant contingent of its supporters and lobbyists were repatriated adult adopted Koreans, 
including its de facto leader Jane Jeong Trenka. While these new regulations may not end 
Korean transnational adoption, they are symptomatic of broader trends among welfare agencies, 
adoptive parents, and adult adoptees – trends which are partly unanticipated results of the 
previous decades of struggle described in this dissertation. Amidst private welfare institutions 
forced into fiscal pragmatism and adoptive parents forming desperate online networks as a 
security buffer, adoptee struggles in Korea suggest both new limitations and possible 
transcendences of identity politics. The virtual end of Korean adoption points to unpredictable 
future conjunctures, but adult adoptees will likely play a role in determining what they are. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
“Punching in a Pillow”: Regulatory Regimes and Migrant Autonomies in Child Welfare 
 
Introduction 
 From the moment of the first child refugee crises in Europe during WWII, US and 
international agencies specializing in humanitarian aid and welfare insisted that the situation be 
met with sober action through legal, well-regulated, and easily monitored institutions. For them, 
it was in the “best interests of the child” to alleviate the risks to the child’s life; the appropriate 
mechanisms for doing so necessitated careful evaluation of each individual child and their 
circumstances, including legal constraints, access to the child’s remaining kin, long-term 
viability of resources and funding for the child’s future plan, and local and state support from 
political bodies. While the plans for each child could and did vary (including orphanages, 
residential homes, placement with foreign military stationed in the child’s home, overseas 
placement, or reunion with the child’s kin), welfare agencies wanted to insure these plans were 
carried out in the right way – in this case, unsurprisingly, according to the standards that 
increasingly characterized professional welfare and social work. 
 Welfare agencies did not have full command over these decisions, but they had ample 
reason to believe that other relevant social actors would cede the challenging problems of 
vulnerable children to their judgment and expertise. (As Simon & Alstein (1977) and Carp 
(1998) note, this was the case for many domestic adoptions at the time, as courts and other 
service groups granted licensed adoption agencies a de facto plenary power in governing 
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adoption.) This semblance of authority was undermined, however, by the rapid emergence of 
independent child adoption outfits throughout the US and world. At various turns evangelical, 
entrepreneurial, or simply opportunistic, these groups capitalized on the moral and social crises 
of the war – and the enhanced opportunity for extra-legal activities they provided – to launch 
child-saving missions through whatever means they had at their disposal. These adoption 
“schemes,” as welfare agencies contemptuously called them, were as functionally different from 
professional institutions as they were from each other. Some had the backings of churches, 
charities, or businesses; others were the brainchilds of individual lawyers, soldiers, and 
middlemen with the right connections. Some pretended to operate as licensed agencies to 
successfully pass muster with welfare organizations; some stayed as low-profile as possible; 
others flaunted their non-welfare designs proudly, hoping to withstand regulatory scrutiny 
through popular fervor and media favor. By and large they were decentralized and did not 
coordinate with each other. But they nonetheless embodied a set of shared practices that posed a 
serious challenge to the welfare agencies’ vision. For them, the ‘plan’ for the child was simple: 
‘saving’ as many children as possible from the horrors of brutal (and presumably Communist) 
post-war regimes, and permanently placing them as quickly as possible with loving (and 
presumably Christian) families in the West. They adhered to these principles – permanent 
displacement, adoption as the only plan, processing children en masse with utmost speed – by 
indefatigably fighting, undermining, and evading all bureaucratic and regulatory requirements 
they disagreed with. Affronted, the welfare agencies fought back, aiming to force the 
independent ‘schemes’ into submission, irrelevance, or extinction. 
The battles between established, licensed child welfare agencies and independent 
adoption outfits were not new; both groups had existed in the US for years prior to WWII and 
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shared mutual hostility. But in the postwar conjuncture, the particularly dire straits of child 
refugees – combined with the astounding early success of independent adopters in procuring 
them – clarified the struggle as a problem of governance: what values, ideas, and practices are 
the right ones for conducting the adoption of a child? ‘Struggle’ may seem to be an inappropriate 
term for the dynamic between agencies and independent adopters; they colluded with each other 
around common goals as much as they fought each other, their squabbles were largely parochial 
and isolated from the major social movements of the time, and their most confrontational tactics 
were neither pickets nor marches nor direct actions of civil disobedience, but rather public 
relations ploys and angrily worded correspondences to each other. Still, ‘struggle’ best captures 
the situation of the actors involved: thrown into a domain where multiple visions of the world are 
competing, with no clear dominant authority or hegemon. This struggle does not unfold like an 
all-out war, since the social actors in play are not trying to extinguish each other; their common 
objective is establishing social order, and their maneuvers strive to negotiate an assemblage of 
different beliefs and different behaviors that nevertheless can be controlled – an ordered disorder.  
I call this a “struggle in the circuits”: the tensions and fractures in the circuits of control 
(Deleuze, 1992; Puar, 2007) that permeate civil society. While this chapter agrees with 
biopolitical literature that locates the welfare state – in all of its public and private operations – 
as a critical anchor for social control in modern liberalism, it also tempers this discussion with 
the assertion that biopolitical regulatory power within child welfare (and adoption specifically) 
has been historically weak (Herman, 2008). As with all of social work, the sheer number and 
range of adoption cases to manage requires an exhausting yet delicate coordination of individuals 
and institutions that is constantly disrupted by logistical delays, illegal shortcuts, disappearing 
and resurfacing subjects, political interference, and poor or faulty information. Licensed agencies 
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and state welfare and social service departments are fairly adequate in surveilling adoption 
activity that falls under their authority, but there are also networks of gray and black markets in 
children that weave in and out of these agencies’ purview and often go completely unnoticed. 
Nor are such underground markets the workings of malevolent criminals; they are often 
orchestrated by families and communities out of shared needs, desires, and frustrations and fears 
over welfare state scrutiny. And all of this pales in comparison to everyday kinship practices – 
especially among the poor, the indigenous, and people of color – of casual and informal adoption 
that have existed for decades without interference from the child welfare ‘system.’ 
 In other words, the reason why child welfare is consumed by a ‘struggle in the circuits’ is 
because it cannot solve autonomy: the autonomous choices to enforce or not enforce laws (or 
follow or not follow them), the clashing autonomies of each child welfare institution tasked with 
working together, the wholly autonomous decision to evade child welfare and carve out one’s 
own path instead (for better or worse). Yet I argue in this chapter that the very failure of child 
welfare’s self-appointed regulators to discipline autonomy in a systematized fashion helped lay 
the groundwork for them to develop a different regulatory regime – one that did not succeed so 
much as create new conditions. Their struggle with independent adopters in the postwar 
transnational adoption craze proved to be a crucial catalyst of this shift in three ways: enclosure, 
segmentation, and dispersion. For one, the immense appeal of independent adoption provoked 
methods of enclosure from welfare agencies, as they sought to appropriate their methods and 
eventually capture their clientele and cachet. Secondly, the impossibility of enclosing all ‘rogue’ 
autonomous efforts prompted agencies to explore the benefits of producing spaces of 
deregulation and non-regulation in their regulatory web – a decision that aimed to segment 
autonomy to better control it. Finally, the struggle revealed the ‘footlooseness’ of child welfare’s 
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many subjects, exemplified by the first transnational adoption boom and the upsurge of Black 
children in Northern cities due to the Great Migration – a key weakness for agencies that were 
originally organized to govern a localized and assumedly fixed population. This thorny issue 
required a gradual and uneven dispersion of welfare agency power, shifting from their previous 
de facto plenary authority to a more elastic network of relations with organizations – including 
non-professional, grassroots groups – that could be counted on to better regulate the migrant 
autonomies of birthparents, adoptive parents, and adoptees. In Minnesota, one such agency’s 
repositioning – elaborated further in Chapter 3 – helped pave the way for the state to lead the 
second transnational adoption boom. 
 
Regulating welfare in theory and in practice 
 Welfare – defined here as the public and private institutions at all scales whose objective 
is the care, support, and protection of vulnerable subpopulations – is a highly differentiated 
animal. One could easily assume from Foucault’s Security, territory, population (2009) lectures 
that the production of welfare as an “art of government” – an assessment of risk based on income 
and need, a targeted intervention through specialized programs, a blanket of security wielded by 
an army of social workers – constitutes a unitary “welfare state” that governs a single, cohesive 
population. But in those same lectures – and as he had already foreshadowed in Discipline and 
punish (2009) – Foucault defined governmentality as two-pronged: security for the ‘good’ 
subjects and policing for the ‘bad’ subjects, the ones that pose an internal threat to society due to 
their refusals against subjection, their fugitivity (Moten & Harney, 2011). Welfare in the US 
exemplifies this differentiation between good and bad subjects ever since its formation. At the 
turn of the 20th century, localized charities providing nominal assistance to the needy were 
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motivated by eugenic fears of degeneracy as much as philanthropic ideals (McClintock, 1995), 
and it was not uncommon for state governments to run boarding schools, tuberculosis hospitals, 
and insane asylums whose common task was ‘protecting’ the poor by confining them from the 
public (Holtan, 2011). Piven & Cloward (1993) have emphasized that the eventual formation of 
the “welfare state” (i.e. the familiar programs of Social Security, unemployment insurance, food 
stamps, and the former Aid to Families with Dependent Children) refined the differentiation 
between good and bad subjects into gradations of more easily regulated subpopulations: those 
secure enough to avoid the welfare state (typically, the capitalist class and the white waged 
industrial class), those who need the welfare state in temporary times of hardship (disabled 
workers and those in more precarious employment sectors), those who depend on the welfare 
state for survival (the poor, the indebted, informal workers, many single women and mothers, 
large sectors of African Americans and other racial groups historically barred from employment 
or access to land), and those unable to access the welfare state due to its programs’ prohibitive 
criteria (primary among them Black mothers and their children). The pathologization and 
punishment of the bottommost of these tiers produced such misery that the tiers above them went 
to great lengths to subject themselves to appropriate and correct behavior (productivity at one’s 
job, abiding by specific rules when receiving public assistance monies), effectively demobilizing 
the poor people’s 1930s struggles that prompted the welfare state into existence in the first place. 
 Child welfare is a key subset of these developments, but its tools of regulation were for 
many decades much cruder and more limited than what we normally associate with the welfare 
state. The philanthropists, church missions, charities, and social workers that forged child 
welfare into being governed a very small subset of subjects – mainly vulnerable children and 
youth, their birth families, and foster and adoptive families – and treated them all with varying 
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degrees of suspicion. Fears over the child’s potentially degenerate future catalyzed some of the 
most innovative experiments in adoption, such as Rev. Charles Loring Brace of New York City, 
who launched “orphan trains” of children into rural families throughout the Midwest to guard 
against their exposure to the vices and militant resistances of urban life (Carp, 1998). Single 
birthmothers came under the eye of social workers as tainted with “feeblemindedness,” or mental 
disability; according to Fessler (2006), removal of these mothers’ children was considered 
infinitely preferable to leaving them in the “moral decay” and supposedly low intelligence of 
their original kin (144). And potential foster and adoptive parents, no matter their privileges or 
high-class airs, were perceived by child welfare institutions as guilty of something – it was just a 
matter of determining what that something was and what risk it posed for the child. The 
following possibilities listed by a Chicago physician in 1934 were but a taste of the lurking 
dangers posed by prospective parents: 
A couple who have waited for years with the hope of having a child of their own and who seek a child for 
adoption, are likely to be over-protective and over-solicitous….There are adoptive parents who experience 
a sense of virtue in providing for the physical needs of a child, who are apt to have no appreciation of his 
need of affection. Their home is, of course, a dangerous one in which to place a child….There are some 
who wish to take a child to replace a natural child who has died. Unconsciously such foster parents are apt 
to continually compare a foster child with their own and with his expected ideal development. They often 
express great fear of losing the child and become overly involved emotionally….There are those who want 
a child for ulterior motives….In the home of which there is conflict between parents the child is often used 
as a pawn in the contest and suffers accordingly. Without a reasonable agreement between the parents on 
methods of training, the proper training of a child is usually impossible….Homes in which both parents do 
not desire adoption are usually undesirable. (Child Placement Council, 20 November 1934: 4-5) 
Compared to the larger welfare state’s designation of some subjects as provisionally good, this 
framework located everyone in its regulatory purview as ‘bad until proven good’; while the 
relatively secure learned to fear and resent ‘welfare dependency’ and its denizens, child welfare 
subjects directed their fear and resentment almost entirely at the social workers that served them. 
For child welfare practitioners, this was a small price to pay for a more noble pursuit: the 
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“transformation of risk and uncertainty” that haunted children and families “into intolerable yet 
manageable problems” (Herman, 2008: 22). 
 Child welfare institutions’ authority at any scale has only ever regulated a mere fraction 
of ‘risky’ children and families; it was and is outcompeted by independent and commercial 
adoption networks and outmaneuvered by the utterly common child-caring practices arranged by 
communities on an informal basis. Subjects enter into the child welfare world in delimited 
fashion, namely through local private/voluntary agencies (who often serve very local 
communities or religious and ethnic subsets within them) or, in the case of children specifically, 
by falling under state guardianship (often obtained by policing of families). During the first half 
of the 20th century, child welfare subjects were almost universally white, and eugenics-based 
concern for ‘matching’ children with their foster or adoptive parents based on seemingly fixed 
characteristics – race, class, religion, intelligence – reproduced the overwhelming whiteness of 
the profession (Briggs, 2012; Herman, 2008; Quiroz, 2007; Simon & Alstein, 1977). One 
exception found in the US and other settler colonies is the removal of indigenous children from 
their homes and involuntary placement in Christian boarding schools and white foster/adoptive 
families, a process that began in the 1800s and accelerated with experimental transracial 
placement programs guided by the Child Welfare League of America (CWLA), an umbrella 
group for the nation’s private/voluntary agencies (Jacobs, 2009; Fanshel, 1972). Overall, though, 
the more child welfare institutions developed and formalized, the more they concentrated their 
regulatory authority over illegitimate or ‘wretched’ white children and stigmatized white single 
mothers – especially during the post-WWII baby boom and its associated “baby scoop” era, 
where millions of white unwed women were compelled and coerced to give up their children for 
adoption (Fessler, 2006). 
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 As discussed in subsequent chapters of this dissertation, child welfare eventually 
broadened its scope and sharpened its regulatory toolkit, enclosing more and more groups of 
people (both domestically and internationally) with more nuanced evaluations of risk; today, for 
example, adoptive and foster parents are almost always considered ‘good until proven bad’ (a 
change I elaborate further in Chapter 3). By the time permanent transnational adoption emerged 
in significant numbers after WWII, however, child welfare’s reach was still constrained. Its main 
asset was not its legitimacy in the eyes of its subjects, but the relative unity and cooperation 
among all of its civil society actors at all scales. Local agencies worked closely with county and 
state departments; national umbrella groups like the CWLA (for private/voluntary agencies) and 
the US Children’s Bureau (for public/state agencies) were circulating newsletters and 
disseminating field representatives throughout the country; even at the international level, child 
welfare monitors like the International Social Service (ISS) were regulating all the other 
regulators as they struggled to govern refugee families and children in the aftermath of WWII 
and the Korean War. In that moment, the wisdom of child welfare’s basic tenet – the eugenic 
calculation and crafting of risk into a future that could meet a child’s ‘best interests’ – was 
broadly accepted across its network of agencies and partner institutions as the ethical basis for its 
practitioners’ legitimacy. Within a decade, it would all unravel. 
 
Rogue embraces: The irrepressible desires of proxy adoption 
 As Herman (2008) has observed, transnational adoption in the 1950s can best be 
described as outlaw territory: 
Until passage of the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1961, which incorporated transnational adoption, 
the migration of foreign-born children to the United States had no place in permanent law. It was governed 
by a series of provisional refugee and displaced persons acts, beginning with a directive from President 
Truman in 1945 that envisioned the entry of “eligible orphans” from war-torn countries as a temporary 
emergency and set quotas for that purpose. Between 1953 and 1962, fifteen thousand foreign children were 
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adopted by Americans, but concerns about immigration and unwillingness to interfere in the legal systems 
of sovereign nations meant that transnational placements were, in effect, exempted from the regulatory 
regime that had been laboriously put into place domestically. (218) 
Children came to the US from South Korea in countless ways during this de facto unregulated 
era. Prior to and during the Korean War, many were adopted by occupying American troops 
(Pate, 2014). Still others were brought in through private bills made through petitions to 
individual Congressmen by persistent prospective parents who were refused service by agencies; 
in Minnesota, for example, Arthur Schneider – an unwed professor who advised the formation of 
a partnership between the University of Minnesota and a rebuilding Seoul National University in 
South Korea – successfully convinced his district representative to pass a bill that allowed a 
Korean teenager to be placed with him (MacGregor, 31 August 1961), despite welfare standards 
that prohibited transnational placements with single people (Walter, 27 July 1961). By far the 
most common form was adoption by proxy, a loophole of the 1953 Refugee Relief Act that first 
allowed “immigrant orphan” children to arrive legally in the US for the purposes of adoption on 
a non-quota basis (Valk, 1957). The loophole explicitly allowed that the prospective adoptive 
parent did not have to be present in the Korean courts overseeing the adoption process for the 
child’s visa to be granted. The Act was likely worded in this way to make it easier for 
international welfare agencies like the International Social Service to coordinate adoptions 
through their representatives; ISS regularly sent such agents, or “escorts,” to process the children 
in court and fly them to their waiting parents (International Social Service American Branch, 11 
December 1956). But the loophole did not specify who should serve in the proxy role of the 
adoptive parent, and as a result, various lawyers, soldiers, businessmen, and other individuals 
took their turns as proxies in service of eager prospective parents. 
 The appeal of proxy adoption went beyond its logistical ease. Its primary pioneers, 
evangelist and entrepreneur Harry Holt and his wife Bertha Holt, made headlines by adopting 
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eight Korean children in 1955 through a private adoption bill (Kim, 2009). Harry Holt was first 
inspired to pursue Korean adoption through his close relationship with World Vision, a Christian 
“child-saving” charity that was one of many on the ground in Korea in the war’s aftermath; 
World Vision arranged for Americans to sponsor Korean children and assisted their resettlement 
as refugee orphans (Pettiss, 19 August 1955). Holt regarded adoption by proxy as the optimal 
vehicle for a vast network of churches and sectarian nonprofits to successfully extract children 
from the hazards of godless Communism in South Korea (especially with the Soviet Union, 
China, and North Korea right next door) and “bring them to Christianity” (Pettiss, 10 February 
1956: 4). In this he was not alone: Briggs (2012) notes that from the 1930s on through the 
duration of the Cold War, private evangelical organizations perceived their “child-saving” work 
as a critical effort in the anti-Communist front (151-159). Kim (2009) explains that through 
sentimentalized letters, photographs, TV appearances, and other “technologies of intimacy” (12), 
prospective adoptive parents could imagine their “First World” bonds of kinship with Korean 
children as a geopolitical duty, while conveniently allowing the actual work of navigating the 
adoption process in the “Third World” to a proxy like Holt Adoption Program. This intimate 
labor attempted to mitigate parents’ distance and possibly unbridgeable difference between them 
and their unseen proxy-adopted child – an ambivalent kinning strategy that lies at the heart of 
transnational adoptions and other non-biological kin relationships, as described by critical 
adoption and feminist geography scholars Howell (2006) and Nash (2005). 
 At heart, however, mass Korean “child rescues” organized by independent facilitators 
like Holt encapsulated everything prospective adoptive parents wanted out of adoption yet never 
got from welfare agencies. Adoption by proxy was cheaper than having each individual couple 
fly to South Korea; there were almost no criteria for parents (except a professed adherence to 
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Christianity on application forms) and next to no investigation of parents’ capacity and ‘fitness’ 
to adopt; paperwork and bureaucratic wrangling were minimal; and most importantly, it was fast. 
Welfare agencies tried valiantly to convince parents and independent facilitators to align with 
welfare standards to almost no avail. One county agency social worker described an increasingly 
familiar scenario, where a prospective parent approached them about their plan to pursue 
transnational adoption by proxy; “we explained the dangers involved in such a plan,” the worker 
recalled, but “she is convinced this method is quick and will be handled without a study of her 
home, so is unconcerned about future possible difficulties….We will endeavor to convince them 
of the advantages of adoption through an agency and to continue to point out the dangers of 
independent adoptions” (Lynes, 22 March 1957: 1). Nationally, the ISS met with Holt Adoption 
Program and World Vision multiple times in the 1950s and exchanged letters with them 
constantly, insisting that abandoning the proxy method was in the “best interests of the child;” 
however, Holt expressed “defensiveness against all social workers and social agencies” (Pettiss, 
13 March 1956: 4) and became exasperated at agencies’ methodical caution: “He believes that 
children are dying while we fiddle” (Pettiss, 10 February 1956: 3). The US Children’s Bureau, a 
national public monitor of child welfare, even made entreaties to the Department of State to 
assist in deterring proxy adoptions because of fears that adoptees would not be given “proper 
care in conformity with the standards required by the State” (Eliot, 27 April 1956: 1). 
In one of her correspondences, Susan T. Pettiss (Associate Director of the ISS American 
Branch) summarized the budding sense of welfare agency futility in governing proxy adoptions: 
Things are happening so fast here in regard to Korea that we find it hard to keep up with them…Sometimes 
I feel as if I am punching in a pillow in attacking each of the major problems in handling these Korean 
cases. You have no idea of the repercussions which are resounding all over the U.S. about Mr. Holt’s 
activities. I was in Washington two days last week and met in several places his accusations against the ISS 
as obstructing his plans….Our experience working with Mr. Holt’s escorting children under our auspices 
back last time were most unfortunate and more and more it seems clear to us that a major crisis is in the 
making. (30 April 1956: 1) 
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For Pettiss and agencies like the ISS, their conundrum was twofold. First, every attempt they 
made to rein in independent facilitators and ‘child rescue’ operations led to more creative 
evasion responses by their targets – a hopelessly counterproductive strategy of cascading 
unintended effects that truly did seem like “punching in a pillow.” But more seriously, their 
supposed strength – a self-claimed moral and ethical authority informed by tried-and-true best 
practices – failed to convince their prospective adoptive parent audience. Welfare agencies did 
not lack for favorable media coverage and propaganda when they needed it; one such 
moralizing5 Coronet article on independent transnational adoptions by journalist Norman 
Sklarewitz (1959) was run by the ISS American Branch office for approval before publication 
(Sullivan, 12 November 1958). But the court of public opinion had weighed in against them, as 
encapsulated by one adoptive parent’s argument in a letter to their Senator: “The so-called 
“legitimate” agencies are most certainly not doing any better job than anyone else. They have 
their own ways of botching the job about as often as those whom they condemn. Therefore, I 
oppose giving a monopoly to them or to anyone else….I see no reason to grant powers to social 
workers which makes it impossible for those who so wish to escape their control” (Ruestow, 23 
March 1959: 1-2). Even as she complained about “punching in a pillow,” Pettiss acknowledged 
that the welfare agencies’ values of careful deliberation were at cross-purposes with a crude 
agency imperative to be the best possible competitor in a chaotic market, and to ensure that “as 
effective service as possible be worked out to find homes for these youngsters and to move them 
as rapidly as possible into them” (30 April 1956: 1). 
 Victory for the welfare agencies seemed imminent after they successfully lobbied 
Congress for a bill to ban proxy adoptions, which became part of a permanent 1961 “immigrant 
                                                          
5 Sklarewitz’s article – “The shocking babies-by-mail scandal” – concluded with the intonation, “It would be worse 
than cruel if, in our rush to “do something”, we let emotion rule our heads. Patience and love, not pity whipped up 
by an emotionally-written news story, should be the force behind an adoption” (144). 
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orphan” law that replaced the non-quota adoption exceptions of temporary acts like the 1953 
Refugee Relief Act. The bill – which ISS and other welfare agencies had lobbied for as early as 
1956 (Pettiss, 16 March 1956) – stipulated that “the prospective parents shall have seen and 
observed the child before adoption, thus making sight unseen, proxy-type adoptions no basis for 
the issuance of a non-quota visa” (International Social Service American Branch, 3 October 
1961: 3). Two years after the bill’s passage, transnational adoption numbers were cut in half 
(International Social Service American Branch, 4 February 1964). Yet when Harry Holt was 
queried by a friend about how his adoption program would proceed with the ban in place, he 
assuredly replied, “The Lord is still on the throne” (Holt, 1963). Divine intervention or no, Holt’s 
operation continued, and despite depressed numbers his Adoption Program still commanded the 
lion’s share of all Korean adoptions, just as it had during the 1950s (see Table 2.1). Partly this 
reflected Holt’s gradual success in partnering with other private welfare agencies in South Korea 
and the U.S. (a trend which increased after Harry Holt’s death in 1964 (Kim, 2006)), but mostly 
the program took advantage of uneven enforcement of the law. In 1962, for example, Holt 
successfully bypassed the proxy ban by placing hundreds of children in “States which seem to  
ISS and Holt Adoptive Placements from South Korea, 1956-1965 
Year 
Korean adoptions 
to the US 
Holt Adoption Program 
share of Korean adoptions 
International Social Service 
share of Korean adoptions 
1956 668 27% 10% 
1957 485 51% 5% 
1958 922 63% 2% 
1959 737 48% 4% 
1960 627 78% 4% 
1961 852 77% 3% 
PROXY ADOPTION BANNED SEPTEMBER 1, 1961 
1962 420 47% 7% 
1963 439 77% 13% 
1964 441 56% 19% 
1965 421 52% 17% 
Table 2.1. Source: Former Immigration and Naturalization Service, “Intercountry adoption program 
report” (1955-1968), O’Conner, Jr. (1966). 
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have no pre-adoption requirements” (DiVirgilio, 30 March 1962: 2). And many other 
independent facilitators operated as unheeded as ever, so much so that as late as 1967, ISS and 
CWLA cosponsored a panel at the National Conference on Social Welfare entitled “Children in 
Migration: How Do We Avoid Unprotected Intercountry Placements?” (International Social 
Service American Branch, 14 February 1967). 
 
Reluctant deregulation 
 Even before the ultimately ineffective proxy adoption ban, licensed child welfare 
facilitators were determined to explore other avenues to undercut the appeal of independent 
adoptions. They fully realized that, as much as they believed in the standards they had long 
advocated, they had to “be much more flexible” in how they operated; if “[they] as social 
agencies are not able to meet the problem of some of these children abroad,” they could easily 
“miss the boat” as competitors in the eventual formation of a transnational adoption market 
(Linse, 11 March 1957: 2-3). One strategy they produced was to coopt the methods of 
independent facilitators, on the assumption that many ambivalent prospective parents would use 
the more official, ‘trusted’ welfare route over a rogue option that promised similar results, 
effectively enclosing the terrain that outfits like Holt had carved out for themselves. As one 
example, Holt’s operations thrived on favorable publicity, particularly a running trope of media 
photographing the arrival of mass numbers of Korean children in airports where their adoptive 
parents awaited them – perfectly capturing the promise of ‘child rescue.’ A social worker 
observed such an event – a plane dropping off 107 children from South Korea at the airport in 
Portland, Oregon – and found the experience disorienting for everyone involved: “I came away 
from this experience ill and almost as bewildered as some of the adoptive parents themselves” 
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(Lyslo, 1958). Yet in subsequent years, ISS came to fully embrace large group flights of children 
– not so much to meet their overwhelming volume of transnational adoptions (which were never 
very large to begin with), but as a public relations stunt that situated welfare as a viable 
competitor to Holt: 
On Monday, May 27th, a staff member from the California State Department of Social Welfare 
telephoned….In the telephone conversation, we mentioned that a flight of children was scheduled to arrive 
from Korea the following week, and if it would be helpful, it might be possible to have these children arrive 
earlier in order to obtain publicity to dramatize the fact that social agencies are bringing children in from 
Korea. On Tuesday morning, the 28th, we received a telegram advising they would be indeed interested in 
this….Miss Verrill Rogers of the WAIF/ISS office of Los Angeles went to San Francisco to assist in the 
reception and publicity. (International Social Service American Branch, 4 June 1963: 4) 
Furthermore, ISS strained to show the public that while both they and Holt were successfully 
arranging group flights, the ISS way was safer and more responsible; they eagerly circulated 
multiple reports of tuberculosis and occasional adoptee deaths during the group flights that Holt 
oversaw (Eveland, 22 May 1958). 
 One other significant change was in the circulation of information. In true unregulated 
fashion, independent adoption facilitators were remarkably cavalier in disseminating private 
details about adoptive families and adopted children; notoriously, any interested party could pay 
$2 and receive a directory from Holt Adoption Program that listed the names of all of the 
adoptees they processed as well as the names and addresses of the families with whom they were 
placed (Pettiss, 30 June 1958). From a welfare perspective, such information was highly 
sensitive and its dissemination was prohibited by confidentiality policies that intended to protect 
the identity of all those involved in the adoption transaction. But independent facilitators 
recognized that prospective parents were displeased by agencies withholding this information 
from them, and in fact withholding most other information (substantive descriptions of available 
children, the findings of homestudies and other agency investigations) as a rule; with a directory 
such as Holt’s in hand, parents could contact and meet other families, ask questions in an 
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environment free of surveillance, and not inconsequentially, form organizations to boost the 
reputation of independent adoptions and recruit parents into their ranks. Out of a desire to expand 
their competitive reach over these information-hungry prospective parents, ISS held its first ever 
“meeting of Caucasian adoptive parents of Oriental children” in 1961 in order to both “help 
agencies select and prepare prospective adoptive parents in this country” and “help agencies 
abroad prepare a child in the best possible way for adoption in this country” (International Social 
Service American Branch, 7 March 1961: 2). The adoptive parents who attended were eager to 
provide suggestions on what information they desired from welfare agencies, including 
descriptions of the orphanages where the children were staying (including physical details, daily 
routines, and photos), advanced medical records on the children available for adoption, and a full 
written description of each component of the transnational adoption process (Stewart, 16 May 
1961). While not all of these requests were met, ISS and its partnering state and local agencies 
gradually began relinquishing their previously stringent control over this information throughout 
the 1960s. 
 Another strategy involved changing policy in order to ‘make peace’ with the unregulated 
autonomy that characterized (and was celebrated by) independent adoption facilitators and their 
clientele. One crucial change was in the degree of family evaluation. Social workers at this time 
were acutely aware of the significant time lags that recurred during a typical adoption process, 
since the various institutions that were tasked with investigating, examining, and approving the 
adoption – courts, local and state welfare boards, even medical and financial boards to attest to 
couples’ fitness to parent – made mundane autonomous decisions of their own: taking shortcuts, 
bypassing each other’s authority, or simply expediting or delaying an adoption case’s progress 
based off the institution’s (or individual employees’) priorities and discretion. Combined, the 
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total duration of an adoption process could take anywhere from six months to a few years – and 
there was no guarantee that the adoption would be successful by the end of such time. While 
agencies went to great pains to justify the uncertainty and endless waiting to aggravated parents,6 
they continuously brainstormed ways to make the process more streamlined, especially in 
dealing with adoption programs like Korea where it was widely believed that “[children] will not 
live or have nothing to live for” so long as they remained in their home country (Valk, 1957: 2). 
 The 1953 Refugee Relief Act and subsequent nonquota “immigrant orphan” legislation 
added another institutional layer into the bureaucratic fold: the former Immigration and 
Naturalization Service (INS) of the Department of Justice. Given their caseload – of which 
transnational adoptees were an exceedingly small minority and low priority – INS officials were 
often willing to cut corners and shorten the labor expended on such cases; notably, Harry Holt 
developed a close relationship with several such officials in the 1950s and successfully relegated 
them to a mere rubber-stamping function for his adoption program (Gresham, 27 May 1958). 
Against this, the Child Welfare League of America and other national welfare bodies pressed 
hard on the INS to follow standard investigative procedures specific to “immigrant orphans” in 
the refugee laws, including “an unannounced visit of an investigator to the [prospective family’s] 
home, a “neighborhood check” on the family, fingerprinting of all family members and their 
clearance through FBI files” (Pettiss, 1958: 29). Much to their dismay, the INS’s subsequent 
adherence to these regulations backfired: the “unannounced visit of an investigator” often 
consisted of more than just a simply security check, duplicating many of the findings of the 
                                                          
6 In one revealing example from the 1930s, the Minnesota Council on Adoptions spun bureaucracy’s negative 
connotations as a positive: “Any social worker in the child placement field will say, “In Minnesota we are proud of 
the ‘red tape’ involved in adopting children.” Why? Because it deters hasty action on the part of parents who wish to 
surrender guardianship of their child in a time of great strain only to discover later that they deeply regret the action. 
Also the procedure of commitment of a child, suitable for adoption, to a child placing agency is a check against a 
child being placed in an undesirable or unsuitable home” (Minnesota Council on Adoptions, 1936: 2).  
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homestudy required by welfare agency caseworkers (International Social Service American 
Branch, 4 March 1958). Nationwide, social workers were castigated by their parent clientele for 
the “punitive” pointlessness of a second de facto homestudy, and the ISS openly feared that this 
additional delay in the process would “drive prospective adoptive parents into the speedier proxy 
adoptions” (International Social Service American Branch, 1 April 1958: 3-4). 
 This was merely one of several bureaucratic delays that the immigration process 
introduced. To temper this, welfare officials were forced to re-evaluate the ‘usual’ delays of the 
standard adoption process and determine where more flexibility could be reasonably allowed 
without sacrificing quality service. Herman (2008) notes that when the Child Welfare League of 
America first designed a set of national standards in 1938, bureaucracy was the overriding value; 
it was imperative of agencies to “keep orderly records, investigate, and supervise.” But when 
they revised these standards in 1958, the focus shifted to “extensive rather than minimal designs 
for kinship – they might be called “best practices” today” (153), an implicit recognition that new 
kinds of adoption cases – not just transnational, but also cases of nonwhite, older, and disabled 
children that tended to be handled at slower speeds with greater caution – required a more 
contextual, non-standard approach. Susan T. Pettiss (1958) acknowledged that transnational 
adoption was instrumental in catalyzing this shift: “What are the implications of this experience 
in intercountry adoptions for United States standards and practices? Perhaps we need to look 
closely at the criteria we have established for suitable adoptive parents to see if a more flexible 
attitude should be accepted….More flexibility in evaluating adopting parents might dispel some 
of the criticism heaped upon social workers by the public” (32). Previously, child welfare 
agencies insisted on close regulatory surveillance of prospective families through studies, tests, 
check-ins, and unannounced home visits to ensure compliance with agency criteria. In order to 
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keep pace with the faster speed of independent transnational adoptions, welfare agencies began 
eliminating and limiting these practices – in effect, deregulating governance of the prospective 
family – to make up for the lost time and enhanced regulation of immigration procedures (27). 
The underlying hope was that the space of the family could allow for at least some variation and 
wayward autonomy in an otherwise comprehensively monitored process. 
 
Experimenting with dispersion 
 What none of these strategies solved was the problem of governing migration in child and 
family welfare. Non-governmental organizations like ISS emerged in the early 1900s precisely to 
deal with this challenge by coordinating transfers of authority and accountability between 
intergovernmental bodies (such as the United Nations), state departments and ministries, and 
local service agencies, but these activities only succeeded when families and children willingly 
adhered to this bureaucratic entanglement to meet their needs. Many did not – and in the case of 
outfits like Holt Adoption Program, many were deliberately steered onto migrant paths that 
welfare agencies either could not trace or could only watch helplessly. ISS was candid in its 
hopes that the “elimination of proxy adoptions” would right the ship by simply forcing people 
into its channels, leading to “an increase in number of children referred to the American Branch 
from Greece and Korea” (Hadley, 13 November 1961). But for all of their efforts to suture a 
nascent border regime out of postwar fragments, the autonomy of migration always won out. 
Sandro Mezzadra (19 September 2010) elaborates on this “autonomy of migration” perspective 
as a way of “looking at migratory movements and conflicts in terms that prioritize the subjective 
practices, the desires, the expectations, and the behaviours of migrants themselves….It 
shows…how the ‘politics of control’ itself is compelled to come to terms with a ‘politics of 
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migration’ that structurally exceeds its (re)bordering practices” (paragraph 1). Mezzadra’s 
conceptualization of migration is primarily centered on Europe and the global bordering 
practices that securitize the labor flows of late capitalism, but Asian American history scholars 
have unveiled numerous examples of migrants exceeding efforts to control them, such as the 
ingenious ways immigrants undermined Asian exclusion legislation in the late 1800s and early 
1900s (Takaki, 1998; Lee, 2015). This behavior certainly characterizes the jetsetting independent 
adopters and “child rescuers” that welfare agencies found so frustrating; the autonomy of the 
involuntary migrants in this case – the children themselves – expresses itself differently (as 
described further in Chapter 5). 
 The problems of governing migrant autonomies were especially acute on the domestic 
front. The millions of African Americans who settled in cities throughout the North and West 
during the Great Migration severely disrupted the governance of local agencies and state 
departments that partnered with ISS and CWLA. Children were systematically removed from 
their families in droves due to intensive policing of the urban ghettoes where they lived (Briggs, 
2012). A parallel process also developed in Korea: children birthed to African American soldiers 
and Korean women during the Korean War clogged up ISS time and investment due to their 
stringent attachment to race-matching in adoptive and foster care placements (Choy, 2009), 
especially due to the “difficulty in many communities of promoting such adoptions when there 
are in that very community local adoptable Negro children who lack homes” (International 
Social Service American Branch, 7 October 1958). All of these unruly subjects on the child 
welfare terrain delegitimized agency authority in a moment where social workers were 
passionately striving to make adoption governable (Herman, 2008). 
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 In this context, welfare agencies began experimenting with a third strategy: 
decentralizing their authority through partnerships with organizations they previously dismissed 
as unprofessional or insufficiently welfare-oriented. While ISS was on “friendly and productive” 
terms with Holt Adoption Program by the late 1960s, they also saw enough ongoing “areas of 
difference” – particularly Holt’s ongoing emphasis on volume by “placing as large a number of 
children for adoption from Korea, as they can possible manage, with at least minimal protection” 
– to be discouraged from establishing a formal partnership with their erstwhile enemy (Heller, 8 
November 1967: 1). This proved problematic following the 1961 proxy adoption ban; once less 
well-funded and well-connected independent facilitators gradually dispersed from South Korea, 
they cleared the field for Holt Adoption Program to continue dominating the Korean adoption 
scene, both by evading regulations and partnering with new indigent Korean agencies 
(International Social Service American Branch, 31 January 1963). ISS was convinced that 
adoptions from Korea would subside and eventually end, but they were reluctant to depart the 
country knowing that Holt would virtually monopolize the terrain there unchecked: “Although 
serious consideration has been given to closing out a direct ISS service in Korea this will create 
many other problems for ISS, particularly the American Branch if this is done before we are sure 
that the intercountry service which has been started will be carried on by a responsible group.” 
(International Social Service American Branch, 15 May 1962: 3). Despite their judgment that 
Korean adoption was nothing but a fiasco, the ISS nevertheless recognized “that we had a 
responsibility in Korea” (International Social Service American Branch, 9 January 1962: 3). 
 Thus, ISS began making inroads to potential organizational partners for a program in 
Korea. Its first stop was Kun Chil Paik, a Korean social worker trained in the United States and 
head of the Child Placement Service (International Social Service American Branch, 17 April 
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1962). Back when ISS was first asked to assist in the migration of child refugees in the Korean 
War aftermath, the indigent Child Placement Service was their partner organization before ISS 
was able to establish its own office and staff; after a couple years, they ended their relationship 
with Child Placement Service, accusing it of operating “completely on a basis of adoption by 
proxy” (Pettiss, 25 February 1960: 1). This time around, ISS hoped for a better outcome. They 
met with Paik and other voluntary agencies still operating in Korea to determine proper channels 
of funding, reporting, and oversight for a potential partnership, whereby Child Placement Service 
would process adoptable children from the local orphanages and ISS would simply monitor their 
work from afar and step in only for the international transfer of the adoptee. Their goal in the 
first year of operation was the successful placement of 100 Korean children, according to high 
quality service and standards that would eliminate previously encountered problems such as legal 
loopholes, opposition from location adoption courts, and staff shortages. ISS anticipated that if 
all went well, they could not only cede more and more authority to Child Placement Service to 
become a truly self-sufficient Korean agency that reflected welfare protocols, but also replicate 
the experience as a model for future forays into transnational adoption (Cherney, 1962). 
 Initially, the arrangement looked promising. “We feel better about Korea than we have 
for a long time,” asserted Paul R. Cherney, the General Director of the International Social 
Service American Branch. “Now we are negotiating with, in addition to Child Placement 
Service, Welcome House, the Seventh Day Adventists, and established working relationships 
which will be mutually advantageous. Even Mr. Holt has agreed to accept ISS service on a test 
basis of two or three cases” (Cherney, 13 November 1962: 1). Then in 1964, Paik abandoned the 
Korean government-funded Child Placement Service to set up his own private agency, Korea 
Social Service (KSS), which began working closely with Holt Adoption Program to process 
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referrals (International Social Service American Branch, 14 September 1965). ISS shifted to a 
trial run of referrals from KSS, set to commence on January 1, 1966; it never got off the ground: 
The quality and handling of these cases by the Korea Social Service were to be evaluated by the 
Intercountry Adoption Committee after January 1, 1966. On October 20, 1965, during meetings of the 
International Council in Geneva, a conference was called by Stewart Sutton, the International Director, to 
review this arrangement….The referral of cases directly to the American Branch by the Korea Social 
Service was regarded as irregular, out of proper channels, and a handicap….Mr. Cherney was instructed to 
terminate the direct relationship with Korea Social Service. (1) 
While it’s likely that the “irregular” slate of cases being processed by KSS was attributed by ISS 
to their relationship with Holt Adoption Program, it is nonetheless surprising that ISS terminated 
their partnership with KSS so quickly, despite having worked with Paik since 1962 with no 
apparent problems. As it turns out, KSS’s problem was too much autonomy; it was KSS, and not 
the more closely surveilled Child Placement Service, that became the first transnational adoption 
institution entirely run and self-funded by indigent Koreans (Hübinette, 2006: 50), and their 
solution for self-sufficient funding was unsurprising: working with organizations like Holt to 
process the maximum numbers of children with minimal protection. This was a step too far gone 
for ISS; in their hopes that pursuing transnational adoption the ‘right’ way by dispersing 
authority to indigenous institutions and empowering them towards partial self-determination, 
those very institutions betrayed them by going down paths reminiscent of the “child rescue” 
1950s era. Not long after this disappointing turn, Child Placement Service also became a private 
agency and renamed itself Social Welfare Society in 1971; yet another indigenous private agency 
emerged in 1972, the Eastern Child Welfare Society (50). By the time of the second and much 
larger Korean adoption boom in the 1970s and 1980s, these three private agencies – along with 
Holt Adoption Program – dominated the transnational adoption landscape on the Korean side; 
their values and practices so strongly mirrored Holt’s that ISS could have just as easily avoided 
South Korea entirely and no one would have noticed. 
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Conclusion 
 The trajectory of ISS and other licensed agencies throughout this time period, then, must 
be interpreted as a continuous failure to govern the evasive entities occupying the welfare 
domain. Social workers and their licensed institutions had worked tirelessly to monitor, 
denounce, and undermine the operations of independent adoption facilitators following the 
Korean War, only to encourage 'rogue' groups to attack and creatively evade their efforts while 
alienating prospective adoptive parents who were frustrated by the laggard pace and opaqueness 
of the standard adoption process. But the strategies that emerged from this conjuncture of 
misbehavior yielded important yet largely submerged consequences. To better attract their parent 
clientele, child welfare agencies at multiple scales gradually embraced deregulation of 
transnational adoption practice, leading to increased speed in their bureaucratic machinery and 
diminished social worker investigation of the applicant family. In the ensuing decades, adoptive 
parents and families would seize on these relatively unregulated zones as sites for new welfare-
evading activity – for both good and ill, as we shall see. ISS’s attempt at ‘following’ migrant 
autonomies through dispersed partnerships with potentially wayward groups was comparatively 
less impactful, but national and local agencies soon followed suit with their own constituencies 
and civil society neighbors to greater effect. In Minnesota, one agency’s dispersion strategy 
facilitated a new Korean adoption wave – only this one went through welfare channels rather 
than around them. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
A “New Approach” to Adoption: Minnesota Agencies and Improvised Biopolitics 
 
Introduction 
 The difficulties of child welfare regulation in the 1950s to 1960s generated a crisis of 
legitimacy among US welfare institutions that has never been completely resolved. Sensitive to 
the heterogeneous constituencies that they served, public welfare slowly lost what little authority 
they had enjoyed during the Depression era, such that by the 1960s they were straining to solve 
new social problems while caught in the middle of localized squabbling between city councils, 
county and township organizations, and occasionally hostile state governors and legislatures 
(Piven & Cloward, 1993). In Northern cities, these power battles intensified with the massive 
influx of Black migrants from the South, catching child welfare agencies off-guard and ill-
equipped to manage the elusive autonomy of Black kinship and Black social reproduction in the 
urban ghettoes. On the international front, public welfare won the proxy adoption battle but 
decisively lost the war; the norm in transnational adoption practice soon developed to privilege 
the values of relaxed investigation, increased speed, and consumer demand that were pioneered 
by independent adopters. While most voluntary agencies continued to specialize in “blue ribbon” 
healthy white infant adoptions, some capitalized on and encouraged this sea change. In the 
1950s, social workers were decrying independent facilitators for escorting children by the 
planeload from Korea; by the late 1960s, prominent private licensed organizations (which now 
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included Holt and other previously independent outfits) were arranging group flights for 
adoptees as a matter of course (International Social Service American Branch, 4 June 1963). 
 Still, there is nothing in the historical record to indicate that these dynamics – the crisis of 
legitimacy in public child welfare, the inept governmentality of Black families in the North, the 
victory of values for independent adopters, or the slow turn by private agencies toward baby 
markets abroad – facilitated a national move towards transnational and domestic transracial 
adoptions. Transracial adoption was a non-starter for many agencies, since the social work costs 
of placing Black children in new families – Black or non-Black – remained prohibitively high. 
Even successful Black child placement projects in New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, and Los 
Angeles – often facilitated by the National Urban League and other Black professional 
organizations (Billingsley & Giovannoni, 1972) – rarely made more than a dent in the numbers 
of Black children under state guardianship. Holt and other transnational adoption giants now 
stood on legal grounds to carry out their missions, albeit with the weight of bureaucratic 
relationships with welfare departments, investigative boards, middlemen, and byzantine child 
welfare laws they had long detested. And long-established private adoption agencies lacked 
incentive to make going overseas a leading strategy; the sheer amount of infrastructure needed 
for such a program made the enterprise too economically risky, especially given their existing 
domestic caseload (“Report from the American Branch,” 12 April 1955). 
 It is in this context that the surprising fervor around transracial and transnational adoption 
at the end of the 1960s can be best appreciated. While far from a historical accident, the root 
causes of these changes remain elusive, leading to a great deal of confusion, speculation, and 
“description posing as an explanation” (Briggs, 2012: 6). One of the few points of consensus 
among these accounts is the disruptive effects of the “baby shortage” crisis: a sudden nationwide 
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decline in the availability of adoptable white children in the early 1970s that sent agencies and 
prospective parents into a panic (Child Welfare League of America, 1970 December 10; Lewis, 
1971; Klein, 18 October 1972). The exact causes of the “baby shortage” are not known but 
strongly believed to be a combination of factors, including abortion legalization at state and 
federal levels, the influx of white women into waged labor, and the loosening of social mores 
that had stigmatized single white mothers for their assumed promiscuity and irresponsibility. 
Scholars have argued that the “baby shortage” pressured many agencies to place more children 
from abroad – as well as “hard-to-place” Black and American Indian, older, and disabled 
children – to appease their prospective parent clients and make up for lost revenue (Carp, 1998; 
Gailey, 2010). Many smaller agencies folded at an unprecedented rate at this time due to their 
inability to compensate for the “baby shortage” (Briggs, 2012; E. Kim, 2010; Meier, 1998; 
Solinger, 2001; Gailey 2010). But while the effect of this crisis on agency behavior is 
undeniable, it fails to explain a temporal disjuncture (shown for Minnesota in Figure 3.1, which  
 
Figure 3.1. Source: Minnesota Department of Public Welfare. Note the sustained interest in “Asian American” and 
“Spanish Surnamed American” adoptees (imported from Asia and Latin America) while interest in Black and 
American Indian adoptees subsides after 1972. The vast majority of these decrees were issued to white families. 
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echoed national trends) – namely, that the spark in transracial and transnational adoption interest 
had already begun before the first alarms of the “baby shortage,” and well before the 1973 Roe v.  
Wade Supreme Court decision on abortion. The shrinkage of adoptable white children catalyzed 
the transracial/transnational adoption turn, but did not precipitate it. 
 Since interest in transracial adoption in the late 1960s turned out to be modest over the 
ensuing decades (and has never been popular among white adoptive parents even when all laws 
and policies incentivized it by the 1990s, as argued by Roberts (2006) and Sotiropolous (2008)), 
scholars have shifted to researching transnational adoption’s sudden and sustained popularity 
(J.R. Kim, 2010; Solinger, 2001; Gailey, 2010; Nelson, 2006; Briggs, 2012). What many fail to 
note is the geographical unevenness of the 1970s transnational adoption boom. While the East 
and West Coast population centers of the US seemed to ‘naturally’ serve as hubs of the first 
transnational adoption wave of the 1950s from Korea, the indisputable leader of the second, 
larger wave was Minnesota. This was a wholly unanticipated changing of the guard. As late as 
1967, Minnesota accounted for 1% or less of all adoptions from South Korea, but by 1969, their 
portion jumped to 10%, and from 1971 to 1975, Minnesota regularly received roughly 20% of all 
Korean adoptions into the US (United States Department of Justice, Immigration and 
Naturalization Service, 1949-77; Minnesota Department of Public Welfare, 1946-1982).  
 According to state records, the 1960s momentum in Minnesota towards transnational 
adoption came out of one agency – Lutheran Social Service of Minnesota – and its Adoptions 
Supervisor, Clayton Hagen. The Lutheran Social Service (LSS) is a private sectarian agency that 
originated in a number of distinct institutions – orphanages, refugee services, homes for disabled 
youth – coordinated and funded by Minnesota’s Lutheran church. These institutions did not fully 
consolidate into one organization until 1963 (Johnson, 1978). Unlike Children’s Home Society 
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of Minnesota, LSS is not solely an adoption agency (if anything, its work in refugee services has 
been its top priority), and their 1960 hiring of Hagen was not predicated on expanding the 
Adoption Unit, let alone taking it overseas. But LSS and Hagen are frequently credited as the 
innovators of the transnational adoption turn in Minnesota, especially among adoptive parents. 
Betty Kramer (1975), Korean adoptive parent and founder of Organization for a United 
Response (OURS, discussed further in Chapters 4 and 5), claimed in 1975 that “A great number 
of us feel Clayton Hagen is primarily responsible for both international and interstate adoption 
being what it is today in Minnesota” (11). Char Johnson confirmed in the OURS Magazine that 
“adoption of Korean children by Minnesotans, with a few exceptions, really began at L.S.S.” 
(1978: 38). Writing about the night in 1970 that his two adopted Korean daughters arrived at the 
Minneapolis-St. Paul Airport (courtesy of LSS escorts), Roger Flatten called it “the kind of night 
that makes one believe in mankind because of a man like Clayton Hagen” (1975: 121). And a 
1967 conference report compiled by the adoptive parent group Council on Adoptable Children 
acclaimed LSS and Hagen for their “world-reknown [sic] adoption program” (Council on 
Adoptable Children, 1969: 1). 
 This chapter examines the figure of Hagen and his impact more closely. My intention is 
not to affirm him as the decisive factor that brought transnational adoption to Minnesota, nor to 
evaluate his leadership or overall contributions to child welfare. Rather, I situate Hagen and the 
LSS adoption program within the governance problems that defined child welfare in his time, as 
well as the specific conditions that mitigated or enhanced these problems on a more local scale in 
Minnesota. I argue that the actions of Hagen and the LSS must be understood as a strategy to 
restructure the “struggle in the circuits” between agencies straining to regulate parental 
autonomy and parents refusing agencies’ governing authority. The true innovation of Hagen was 
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not the engineering of a leading transnational adoption program from scratch, but rather a 
“reproductivity deal” that granted adoptive parents altruistic wages in exchange for their full 
adherence to the authority of the welfare system.  
This was accomplished through what I conceive of as an “improvised biopolitics.” 
Biopolitics has been defined and appropriated in numerous ways; here, I understand it to mean a 
crafting of governance mechanisms, apparatuses, and controls that reproduces and is innovated 
by differentiation among human subjects, an ordering whose strength lies in disunity and 
fracturing rather than coherence and conformity. Whereas social work – and child welfare in 
particular – was organized to discipline and constrain its many clients into a single population 
that followed universally ‘correct’ welfare behavior (and thus earning practically universal 
enmity among those in its web), Hagen advanced a social work approach that embraced the 
inequalities and varying degrees of ‘incorrectness’ among a population by modulating their 
autonomy along lines of race, citizenship, and altruism to co-constitute ‘good’ and ‘bad’ welfare 
subjects. The reason I call this an “improvised” biopolitics is that, unlike many biopolitical 
techniques and technology (surveillance, geocoding, border regimes) that scholars have analyzed 
(Rose-Redwood, 2006; Crampton, 2007; Sparke, 2006; Martin, 2012a), this case was clearly not 
biopolitical by design, nor were its desired effects seamlessly integrated into the circuits of 
governance. Instead, the “new approach” (as Hagen and others referred to it) was subjected to 
trial and error, altered or accelerated or jettisoned based off different conditions across time and 
space. It was uneven in its spread, as agencies integrated all or part of its vision while others 
avoided it entirely. Its influence waxed and waned, never quite institutionalized nor ephemeral. 
Most importantly, Hagen’s “new approach” was improvisational because it offered a practical 
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yet untested solution to a trenchant problem; in so doing, however, it yielded unforeseen 
consequences that changed the nature of the problem in less than a decades’ time. 
In this chapter, I review Minnesota’s unusual location in the adoption governance 
conjuncture that was discussed in Chapter 2. I then present a close reading of speeches, reports, 
and other records that detail the “new approach” as Hagen and others had conceived of it, 
offering an analysis of the problem and solution that it produced. Here I disagree with the 
common interpretation that the “new approach” was offered as a solution to the many “hard-to-
place” (non-white, disabled, older) children that agencies had difficulty placing for adoption; 
instead, I argue that this problem was secondary to the more pressing problem of “hard-to-keep” 
adoptive parents who resisted welfare discipline. I then elaborate on the governing innovations of 
the “new approach” from a strategic standpoint within the “struggle in the circuits,” with 
particular attention to its biopolitical ramifications. Finally, I sketch the uneven impact of 
Hagen’s efforts across scales, demonstrating its “improvised” character and its revolutionary 
impact on adoptive parent organizing, in Minnesota as well as other states and regions. 
 
Minnesota and the cost of successful governmentality 
As noted in the previous chapter, the success of independent groups arranging foreign 
adoptions was a source of frustration for formal child welfare agencies, in part because these 
agencies were already being outcompeted and undermined by independent adoption outfits 
operating domestically. While this was considered a nationwide problem at the time, its effects 
were geographically uneven. Minnesota’s position is illustrative: throughout the 1950s and well 
into the 1960s, domestic independent adoptions and foreign adoptions (processed through 
whatever channel) were exceedingly rare.  
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Decades earlier, Minnesota had more or less ‘solved’ its independent adoption problem 
by developing the Minnesota State Board of Control, a governing body instituted in 1901 to 
manage the sixteen holding units of the “unfit” – reform schools, prisons, tuberculosis hospitals, 
and insane asylums – as well as oversee involuntary commitment for the mentally disabled 
(Holtan, 2011: 25). While its purpose appears to be eugenic – given the various marginalized 
peoples under its administration – the historical record suggests its main accomplishment was in 
the domain of child welfare: 
[Minnesota] was one of the earlier states to appoint a state commission to study its child welfare laws, and 
this commission made a record probably not equalled [sic] by that of any other state in the speed with 
which its work was accomplished, the comprehensiveness of its program, and the legislative cooperation it 
obtained. Within six months a comprehensive body of child welfare legislation was drafted and presented 
to the legislature, which in 1917 adopted most of the measures proposed, thus placing Minnesota among 
the foremost of American states, measured by its children’s laws. (Lenroot, 1928: 1) 
 
While the 1917 “Children’s Code of Minnesota” is widely cited as an early victory for children 
(Carp, 1998: 21; Children’s Home Society of Minnesota, October 1987: 1; Maturen, 10 March 
1939: 5), the more telling victory was the Board’s; their authority vastly expanded under the 
legislation. The law provided new safeguards and protections for Minnesota’s dependent, 
illegitimate, neglected, and disabled children, but the Board had final say over how these 
safeguards and protections were to be judicially applied (Lenroot, 1928: 2). County child welfare 
boards – an added scale of welfare governance infrastructure – were mandated by the law and 
eventually populated with volunteer labor, but they served as mere extensions of the Board. 
Reports on all unmarried mothers and their children in Minnesota were to be filed regularly with 
the Board’s newly formed Children’s Bureau (4-6).  
But the Children’s Code was also unique in that it was one of the first in the nation to 
establish governing policies for adoption (Children’s Home Society of Minnesota, October 
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1987), and as Mary Ruth Colby reported in her nine-state survey of child welfare (1941), the 
Board’s position in this domain was unusually extensive: 
A supervisory program under the direction of the children’s bureau of the State Board of Control had been 
in operation in Minnesota for about 20 years at the time the State was visited [in the 1935-1937 period]. 
During this time the child-placing agencies had sent to the division of adoptions and placements in the 
children’s bureau a report of each placement with such specific details about the child, the foster home, and 
the foster parents as were required by the State Board of Control….Before 1935 the State [Board of 
Control] was required to visit every home in which a child had been placed, even when the placement had 
been made by an agency….Independent placements when reported to the State [Board of Control] were 
fully investigated by agents of the [Board] as soon as possible. If the investigation showed the placement to 
be unwise, an effort was made to make other plans for the child, but if the placement was approved the 
State [Board of Control], through its agents, assumed the responsibility for continued supervision of the 
child until the adoption was completed. A general program of supervision of child-placing agencies was 
also maintained through another division of the children’s bureau, which recommended to the State [Board 
of Control] the agencies to receive the annual license or certificate. Visits to these agencies were made with 
fair regularity….The supervisory program of the State [Board of Control] had been a distinct factor in 
improving the quality of the placement programs of the agencies. The activities of the State [Board of 
Control] had resulted in the gradual reduction of the number of agencies placing children; some agencies 
were persuaded to consolidate so that a more efficient program could be maintained, and some agencies 
that gave only limited service agreed to abandon their placement work entirely. (44-45) 
 
Thus, the 1917 law charged the Minnesota State Board of Control with 1) monitoring reports 
from all child placements in the state, 2) visiting every home where an adoption or foster 
placement had occurred via licensed welfare channels, 3) investigating all adoptions and foster 
placements conducted outside of welfare channels, and supervising the children in question even 
if their placement was approved, and 4) visiting and supervising all adoption agencies, to the 
point of “persuading” some agencies to discontinue adoption altogether. These objectives were 
assisted by an unparalleled surveillance infrastructure: 87 county welfare boards, regularized 
investigations of vulnerable children and a new bureaucracy to monitor them, and judicial tools 
to expand the courts’ authority. While not without challenges and minor revolts, the campaign of 
the State, the Board of Control, and licensed child welfare agencies to disrupt independent 
placements through surveillance, investigation, and threats of court action was astoundingly 
successful (see Table 3.1). Merely twenty years after the passage of the Children’s Code, Ida M. 
Maturen (Supervisor of Adoptions and Placement with the Minnesota Children’s Bureau) could 
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claim the state’s “enviable position as compared to other states” (Maturen, 10 March 1939: 1), 
and Rev. Edwin Buckley Glabe (Executive Secretary, Lutheran Children’s Friend Society of 
Minnesota) would concur in an address to the National Conference of Social Work in Buffalo, 
New York later that year, arguing that “the Minnesota constituency is more apt to accept and to 
desire the services of the professional agency rather than those of the commercial and “bootleg” 
agencies” (Glabe, 5 December 1939: 10). By the 1960s, the Minnesota Department of Public 
Welfare reported no more than 10 independent adoptions per year (or less than 1% of all 
adoptions), a pattern that only ended with the sudden rise in independent adoptions during the 
1970s child welfare crisis (Minnesota Department of Public Welfare, 1960-1972). 
Share of Minnesota Adoptions by Public, Private, and Independent Practitioners, 1918-48 
Year 1918-1919 1930-1932 1934-1936 1936-1938 1946-1948 
Public 
agency 
31% 36% 38% 34% 20% 
Private 
agency 
37% 36% 42% 48% 75% 
Independent 32% 28% 20% 18% 5% 
Table 3.1. Source: Maturen, I.M. (10 March 1939), 1918-1938 data; Minnesota Department of Public 
Welfare, 1946-1948 data. Does not include placements by out-of-state agencies (i.e. foreign agencies). 
If independent domestic adoptions posed almost no competitive or regulatory threat to 
Minnesota welfare agencies by the 1950s, foreign adoptions barely raised an eyebrow. For a state 
that would eventually lead the country in Korean adoptive placements per year in 1975,7 
Minnesota went through the initial fervor of the first Korean adoption wave practically unruffled. 
According to Minnesota Department of Public Welfare records, adoptees from other countries 
                                                          
7 This claim comes from an exhaustively researched article by former Adoptive Families editor Linda Lynch (1999). 
The Minnesota Department of Public Welfare recorded over 600 Korean placements in Minnesota in 1975, out of 
775 total transnational placements (“Children coming into Minnesota,” 1978: 50); while such data are either scant or 
nonexistent throughout the country in the 1970s, the earliest known attempt at building such a record – in this case, 
through surveys disseminated by the National Council for Adoption (1985 & 1989) – identified Minnesota as the 
second highest state for numbers of transnational adoptive placements each year from 1982 to 1986, with only New 
York placing more. If Minnesota was not leading the country in international adoptive placements in 1975, it 
certainly was a national leader by the 1980s. 
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amounted to roughly eight per year throughout the 1950s – vacillating as low as three and as 
high as fourteen – and accounted for less than 1% of all of Minnesota’s adoptive placements.8 
Until 1968, there were no significant increases in transnational adoption in Minnesota during and 
after the Korean War (see Figure 3.2). 
Figure 3.2. Source: Minnesota Department of Public Welfare. The number of decrees granted in a year does not 
equate to the number of adoption placements in that year; in a typical year, decrees far outnumber placements. 
Even when the State approves an adoptive applicant’s petition, it can take months – if not years – for the adoptive 
placement to occur, and placements themselves may dissolve or never be completed. But decree data is more 
consistently tracked than placement data, and for our purposes, the overall decades-long trends in Minnesota 
adoptions based on placement data are strongly mirrored in decree data. 
 
 Prospective adoptive parents residing in Minnesota did take advantage of the Korean 
adoption wave – and proxy adoptions specifically – while the opportunity existed, but 
documentation of these occurrences is scant. The International Social Service – ever the steadfast 
monitor of such activities – identified a couple Minnesota cases. Roberta Rindfleisch, the 
Director of Minnesota’s Division of Child Welfare, corresponded with the International Social 
Service to discuss two Minnesota couples who adopted by proxy from Korea through the Holt 
                                                          
8 This data only applies to cases where the adoptees’ place of birth was reported; still, if we generously assume that 
all cases where place of birth was not reported were also transnational placements, this would only amount to 5% of 
all Minnesota adoptions – a far cry from the 1970s, where nearly 30% of Minnesota’s adoptions were transnational. 
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Adoption Program in early 1958 (Pettiss, 2 December 1958: 1). Some investigation uncovered 
that one of the couples had registered their interest in a Korean adoption with a licensed 
Minnesota agency in 1956; while the agency didn’t refuse them outright, they did take issue with 
the husband’s age, thus prompting the couple’s turn to Holt. Rindfleisch’s primary concern was 
“the implication that these children were not adopted before leaving Korea” and thus were 
completely outside the purview of Minnesota’s welfare agencies (Rindfleisch, 19 June 1958: 1). 
In 1963, a Minnesota couple encountered several roadblocks in their attempted Korean adoption 
through Holt, and their efforts at acquiring sanction from those “up high” were also stymied: 
I wrote to the then Governor Anderson and explained the situation….I went to St. Paul and met with the 
Governor’s Administrative Assistant and State Welfare officials. I discovered that the Deputy 
Commissioner of State Welfare was not a trained welfare man at all but a political appointee who 
understood little about the adoption procedure. Instead, he called in several social workers to debate the 
case for him and as it turned out they were more invested in us using International Social Service, Korea, 
and converting Mr. Holt to their line of thinking than they were in assisting us get [sic] our baby to this 
country. (Name withheld, 20 August 1963: 2) 
 
As with many such cases, the couple only succeeded by forcing the issue: they traveled to Korea 
themselves, got a child, and then cajoled their congressional representative into calling the 
Immigration & Naturalization Service and securing the child’s visa upon their return to the States 
(2-3). It wasn’t until 1965 – one year after succumbing to child welfare licensing – that Holt 
Adoption Program finally established a working relationship with the Minnesota Department of 
Public Welfare, rather than letting adoptive parents establish such relations on an ad hoc and 
mutually disagreeable basis (O’Conner, Jr., 1966: 7). Nor was the relationship a smooth 
integration into Minnesota’s adoption arrangements; the director for the Division of Child 
Welfare of the Minnesota Department of Public Welfare noted in 1966 that their work with Holt 
Adoption Program was “subject to strain because we do not agree on all procedures” (Martin, Jr., 
19 April 1966: 1). 
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 If adopting through outfits like Holt was discouraged in Minnesota at this time, the public 
and private licensed agencies based in the state were in no rush to make their programs more 
amenable to transnational adoption; many were content with placing their steady supply of “blue 
ribbon” babies – healthy, “normal” white infants – and avoiding the potential risks and logistical 
hurdles of working overseas (“Summary of Consultation Visit,” 10 July 1956). The first private 
agency to place children from South Korea, Lutheran Social Service of Minnesota, didn’t do so 
until 1967 (Johnson, 1978); Children’s Home Society of Minnesota – which would eventually 
supplant Holt Adoption Program as the largest Korean adoption program in the country – 
completed their first Korean placement in 1969 (Children’s Home Society of Minnesota, 24 July 
1969: 2). The only agency that arranged transnational placements in the immediate post-WWII 
and post-Korean War period in Minnesota with any consistency was the ISS (who arranged local 
referrals primarily with state and county public agencies, but also private ones (“Cooperating 
Organizations,” 1961)), and only at a marginal level, especially compared to major transnational 
adoption hubs at the time like California and New York (see Table 3.2). Tellingly, the ISS placed 
327 children in the United States from the 1954 to 1956 under the immigrant orphan provision of 
the 1953 Refugee Relief Act, the same act that Holt Adoption Program and other independent 
adopters initially used to carry out proxy adoptions from South Korea; none of these 327 
adoptees ended up in Minnesota. Moreover, this absence was not symptomatic of a Midwest  
Intercountry Adoption Placements in the United States by the International Social Service, 1958-1968 
Year 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 
Placements 
(US total) 
242 383 327 307 236 274 261 207 189 167 152 
Placements 
(CA & NY) 
94 125 114 119 99 105 100 86 91 90 70 
Placements 
(MN) 
1 2 1 2 4 1 2 4 3 2 2 
Table 3.2. Source: International Social Service American Branch. 
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regional snub: Iowa received nearly a tenth of ISS’s Refugee Relief Act placements, including 
23 Greek and 2 Korean children (“Summary of ISS Child Placement Program,” 1957). 
 The lack of both independent adoptions and foreign adoptions can be considered two 
sides of the same coin: a value system predicated on rational, legible order, the legacy of turn-of-
the-century Progressivist and eugenic movements that galvanized the evolution of social work as 
the craft of managing human difference (McClintock, 1995; Holtan, 2011). As William Kirk 
(General Director of ISS’s American Branch) stated in 1959, “social disorganization is no less 
damaging in its effect on human life than disease” (International Social Service American 
Branch, 13 November 1959: 3). In Minnesota, welfare agencies had gone to great lengths to 
ensure internal discipline and extensive mechanisms of governmentality; besides the 1917 
Children’s Code, the State Board of Control, and the Minnesota Children’s Bureau, formal-
informal networks such as the Child Placement Council (later, the Minnesota Council on 
Adoptions) provided regular meetings and contact points between all participant civil society 
actors in child welfare. In their conferrals they constantly evaluated and course-corrected their 
circuits of control with surgical precision and restless investigation, in hopes of developing “the 
best technique attainable for we are searching for facts obscured by the more obvious details” 
(Maturen, 14 January 1936: 2).  
Yet this success had two drawbacks. One was the ossification of procedures, practices, 
and standards that were highly dependent on assumed population stability. One such stability – a 
99% white population that had firmly established its settler colonial project for nearly a century – 
collapsed due to large African American arrivals from the South during the second wave of the 
Great Migration. From 1950 to 1970, Blacks were the fastest growing racial or ethnic group in 
Minnesota, increasing 153% compared to the state’s 28% growth. The majority of Black 
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migrants landed in the urban hub, growing 436% in Minneapolis and 388% in St. Paul (Taylor, 
1981: 84), and just as in Chicago and Detroit, they struggled to survive in an architecture of 
housing and employment policy that quickly concentrated them in the underdeveloped 
neighborhoods of North Minneapolis and Rondo. Over one-fifth of Minnesota’s Black 
population at this time used public welfare assistance (85), and while that portion was 
substantially lower than Black welfare use in other Midwest states, it was enough to begin 
attracting the entire penal apparatus of the welfare state and a subsequent increase in Black child 
removal from ‘unfit’ homes and ‘delinquent’ parents. In 1958, 870 Black children were 
guardians of the state, amounting to 25% of the child welfare caseload of Minnesota’s public and 
private agencies (Coll, 14 November 1958: 1); by 1972, Black children under state guardianship 
had more than tripled (Minnesota Department of Public Welfare, 1972: 1). 
Even though public welfare agencies managed over 90% of the Black child caseload (1), 
the few cases referred to private agencies posed an unexpected challenge. Children’s Home 
Society meetings were rife with endlessly unresolved concerns about these cases: the “great deal 
of time and effort” needed to find and recruit parent applicants (Children’s Home Society of 
Minnesota, 19 June 1952), or the lack of Black caseworkers on staff who could conceivably have 
more expertise in these matters (Children’s Home Society of Minnesota, 7 September 1955). 
Similarly to the welfare agencies’ futile efforts to govern the migrant autonomies that saturated 
the first decades of formal transnational adoption to the US, the Minnesota agencies could not 
even begin to effectively govern the migrant autonomies of Black families and their children, 
both in economic terms (the cost of caseworker time and resources to place supposedly 
‘unplaceable’ children) and political terms (the undermining of agencies’ legitimacy due to 
heavy use of inadequate foster care arrangements and other overtaxed institutions). As Fessler 
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(2006) has convincingly shown, the fundamental problem was that adoption agencies across the 
country had become ruthlessly efficient at regulating the autonomies of a singularly defined 
‘supply’ population: single white mothers residing in the agency’s local service area. With the 
arrival of Black migrant families into this ‘supply’, the relatively ‘fugitive’ (Moten & Harney, 
2011: 351) autonomies of their children – expressed in these disruptions to social work 
procedures, obligations, and claims to authority – proved vexing to agencies that had long 
enjoyed a predictable social order of their own making. 
The second drawback was more latent but no less serious. By effectively enclosing 
independent adoptions out of competition or relevance (or at least, out of above-ground 
visibility), Minnesota agencies – especially private ones – produced a clientele whose docility 
was not assured. As Herman (2008) notes, “Adults who wanted a child badly enough to request 
that an agency help them obtain one were unlikely to antagonize those with the authority to grant 
or deny that wish…This situation gave applicants incentives to cooperate, but it also gave them 
reasons to resent the people who claimed to help them and hide anything they believed might 
prejudice their case” (108). Agencies’ command of the adoption field necessitated the capacity to 
manage the ‘good’ behavior of parent clients (their fees which made up the brunt of many 
agencies’ revenue streams, their emotional labor during interviews and homestudies, their 
voluntary confessions of sensitive information) as well as the ‘bad’ (their declarations of 
resistance and unregulated autonomy, expressed through lies, complaints, disgruntlement, 
evasiveness, and criticisms of the agency serving them). Parent animosity was neither trivial not 
anecdotal; welfare agencies often established multiple committees to review every possible 
complaint in order to prevent client losses to competing agencies (or even independent and 
commercial outfits, rare as those were). At Children’s Home Society, the Case Committee 
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frequently brooded over the fact that “some adoptive parents, even though they had succeeded in 
adopting children, were left with a feeling of some bitterness toward the agency because of the 
way the study process, or service, had been handled by the caseworker” (Children’s Home 
Society of Minnesota, 1962 March 13: 1). Increasingly, Minnesota agencies’ “struggle in the 
circuits” was defined less by doing the right thing and more by doing right by all their 
constituents, lest independent adoption return to favor. 
 
A new approach: Placing children? or keeping parents? 
Clayton Hagen first began articulating a “new approach” for adoption agencies soon after 
he was hired. To hear him tell it, he began dismantling Lutheran Social Service’s standards and 
parent requirements in his first year as Adoptions Supervisor (“Fertility evaluation,” 1969); 
Harriet Fricke (social worker at Children’s Home Society and, later, LSS) recalls the process as 
more gradual (Fricke, 1966: 13). Regardless of its speed, the fact that the agency restructured its 
entire operation was unusual for its time. Hagen viewed the change as necessary to meet the 
demands of an altered adoption scene, one increasingly dominated by non-white, older, disabled, 
and other “hard-to-place” children that called for a complete rethinking of the agency’s role and 
objective. But beneath this justification was a different strategy that revealed how Hagen and 
LSS viewed the defining problem of the local conjuncture. 
The “new approach” was an adoption philosophy that countered the prevailing ethic of 
agencies to “look for parents for children, not children for parents”; instead, Hagen argued that 
agencies should approach parents and available children as families-to-be: “our purpose of 
finding homes for children, is not to study and approve applicants but to treat persons interested 
in adoption as the parents who will be caring for these children” (National Adoptalk, 1964: 2). 
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For decades, child welfare practice was structured to determine fitness and capacity for a strong 
adoption union, often through exhaustive investigation: interviews with the couple together as 
well as separately, a required homestudy (where the caseworker visits the potential adoptive 
home to evaluate its condition), and references to speak to the prospective parents’ qualities. The 
children were also subjected to similar tests (i.e. medical exams), all in the name of identifying 
every possible risk that would negatively impact a permanent adoptive placement – or as Herman 
(2008) puts it, the dream of subjecting the messiness of human difference to modern scientific 
design. Hagen proposed that agencies cease measuring their clients by degrees of correctness or 
failure, and instead approach each case anticipating and preparing for a successful family union: 
“We had to think of applicants,” Fricke stated, “as people who would be parents” (1966: 10). 
Hagen’s passion for the “new approach” was striking; his vision extended beyond the 
purview of social work to the ideal functions of families, societies, and the world as spaces 
where borders could be broken down to generate an enlarged sense of mutual responsibility. In 
his speeches and papers he laid out “new approach” principles as proof that transracial adoption 
could not only work, but was actually the ideal form for building a positive “self concept” and 
healthy identity for both the white parent and their nonwhite adopted child (Hagen, 1969c). 
Although he claimed inspiration from the Civil Rights movement, he considered race and race-
matching indicative of backward “tribal” thinking, casting aspersions on structural solutions to 
housing and employment inequity; rather, he considered the most valuable long-term changes to 
be affective, starting with the family: “I think that we could say that the number of transracial 
adoptions have in themselves caused change in our society. Thus we could say that for every 
black child that is placed with a white family, society has changed enough to receive the child” 
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(Hagen, 1975: 52). Perhaps most unusual was his insistence on vastly expanding the 
geographical scope of child welfare and family relations: 
If we are to find homes for the many children, we have to ask again the question “Who is my neighbor?” I 
suggest that this does not mean community or group concern for someone in another community or group, 
but that we define community differently. We must find another neighborhood, not dependent on physical 
proximity, political subdivision, religious denomination, or contributing membership. We must really 
believe that our concern is for a person because he is a person, and that a Samaritan and help a Jew because 
they are neighbors. A person from the upper peninsula can be responsible for a child from the lower 
peninsula; a person who just moved to Michigan can be responsible for a child in Detroit, and he who 
moved away continues to be also responsible. All 3 can be responsible for a child in Denver. The point is 
that we must think in terms of parents and children, not where each now lives. (Hagen, 1969a: 3) 
Hagen’s zealous geographical imagination seemed entirely untroubled by its worldly content: the 
displacements, violence, and inequities that cast doubt on the wisdom of, say, placing a Black 
child from Detroit in the care of someone outstate – right after one of the most historically 
destructive race riots that occurred in that city just three months before Hagen’s speech (Sugrue, 
1996). Hagen’s idealized “map of care” somewhat presaged geographer Doreen Massey’s global 
articulation of a “geography of responsibility” beyond the local (2004), but with a tone-deafness 
to the “charged political arena” (6) that Massey viewed as a primary ethical concern. For Hagen, 
love could truly conquer politics.9 
But in a revealing speech to a women’s auxiliary group of LSS, Fricke (1966) described 
with remarkable candor the true problems that inspired the “new approach”: 
                                                          
9 There is fierce speculation that Hagen’s ideals were fortified by observing the success of a Minnesota transracial 
adoption program, Parents to Adopt Minority Youngsters (PAMY), which Harriet Fricke directed over its short 
existence from 1961 to 1963. Originally arranged with the local Urban League as a recruitment campaign for Black 
adoptive parents, it shifted to a transracial placement project due to interest from white couples (“Pamy’s progress,” 
1963: 33-35). PAMY was broadly hailed as a breakthrough both for the state and the nation, according to several 
effusive speeches by the Children’s Home Society of Minnesota (which co-sponsored the project) and Fricke herself 
(Olds, 18 May 1967; The Minnesota Children’s Home Finder, 1963: 4). Moreover, Fricke’s embrace of relaxing the 
criteria and requirements in the PAMY adoption process aligned closely with Hagen, her future supervisor at LSS 
(“Pamy’s progress, 1963: 12). But PAMY’s success has been vastly overstated, especially compared to other 
programs enacted around the same time in other parts of the country (Ladner, 1977); of the 238 child referrals they 
received in two years, only eleven were placed, six of whom were white compared to three Black, and only one of 
these Black children was placed in a white home (“Pamy’s progress,” 1963: 9). Even allowing for the fact that the 
experience – in which the Minnesota Department of Public Welfare, the 87 county welfare departments, and most all 
private agencies participated – increased social worker comfort and adjusted agency practice to accommodate 
transracial placements, Minnesota Department of Public Welfare records indicate such a change was very modest, 
contrary to former CHS Executive Director Roger Toogood’s claim that PAMY “successfully found homes” for the 
2,100 nonwhite children under state guardianship “within a few years” (Lynch, 1999: 12). 
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Mr. Hagen’s thesis involves four points: Adoption agencies themselves help set the stage for problems in 
adoptive families; they do so by making adoptive applicants uneasy, uncertain and uncomfortable; these 
traits, carried by applicants into parenthood, create problems for adopted children; to break this chain of 
events, agencies must establish new attitudes toward and new methods of working with adoptive 
applicants…. None of us knew we were hurting applicants…. We didn’t let applicants really let themselves 
go during the study; we always had to say “if you adopt a child”, “should you adopt a child.” We always 
had to be indefinite. The applicants, in the meantime, couldn’t let themselves be definite either. They 
always were afraid that something might go wrong….We kept ourselves so busy making applicants prove 
to us they could be good parents…that we didn’t have much time left over to really sit down and think for 
ourselves much less with applicants about preparing for parenthood….Now applicants may apply for 
adoption when they wish to do so. And they may do so before or after they see a caseworker; this is up to 
them….We no longer routinely visit applicants in their homes, we no longer routinely visit references, we 
no longer routinely interview husbands and wives separately, we no longer routinely require infertility 
reports. Once in a while we may do these things, but they are never routine and they are never done solely 
because we assume someone is guilty until proven innocent. (1-10) 
What is most striking about Harriet Fricke’s account is not only the predominant concern for 
parent applicants, but also the near-absent discussion of the children to be adopted. This 
imbalance is rarely picked up by other accounts of Hagen and Fricke, in part because of how 
strongly they justified the “new approach” to public audiences as a boon for ‘hard-to-place’ 
children. Yet based on Fricke’s description, the overriding concern of the “new approach” was 
creating a different relationship with ‘hard-to-keep’ parents – applicants presumed, as per the 
prevailing child welfare standards, to have flaws to be confessed, risks worthy of study, and a 
cloud of ‘badness’ about them unless they successfully performed for the social worker’s 
disciplinary authority. Most prospective parents likely were “uneasy” and “uncomfortable” in the 
adoption process – but Hagen was convinced that this was the outcome of a failed affective bond 
of trust between caseworker and client. His general denial of political conflict led to a significant 
misinterpretation of clients’ discomfort as distrust rather than a refusal of welfare discipline. 
 
Splitting the welfare subject 
The “new approach” didn’t simply try to repair “trust” with clients by relaxing parent 
criteria or doing away with previous bureaucratic standards such as homestudies. It transformed 
the relationship between worker and client, as Hagen (1969c) made abundantly clear: 
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The social worker is a participant with a client….The social worker is not a therapist or helper in a 
superior position, but actually more of a peer and is learning as well as the client….Specifically it seems 
we should reduce the petitioning aspect of adoption, the dependency the client may feel on the agency or 
the worker, the feeling the potential parent has that he may have to meet certain standards and requirements 
before he can qualify as a parent….It seems that we should rather seek to strengthen the parents’ self 
concept by recognizing the value and importance he has and the rights he has to be a parent, and by basing 
adoptive parenthood on whether it is consistent with his own values and abilities, rather than on meeting 
the agency requirements. (31 – emphasis added) 
As discussed in Chapter 2, dependency of welfare users – including applicants to child welfare 
agencies – on the welfare institutions serving them is foundational to welfare’s regulatory power: 
keeping provisionally ‘good’ subjects in line while threatening ‘bad’ subjects with punishment 
for behaving ‘incorrectly,’ or simply engaging all subjects as ‘bad’ until proven ‘good’. The 
“new approach” removed this foundation and innovated another: a permanent split in the welfare 
subject. The prospective parent is no longer “petitioning” the agency for the help they need; they 
are using the agency as a resource to guide their autonomous decision about parenting. They do 
not defer to or depend on their social worker; they partner with them. Most importantly, they are 
no longer evaluated based on requirements to measure their ‘badness’; they are empowered to 
pursue their “self concept,” their unique “values and abilities” that express their inherent 
‘goodness’. Hagen had turned the prospective adoptive parent into a “good subject, full stop” – 
someone freed from welfare discipline. 
 On the face of it, the “new approach” is a liberating way of approaching child welfare – a 
refreshing change in the power relations that normally saturate the welfare state. But it was not 
generalized to the other subjects in the adoption transaction – certainly not the birthparents, and 
not even the adoptee – and I found no indication in any of the archives that the more ‘wretched’ 
users of other welfare services LSS offered (such as refugee resettlement support) were ever 
viewed as ‘partners’. Hagen’s innovation was thus a shrewd strategy for modulating the 
differentiation among LSS’s welfare subjects by inciting white middle-class adoptive parents to 
pursue and explore their autonomous desires through agency regulation. While other welfare 
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clients and recipients continued to be pathologized as welfare scourges, adoptive parents for the 
first time were allowed to be proper welfare citizens who desired to regulate themselves as a 
condition for self-actualization. In some ways the “new approach” mirrored the Keynesian 
“productivity deal,” an arrangement by state and capital to provide both high monetary wages as 
well as social wages (i.e. health insurance, disability insurance, and other social goods) to the 
white male industrial working class in exchange for their high productivity on the job and 
avoidance of strikes and other militant struggles (Team Colors Collective, 2010). This 
remarkable regulatory framework that ensured mass production and mass consumption from 
WWII to the 1970s (Aglietta, 1979) might have as its corollary a “reproductivity deal”: an 
arrangement by civil society organizations to provide intangible wages (be they affective wages 
of hope and anticipation for a child-to-be, or altruistic wages of being a contributor to overall 
welfare rather than a ‘taker’ – an imagined soldier in Hagen’s campaign to solve the world’s 
problems) to a special class of people in return for their willingness to grease the wheels of social 
reproduction without disruption. This was the unstated goal of the “new approach”: resolving the 
“struggle in the circuits” by empowering unruly parents to join the circuitry. 
 
Improvisations and unintended consequences 
Though it may seem practical to the casual observer today, the “new approach” was a 
radical proposal that went far beyond the pale of adoption practice at the time.10 Procedurally, it 
was not simply an accelerated version of the gradual relaxation of applicant criteria that 
                                                          
10 Upon presenting a variation of this chapter at the conference of the Society for the History of Children and Youth 
in 2015 in Vancouver, several members of the audience – especially E. Wayne Carp, long-renowned adoption 
scholar and expert – expressed disbelief that such ideas (i.e. abandoning the homestudy) were ever proposed so early 
on, let alone that they had any subsequent purchase among agencies. Most adoption scholars still insist that the 
eventual relaxation of agency policies and applicant criteria was a gradual and necessary shift to expand the pool of 
parents willing to adopt ‘hard-to-place’ children – not a drastic measure to accommodate ‘hard-to-keep’ parents! 
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characterized other agencies at the time across the country, but a heretical abandonment of 
standards – infertility reports, reference interviews, even the all-important homestudy – that were 
cornerstones of the social work profession. Welfare agencies saw their work as a disciplinary 
science, smoothing out human differences into manageable categories for comparison and 
manipulation; LSS was learning to wield social work as a biopolitical art, modulating the risks of 
autonomy into opportunities for inducement, altruism, and parent-produced desires for 
regulation. Programatically, the consequences were immediate: LSS’s adoption placements grew 
from 315 in 1963 to 944 at its peak in 1970, tripling its efficiency in just seven years (Minnesota 
Department of Public Welfare, 1963-1969). Notably, Evelyn Iverson (caseworker for LSS) 
would later recall this period as the “height of our domestic program, placing hundreds of same-
race infants per year” (Lynch, 1999: 9). Despite all of Hagen’s exhortations to the contrary, the 
“new approach” did not generate a flood of transracial adoptions; it merely fortified and 
amplified white prospective parents’ demands for white children.  
This less than desired result was symptomatic of the improvised, often ephemeral ways 
the “new approach” translated to other social actors. The impact was most immediately felt 
among other voluntary agencies in Minnesota. The “new approach” was fully implemented in 
LSS’s adoption program by 1965; in October of that year, Children’s Home Society’s Raymond 
Mondloh (Director of Casework) “described the changing philosophy in adoption work of 
working to help applicants become successful adoptive parents rather than constantly testing 
them and passing judgment on them,” specifically mentioning “the work done by Lutheran 
Social Services in this area” (Children’s Home Society of Minnesota, 14 October 1965: 2). But 
Mondloh’s interpretation of the “new approach” was its innovation in labor, not in overall 
agency conduct: “With this philosophy the social worker can move faster toward completing a 
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home study….By reducing the amount of dictation and making other short cuts in the process, it 
is now possible for each social worker to accomplish more than before” (2). Aside from labor 
efficiency, Mondloh found little other use for Hagen’s work and, in a less than subtle jab, 
“pointed out that we are concerned about retaining essential standards while reducing 
unnecessary detail” (2) – insinuating that Hagen, in his zeal for reform, was leading LSS away 
from social work’s professional ethos. Like most other agencies, CHS viewed the animosity of 
its parents’ clients as merely a “quality of service” problem to be reformed, not revolutionized; 
they agreed in their meetings that “in no sense would quality be sacrificed in order to give 
volume service,” a clear reassertion of their values in opposition to LSS’s ballooning, Holt-like 
operation (Minutes of Board of Directors Meeting, 13 June 1963). By the 1970s CHS had 
displaced LSS as Minnesota’s primary agency for processing Korean adoptions, but it did so 
with a string of infrastructural and personnel advantages – and a larger revenue stream than LSS, 
whose funds had to support many non-children’s services – and not their piecemeal use of LSS’s 
more efficient policies. 
The ideas of the “new approach” disseminated to other agencies outside Minnesota, often 
through personal correspondence or sponsored talks. Regional and national conferences were 
particularly ideal formats for identifying common problems in the social work field and building 
a base of information, best practices, and consensus for solving them, and it was to these 
conferences that Hagen evangelized, rising to national prominence through his supposedly Civil 
Rights-oriented concept of ‘human’ identity and advocacy of transracial adoptions (exaggerating 
the success of PAMY for emphasis). His reception was decidedly mixed: “As a national 
spokesman he so completely minimized the importance of racial identity that even some of the 
adoptive parents felt his position was unrealistic” (Ladner, 1977: 111). Even agencies receptive 
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to Hagen’s message were too discouraged by parent clients’ lackluster interest in transracial 
adoption to take his lofty vision seriously. Hagen struggled with this disinterest himself for the 
duration of his time at Lutheran Social Service of Minnesota; in 1969 he went so far as to 
advocate for “permanent home planning” to make transracial placement more attractive. “Many 
people hear us say we need adoptive homes,” he noted, “but do not respond when we say we 
seek adoption for the children of mixed racial background or who are handicapped” (Hagen, 
1969b: 12). Hagen’s notion of the “permanent home” placement – much like adoption, except 
the agency and/or the state subsidizes the child’s care and retains legal guardianship – seemed to 
fly directly in the face of his “new approach” values (i.e. ameliorating social worker intrusion on 
the adoptive family), but he appeared in this proposal to put practical action before his lofty 
ideas: “The hard and deciding fact is that we really must find a way to place the children” (4). 
But prospective adoptive parents immediately recognized the true innovation of the “new 
approach”: a repositioning of the worker-client relationship. Extended excerpts of a Hagen 
speech in 1964 at a Child Welfare League of America social worker convention were reprinted 
in the newsletter of the National Council of Adoptive Parent Organizations (the precursor to the 
North American Council on Adoptable Children, discussed in Chapter 4), and the editors even 
took liberties with his words to express their excitement and strong agreement: 
The decision whether or not to proceed with the placement of a child should be viewed and decided AS A 
PLAN FOR THE FAMILY RATHER THAN WHETHER OR NOT THE FAMILY MEETS CERTAIN 
REQUIREMENTS SET BY THE AGENCY….An adoption agency should be just the place where persons 
who want to be parents by adoption would want to come and discuss what is involved….There is another 
factor involved here. This is a matter of principle. WE CANNOT VIEW PEOPLE INTERESTED IN 
ADOPTION AS ONLY A RESOURCE FROM WHICH WE SELECT HOMES FOR CHILDREN. TO 
TREAT THEM AS IF THEY HAD NO RIGHTS IS TO EXPLOIT. (National Adoptalk, 1964: 2-4; 
underline and all caps emphasis in original) 
Clearly Hagen had struck a nerve – especially his odd assertion that prospective adoptive parents 
had no “rights” and were “exploited” by agencies. This kind of terminology would remain 
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foreign to the welfare world until the rise of the welfare rights movement (discussed in Chapter 
4). Yet the all-too-real exhaustion of clients’ mental and emotional labor when they worked with 
child welfare agencies had taken its toll; nationwide, “independent child placers continued to 
serve people angered, rejected, or simply indifferent to agencies” (Herman, 2008: 153), and 
prospective parents had no convincing reason to return to the welfare world for their needs. To 
hear a died-in-the-wool social worker articulating values that converged more with the early Holt 
approach to adoption than with the ISS approach must have signaled to these adoptive parents 
that significant changes were underway. 
 As for LSS, its use of the “new approach” was cut short by the “baby shortage” crisis that 
was discussed at the beginning of this chapter. Despite other agencies’ overtures in placing non-
white, older, and disabled children to make up for lost client revenues, LSS was too invested in 
the white infant market to shift its priorities, despite the success of its Korean program; 
immediately they began reinstituting procedures to slow down and effectively stall the adoption 
process, such that after a decade of continued increases in placements, their numbers dropped 
20% from 1970 to 1972 and declined another 63% over the next five years (Minnesota 
Department of Public Welfare, 1970-1977). The capitulation from “new approach” idealism to 
“baby shortage” pragmatism infuriated Hagen, who abruptly resigned from LSS in 1972. “There 
isn’t a shortage of kids,” he argued at the time. “What does that mean? More girls should get 
pregnant? I can’t see ‘There should be more kids.’ I thought we should go further, adopt older 
kids, handicapped kids, children in Louisville, Philadelphia, Chicago: They are our neighbors” 
(“Hagen quits over ideology,” 1972: 1). Part of his frustration with fellow welfare agencies 
centered on one of these ‘neighbors’ – Vietnamese children – and his difficulties advancing a 
coalitional campaign (what he called the ‘Committee of a Thousand’) to fund and establish a 
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Vietnamese transnational adoption program during the war years, due in no small part to overly 
cautious Committee members like ISS that were still smarting from their failures in Korea (Holt 
Adoption Program Newsletter, 1971: 6).  
Discouraged by agencies’ mass avoidance and dismissal of “new approach” principles 
around the “baby shortage” and Vietnam War, Hagen made stronger inroads outside of the 
professional welfare world. Mere months before his resignation from LSS, he secretly “sent out a 
sensitive paper on the Viet Nam situation” to Holt Adoption Program’s Executive director, John 
E. Adams, with explicit instructions that Adams disseminate the paper to a national network of 
pro-Holt adoptive parent groups (what Adams proudly referred to as the “Party Line”) that could 
stir up popular agitation and compel the agencies to begin Vietnamese adoptions (Adams, 1 
February 1972: 1). He gave the keynote address at the Ohio Conference on New Frontiers in 
Adoption (sponsored by a local adoptive parent group, the Council on Adoptable Children of 
Cleveland) right after leaving LSS, proclaiming that “worldwide brotherhood among nations has 
failed because we have tried to build understanding among different groups of people at the 
wrong level”; only through a movement of adoptive families that valued each other’s 
‘humanness’ over politicized identities, he argued, could different people “live together, love 
together, survive and prosper together in a hostile world” (Ferrar, 1973: 5). When the adoptive 
parent-led North American Council on Adoptable Children formally incorporated as a nonprofit 
a year later, Hagen served on its founding Board of Directors (Minutes of the Board of Directors, 
12-13 April 1975: 1). While Hagen continued his career as a social worker with the Minnesota 
Department of Public Welfare, his affiliation with adoptive parents groups had turned into a 
strong commitment. To his mind, these parents were the living proof of his values: that the 
agency’s role was to revalorize the adoptive family as “a new kind of family which sees people 
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first in terms of their humanness”, forming a foundation for change that he believed offered “the 
only way to deal” with the pressing social problems of his time (Hagen, 1975: 52). The irony is 
that some of these problems were directly produced by the agencies themselves in their 
modulations of “good” and “bad” autonomy among their differentially raced and classed 
subjects. 
The “new approach” had one other side effect. The dispersion of agency power at LSS 
(and other strongly aligned and networked “new approach” agencies, such as the Children’s 
Service Center in Montreal and Spaulding for Children in Michigan) didn’t simply enhance the 
power and altruistic wages of adoptive parents; it set down unique conditions for the formation 
of autonomous adoptive parent organizations. Unlike auxiliary groups (such as Associated 
Parents, a parent group launched by Children’s Home Society) or the scores of booster groups 
across the country swinging for Holt Adoption Program, the “new approach” produced adoptive 
parent subjectivities as independent protagonists rather than agency-tied followers.  
In other words, the “new approach” had two sides: an improvised biopolitical dispersion of 
governance on the agency side, and an opportunity for democratization and mutual aid on the 
adoptive parent side. 
 In the short timeframe (1965 to 1971-1972) when the “new approach” reigned as LSS’s 
ethos, one such adoptive parent organization formed autonomously out of LSS’s clients. This 
was not unprecedented. Montreal’s Child Service Center had encouraged the three couples who 
had transracially adopted the agency’s first Black children to meet and support each other; not 
long after they formed the autonomous Open Door Society, which soon sprouted transracial 
adoptive parent chapters in Canada and the US (including Minnesota) (McCrea, 1967; Olds, 18 
May 1967: 4). Michigan’s Spaulding for Children was actually produced out of the organizing of 
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the autonomous Council on Adoptable Children, who had formed out of a gradual network of 
“half a dozen interested families who had adopted from several agencies” (“Board Members and 
Laymen,” October 1967: 121) and developed a common concern for unplaced, “adoptable” 
children (Council on Adoptable Children, 1969: Foreword). As for LSS, the popularity of the 
“new approach” for parent clients eventually captured the interest of some who were concerned 
about Amerasian children in Korea (due primarily to the publicity around Holt Adoption 
Program and others) (Lynch, 1999: 9). It so happened that LSS caseworkers had a contact there: 
Kun Chil Paik, a Korean social worker who had trained at the University of Minnesota and 
gained field experience at Lutheran Welfare Society (one of LSS’s progenitors) (Johnson, 1978). 
This was the same Kun Chil Paik that ISS criticized after they attempted to work with him not 
once, but twice: during his early 1960s tenure at Child Placement Service, and after his 1965 
founding of the Korea Social Service, a private adoption agency indigenous to South Korea 
(Minutes of the Executive Committee Meeting, 17 April 1962; Cherney, 9 November 1965). ISS 
soured on KSS, but Holt did not and neither did LSS; the three coordinated the first group flight 
of Korean children to Minnesota in December of 1967 (Johnson, January-February 1978; Lynch, 
1999). On a lark, the seven LSS client families who congregated at the Minneapolis/St. Paul 
airport to receive them exchanged numbers, with plans to socialize around potluck dinners. At 
their second potluck in May of 1968, at a farm in Harris, Minnesota – a town of less than 700 
people at the time – they decided to go beyond socializing and set up an organization (Kramer, 
1975: 9).  
The group quickly embarked on a wide range of activities, including “recruiting new 
families for children waiting in Korea, providing aid to Korean orphanages, keeping members 
informed about various adoption bills and legislation, and….providing information to families on 
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a broad range of issues, including early adjustment, medical issues, school issues, and cultural 
identity issues,” the latter of which “became a top priority because families had no other source 
for such information” (Lynch, 1999: 8). And they continued to invest time and energy into 
potlucks every few months, although this soon proved unwieldy; in order to accommodate the 
hundreds of families attending, the organization had to rent out school gymnasia and cafeterias. 
By the early 1970s, those 15 families had become several thousand; nearly all resided in 
Minnesota, and they had set up 25 neighborhood branches in the Twin Cities and ten additional 
branches outstate (Kramer, 1975). But back in 1967 and 1968, these adoptive parents did not 
foresee such rapid success. They were not savvy, trained organizers, nor were they populated 
with experts in the adoption arena. “We didn’t make any great decision to form a parent group,” 
recounted Betty Kramer, the organization’s co-founder and President for ten years:  
We weren’t floundering about as a group of people, unhappy with the local agencies and needing to 
consolidate to exert pressure in any way….We certainly didn’t organize for legislative action concerning 
international adoption. None of us knew enough about international adoption to question any process – we 
just followed what we were told to do, and the agency involved was learning as they processed us….We 
didn’t have anyone else to talk to before our children arrived. We didn’t know each other until we met at 
the airport to pick up our children. (Kramer, 1982: 6) 
 
The group initially called themselves “Parents of Korean and Korean-American Children,” but 
during a 1968 powdered milk fundraiser for children in Korean orphanages, they identified 
themselves to local news reporters under a new moniker, Organization for a United Response, or 
OURS (Freivalds, 1989: 4).  
 
Conclusion 
 Minnesota's eventual rise to leadership in transnational adoption can partially be credited 
to Clayton Hagen, but his "new approach" philosophy of adoption practice owes its innovative 
values to the 'rogue' autonomies of people that Minnesota's child welfare agencies tried (and 
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failed) to govern. The state's success in virtually eliminating independent adoptions and 
discouraging the inherent recklessness of transnational adoptions was predicated on crafting a 
successful governmentality of the child welfare population, but the disruptions created by mass 
Black migration to the Twin Cities and general adoptive parent resentment signaled the 
bankruptcy of this objective. Clayton Hagen's lauded his "new approach" to the public as a way 
of meeting the needs of Black children under state guardianship by reorganizing adoption agency 
practice to prioritize family-making and kinship-building without bounds (as opposed to the 
careful risk assessment of 'matching' child and parent), but its real intention was 'solving' parent 
clientele who resisted the disciplinary measures of the welfare agency. By deregulating much of 
the adoption process and empowering prospective adoptive parents as 'partners' in family-
making, the "new approach" aimed to entice parent clients into self-regulating their social 
reproduction practices through the agency, in exchange for the agency's provision of intangible 
affective and altruistic wages. This 'reproductivity' deal was an improvised biopolitical project: it 
developed finer gradations in the differentiated control of its subjects, but its appeal was spatially 
limited, greeted with skepticism, and even abandoned by Hagen's own agency once the 'baby 
shortage' crisis was in full force. Adoptive parents, however, recognized and embraced the "new 
approach" and formed close alliances with Hagen and other agencies experimenting with these 
extreme forms of deregulation; this context also conditioned the emergence of autonomous 
adoptive parent organizations who otherwise had no experience in organizing or much 
inclination to organize, as was certainly the case with OURS in Minnesota. And the OURS 
participants certainly could not anticipate that this entirely grassroots, volunteer-led group would 
eventually become the largest adoptive parent organization in the country, one that would play a 
significant yet equally unanticipated role in the welfare crises of the ensuing decades.  
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CHAPTER 4 
 
Whistling in the Crisis: Siloes and Schisms of the Child Welfare Insurgencies 
 
Introduction 
 The social upheavals that defined US and global politics in the 1960s and early 1970s 
spurred the first (and only) child welfare crisis in US history. Its causes were multiple. Years of 
economic oppression and punishment experienced by those cut out of the postwar boom in 
prosperity – including many women, Blacks and American Indians, and a large contingent of the 
poor/unemployed white working class – had come to a head through militant Civil Rights 
organizing; even gainfully employed white men unleashed ongoing wildcat strikes on the job 
(Team Colors Collective, 2010). The plight of children among these groups was a particular 
cause of uproar; welfare rights organizations staged a massive children’s march on Washington 
in 1970 (along with solidarity children’s actions in 15 American cities), and professional and 
activist discourses alike began to articulate “rights of the child” that explicitly emphasized 
principles of racial and economic justice (“Why the children must march,” 1972; Subcommittee 
on Children and Youth, 1975; Minutes of the Associated Parents Committee Meeting, 27 March 
1974). Child welfare agencies were publicly denounced by their constituents (and frustrated 
practitioners) for dereliction of duty – or more radically, for carrying out their duty all too well 
by punishing parents and children for being the wrong race or class. But child welfare also took 
hits from other directions. As outlined in the previous chapter, the “baby shortage” crisis of the 
1970s cut into agency revenues and strained their relations with clients and organizational 
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partners. Adoptive parent frustration with agency regulation was at a boiling point, especially 
given the knowledge that agencies had access to other children yet resisted placing them due to 
“matching” problems. There was a looming backdrop to these attacks that agencies feared the 
most: relentless efforts by federal and state governments to ‘reform’ welfare through severe cuts 
and constraints, which impacted both public and voluntary agencies. 
 With the explosion in Black-led urban rebellions in the late 1960s, welfare agencies saw 
the writing on the wall. “There is a crisis facing America and it is the same crisis facing the 
voluntary agency: to deal with the accumulated burden of centuries of racism, poverty, crime and 
other related fields,” intoned the National Budget and Consultation Committee of the United 
Funds of America (precursor to the United Way and primary funding support for service 
organizations at the time). “The Voluntary Health and Welfare movements must think through 
the situation anew lest we become irrelevant to the scene” (National Budget and Consultation 
Committee, 22 March 1968: 1). The agencies recognized that their previous conjunctural 
imperative – governing proper conduct among their subjects – had lapsed. The insurgencies that 
shook the child welfare world had produced a new problem: how the gains and losses of child 
welfare practice (the latter of which the agencies were forced to recognize) should be distributed, 
and according to which rights, obligations, and relationships of power. The open politicization of 
child welfare by contentious struggles was a critical component of the national restructuring of 
class relations that continues to define the political landscape today, from the vilification of 
welfare and its raced and gendered recipients to the general Left abandonment of poor people’s 
struggles in favor of ‘middle-class’ entrenchment in professionalized organizing and special 
interest groups (Solinger, 2001; Roberts, 2002; Team Colors Collective, 2010; Reed, Jr., 1995). 
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 In this chapter I attempt to map the main insurgent groups that entered into this arena, 
assessing their values and strategies and the overall functions of their struggles. This is an 
admittedly incomplete attempt due to two reasons. First – as seen in Table 4.1 – the expansion of 
civil society stakeholders in child welfare during this time period is staggering and difficult to 
overview comprehensively. Militant grassroots organizations with short lifespans filled this 
conjuncture but they are underrepresented in the archives. The former OURS adoptive parent 
organizers I interviewed also had difficulty recollecting the range and activities of agitators at 
this time, reflecting what I’m sure are significant lacunae in child welfare history. Secondly, 
even those that have received extensive documentation and study – the radical social worker 
associations, the adoptive parent networks, the welfare rights organizations, the American Indian 
Movement and so on – have rarely been examined together on a common terrain of struggle. As 
I discovered in my research, this can likely be attributed to the fact that while the insurgencies in 
child welfare signaled multiple rebellions, most lacked the organizational coherence to constitute 
a social movement. Rather, I demonstrate in this chapter that the confrontations, alliances, and 
transformations of these groups were intermittent and even circumstantial, unfolding at different  
The Expansion of Civil Society in Child Welfare 
Post-WWII to Pre-Civil Rights Era Civil Rights Era and Aftermath 
Welfare agencies (public and voluntary) 
Independent adoption facilitators 
Nat’l & int’l child welfare monitors (CWLA, ISS) 
Welfare agencies (public and voluntary) 
Independent adoption facilitators 
Nat’l & int’l child welfare monitors (CWLA, ISS) 
Adoptive/foster parent organizations 
Birthparent organizations 
Adult adoptee organizations 
Welfare rights organizations 
Radical social worker organizations 
Child advocacy organizations 
Children’s rights organizations 
American Indian rights organizations 
African American rights organizations 
Adoption advocacy organizations 
Table 4.1. The civil society groups depicted here were most active in the structuring of child welfare, before and 
after the child welfare crisis. 
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scales, and producing sites of isolation (by design as well as choice) as much as encounter. Put 
another way, while the degree of heterogeneity was already high when only governments, 
agencies, and independent adopters were running the show, this unevenness magnified in the 
1970s-1980s even more with the subsequent expansion (and fracturing) of the terrain. 
What we can definitively say – as asserted by several child welfare historians and 
confirmed by my archival research – is that in no other time period has US civil society been 
flooded with explicitly politicized child welfare organizations as it was in the 1970s-1980s. 
While some of these groups proclaimed themselves ‘neutral’ or ‘apolitical’ (OURS being a case 
in point), or in later years tried to situate themselves above the fray as a purely ‘special interest’ 
representation politics wing of the child welfare arena (OURS being another case in point), all 
were commonly driven by a perceived systemic injustice (towards children especially) and a 
desire to rectify this injustice through organizing. These groups were of a fundamentally 
different breed than the child welfare giants of the previous two decades; even at their most 
passionate, the anti-Holt crowd tilted at windmills, angling for the best conduct and rules in a 
forever compromised situation. Clayton Hagen’s lofty rhetoric and groundbreaking practices 
may have been the closest to a justice paradigm among his fellow social worker brethren, but in 
my estimation, his greatest achievement was simply retaining and empowering his agency’s 
parent clientele as a requisite for further agency innovation (whether for justice or no). While 
they were searching for a new foundation in the midst of increasingly untenable challenges, the 
1970s child welfare insurgency sought to break that foundation down in a high-stakes battle for 
the future. The circuits of conduct fell under the shadow of class war.  
The remainder of this chapter cuts into some of the main battles of this war – the poor 
people’s movement for welfare rights, the clash over transracial adoptions, the uneven growth of 
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child advocacy, and the rise of welfare revanchism – and ends with a moment of their 
convergence in Minnesota in the 1980s. While some of these battles have already received 
substantive scholarly attention, my objective in reviewing them on a common organizing terrain 
is to closely interrogate exactly how an era defined by unprecedented mobilizations across many 
sectors of the US working class – including the feminized yet essential work of child-raising and 
family reproduction that so strongly inspired the child welfare insurgency – could collapse into 
lasting demobilization just as it reached its closest radical potential. Put in other terms, this 
chapter examines the quick transition from political recomposition to decomposition, as 
explained by the former autonomist Marxist collective Zerowork (from which formed the 
Midnight Notes Collective, whose analytical framework partially inspires this dissertation): 
By "political recomposition" we mean the level of unity and homogeneity that the working class reaches 
during a cycle of struggle in the process of going from one composition to another. Essentially, it involves 
the overthrow of capitalist divisions, the creation of new unities between different sectors of the class, and 
an expansion of the boundaries of what the "working class" comes to include. (Zerowork Collective, 1975: 
paragraph 16) 
Notwithstanding the significant racial rifts that saturated much of the child welfare insurgency, I 
would argue that this time period of struggle generated the first-ever opportunities for “new 
unities” across such divides, and it certainly brought sectors of US society – welfare recipients 
and the urban poor, radical social workers, adoptive and foster parents – into encounter that 
otherwise went unrepresented by unions or even political parties. Of course, many of the civil 
society actors in this insurgency were service-oriented nonprofits whose potential militancy was 
closely regulated by their funding support (including groups like the Ford Foundation that have 
been instrumental in demobilizing struggles, from the Civil Rights movement to contemporary 
campaigns for human rights and children’s rights (Allen, 2007; The Ford Foundation, 2004)). 
But as Zerowork also noted back in the 1970s, “one cannot follow the ideological line “class 
purity” that analyzes struggle independent of these organizations” (1975, paragraph 14), 
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especially in the case of ambiguously positioned advocacy groups and radical networks among 
the professional ranks. All must be considered to understand the complex terrain where ties were 
soldered among disparate groups, even as they soon fractured and decomposed under the 
pressure of capitalist restructuring and welfare state unraveling. 
 
Interpreting the welfare rights struggle in the welfare crisis 
From the beginning, the welfare state was never intended to protect the entire US 
population, let alone the entirety of the vulnerable among it. The most accessible public 
assistance for the poor – Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC), a New Deal relief 
program intended to temporarily alleviate poverty among children and their unwaged mothers – 
was made inaccessible for the vast majority of people who qualified for it due to discriminatory 
practices, arbitrary termination of support by agencies, and deliberate underbudgeting by state 
and local governments (Piven & Cloward, 1993). Gilmore (2002) has also stressed that the 
welfare state’s financial sustainability was predicated on racialized warfare – both externally 
through post-WWII interventions and invasions against global decolonization struggles that 
profited the military industry, and internally through intensified anti-Black policing of the urban 
poor who were excluded from critical ‘social wages’ such as subsidized homeownership. The 
exclusivity of the welfare state was its ace in the hole: its strongest beneficiaries (the white male 
industrial working class) were demobilized enough to promote capitalist productivity and state 
stability, while the threat posed by the relatively unprotected was effectively quelled by internal 
warfare and punishment. Theoretically, the costs of social reproduction could be indefinitely 
controlled so long as this arrangement held up (Aglietta, 1979). 
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The Civil Rights-inspired urban rebellions of the late 1960s disrupted this calculus. 
Hundreds of Black-led riots convulsed practically all large cities (and many smaller ones) from 
1964 to 1968; in July 1967 alone, Detroit, Milwaukee, Philadelphia, San Francisco, Portland, 
Jersey City, and Providence – among many others – erupted, the Detroit rebellion being the 
deadliest of them all (Piven & Cloward, 1979). As US Army soldiers remained stationed in 
Detroit to put out literal and figurative fires, President Johnson appointed an emergency National 
Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders to investigate the uprisings; seven months later, the 
Commission reported that the 1967 rebellions were a warning shot to a nation “moving toward 
two societies, one black, one white – separate and unequal” (United States National Advisory 
Commission on Civil Disorders, 1968: 1). Even before the famous report was issued, Johnson 
was already implementing the Great Society “War on Poverty” programs to mitigate the danger 
of urban unrest, channeling unprecedented resources into the ghettoes and frequently bypassing 
stubborn inaction by local governments and agencies. The Community Action Programs were 
especially effective in undercutting the middleman role of state and local jurisdictions and 
forging a “direct relationship between the national government and the ghettoes” that 
emphasized “maximum feasible participation” of ghetto residents in the management and 
distribution of funds and services (Piven & Cloward, 1993: 261-271).  
Emboldened by these concessions, the Black urban poor took advantage of the 
Community Action Programs by organizing to increase their presence on the welfare rolls, 
particularly AFDC. They published welfare manuals, operated storefront neighborhood centers 
as community organizing hubs, and pushed lawsuits against agencies and governments with the 
help of Civil Rights lawyers (285-338). While the flood of money into cities brought existing 
agencies, universities, and businesses into the War on Poverty fold (278), it also produced new 
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organizations led by the urban poor, as previously stigmatized AFDC recipients transformed into 
militant movement leaders. Many of these groups coalesced into the National Welfare Rights 
Organization (NWRO), but their organizational terrain was highly heterogeneous from city to 
city; as Hertz (1974) documented in her research from 1969 to 1971, the Minneapolis/St. Paul 
area witnessed the emergence of several groups – the moderate AFDC League (led by mostly 
white women), Direct Action (formed by the Minneapolis Community Union Project, a 
byproduct of Students for a Democratic Society), the militant Minneapolis Welfare Rights 
Organization (an NWRO chapter dominated by Black women), and Friends of Welfare Rights (a 
loosely affiliated solidarity group) – that fueled a vibrant, if often discordant, organizing terrain. 
The welfare rights movement was consumed with internal debates and political splits 
during its short lifespan from the late 1960s to early 1970s, mainly due to disagreement over the 
strategies of a poor people’s movement. For one, the mostly local victories they won – getting 
more people on the AFDC rolls, forcing agencies to issue more vouchers for clothing and 
furniture – were increasingly antithetical to long-term organizing, since people frequently 
demobilized after securing basic needs from the welfare state (Piven & Cloward, 1979). There 
was also open questioning over the movement’s revolutionary potential. While many of its 
leaders and supporters saw the increased concessions from the welfare state as a transformative 
change in the objective conditions for millions of poor people (as well as the subjective 
conditions in their possible emergence as a national political bloc), its Leftist and radical critics 
considered it the worst kind of reformism, a self-serving strategy to expand oppressive 
institutions by incorporating more people into their demeaning bureaucracy. The revolutionaries 
James and Grace Lee Boggs of Detroit, for example, were organizing study groups nationwide 
(eventually coalescing into the National Organization for an American Revolution) during the 
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peak years of the welfare rights movement; among the published pamphlets of these groups was 
Beyond Welfare, written by a Black-led study group in New York City. The pamphlet attacked 
welfare rights organizing for fostering a culture of welfare state dependency, leeching, and self-
victimization thinking; already, the writers claimed, they observed “teenagers who can’t think of 
anything but having children, and who are, in their early and middle teens, settling for futures as 
ADC and welfare mothers” and denying themselves a healthy “self-concept” (Boggs & Boggs, 
2008: 252). The Boggs’s endorsed this pamphlet’s anti-welfare rights manifesto, declaring that 
“anybody who doesn’t have reverence or respect for work, who rejects work, and who wants to 
live off other people, is antihuman, antiself, and will never build a socialist society” (244).11 
 In spite of these fractures, the combination of urban riots, War on Poverty programs, and 
the welfare rights movement facilitated a rapid rise in welfare expenditures that squeezed the 
welfare state into crisis. Nationally, the number of AFDC recipients doubled from 1965 to 1969, 
and the total costs of AFDC payments rose 150% (Piven & Cloward, 1993; Hursh, September 
1970: 3). Black family enrollments in the largest cities accounted for most of this change, but 
Minnesota contributed as well; while Black family AFDC participation was very low in the state 
in 1967 (only 8% of all Blacks received AFDC at the time), this was still a 14% increase from 
1961 enrollments and a 166% increase from 1953 enrollments (Piven & Cloward, 1993: Source 
Table 4). As they tracked the welfare squeeze (see Figure 4.1), the Minnesota Department of 
Public Welfare was glad to see that War on Poverty programs and relaxed welfare regulations 
were making an impact, but their alarm over its long-term trajectory was difficult to disguise: 
 
                                                          
11 Unfortunately, this Leftist position was uncomfortably close to that of contemporaneous right-wing organizing 
against welfare rights and the welfare state, such as the awkwardly named Wonderful Opportunities, Rewards Keen 
(WORK) and other conservative taxpayers’ association groups (Hertz, 1974: 25). Such stances would eventually 
become commonplace in the revanchist welfare reform activism of the 1970s to 1990s (culminating in the 1996 
abolition of AFDC), and which remain ideologically popular to this day. 
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AFDC Caseloads and Payments (Minnesota vs. United States), 1938-1970 
 
       Figure 4.1. Source: Hursh (December 1970), inside cover. 
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Efficient communication, probably fostered by organizations such as the Welfare Rights Organization, 
leads to more efficient use of new welfare opportunities by current recipients as well as informing non-
recipients who are entitled to participation. A disadvantage…is that small modifications of the regulations 
can yield substantial changes in application and caseload activity. This unpredictability could very easily 
lead to changes beyond the ones planned for. (Hursh, January 1970: 2-3) 
The unsustainability of the welfare squeeze forced federal and state governments to debate the 
future of the welfare state, and the welfare rights movement had positioned themselves as a 
spokesperson in that debate, as they intensified Congressional lobbying efforts in the 1970s 
(Piven & Cloward, 1979). 
But beyond contributing to the economic crisis of the welfare state, the welfare rights 
movement mobilized with other radicalized groups to effectively challenge and delegitimize the 
agencies and social workers who governed it. “Before 1968, only a few agencies had faced 
militant critics,” recalled Margaret Berry (1989), former director of the National Conference on 
Social Welfare (NCSW). “Most people in social welfare saw themselves as compassionate and 
helpful. They were unprepared to be characterized as uninvolved bystanders or as exploiters of 
the poor. For more than a decade, however, forces had been building that would inevitably draw 
social welfare into the turbulence of American life” (633). Beginning in 1968 in San Francisco 
and continuing every year until 1973, the NCSW was disrupted by the coordinated actions of the 
NWRO and newly formed radical social worker associations that were populated with young 
people of color, including but not limited to the National Association of Black Social Workers, 
the National Federation of Student Social Workers, the Trabajadores Sociales de la Raza, the 
Association of Puerto Rican Social Service Workers; the Association of American Indian Social 
Workers, the Asian American Social Workers, and the Social Workers Welfare Movement (632). 
The radical social workers typically deferred to the leadership of the NWRO in the protests, 
meetings, and confrontations that were deployed, some of which were dramatically staged: 
In stunned silence, those who had devoted decades to helping the poor heard themselves called “racist 
pigs,” and “fat cats,” and members of the “white imperialistic oppressive society”….When one of the 
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captive audience attempted to lead a mass walk-out, a human chain blocked the exits. Welfare mothers, 
under the direction of the dashiki-clad Dr. George A. Wiley, said nobody was going to leave until 
thousands of dollars were anteed up for more of the poor to attend conference conventions. With that, 
plastic ice buckets were passed around for contributions. (Edstrom, 1 June 1969: A14) 
Berry recounted that the social workers in attendance were generally sympathetic and attempted 
to meet the radical groups’ demands, which included increased representation of people of color 
in running the conference and restructuring the organization to become a political advocate for 
economic and racial justice; however, they soon developed “fatigue and frustration” at the annual 
turmoil of the conference – particularly the confrontational tactics of the NWRO, as seen in 
Figure 4.2. “No matter what positive changes the Conference felt that it had achieved,” Berry 
mused, “there was a hardening of positions” (Berry, 1989: 642). 
 
Figure 4.2. Source: Clines (27 May 1969), 32. 
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Ironically, the radical group that Berry deemed the most legitimate actor at the NCSW 
was nowhere to be found by the time many of its demands were coming to fruition. The National 
Association of Black Social Workers (NABSW) had formed as an organization mere weeks 
before the 1968 conference, but they garnered enormous support; after spokespeople from the 
NABSW presented their demands at a morning general session, 400 Black social workers 
marched out with them (Berry, 1989: 634-638). At the disruptive 1969 conference in New York, 
Berry claimed the group “carried the banner as it had done in San Francisco,” demanding greater 
participation of minorities in the NCSW, the formation of a political action council, and 
improving support for minority students in social work programs (640). The NABSW and the 
NCSW even arrived at a formal Memorandum of Statement of Understanding, which included a 
stance in favor of “maximum feasible participation of persons in the community in community 
programs” (“Memorandum of statement of understanding,” 28 May 1969: 3) – language that 
directly mirrored the intention of former President Johnson’s Community Action Programs, 
which the welfare rights movement used to amplify their organizing. But a month later, the 
NABSW abruptly left the NCSW – a move which Berry claims was “a sign that NABSW was 
coming into its own as a stronger and more independent organization” (1989: 655, fn 16). Even 
as NABSW’s demands for expanding minority participation were rapidly heeded – by 1972, 
NCSW’s board was two-fifths non-white, their official committees one-third non-white (648) – 
they declined Berry’s invitations to return to the Conference (Williams, 11 August 1970). 
While Berry saw in NABSW a maturing group of socially active professionals that no 
longer needed the Conference to thrive, there were hints that the organization departed the 
NCSW due to a change in strategy. While NABSW did not collectively attend the Conference 
after 1969, some of its individual members still did so at the 1970 conference in Chicago: 
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The [NCSW] administration statement listed all the steps the Conference had taken in that year to become 
more democratic and socially relevant. These were dismissed by Howard Prunty of NABSW who wrote, 
“Placing more minority group representatives on the national Board, on program planning committees, and 
so forth is not enough, opening up opportunities for program participation is also insufficient, nothing short 
of being a catalyst for constructive change will do.” (Berry, 1989: 644) 
 
Prunty’s statement on the futility of representational politics may or may not have reflected the 
political stance of the NABSW, but it does suggest an exhaustion of the NCSW as a potential 
ally and transformative space. By the 1972 conference, Berry no longer mentioned the presence 
of any NABSW members in attendance (648-651); instead, the NABSW sent delegates to a child 
welfare conference a month earlier, in St. Louis, Missouri, in the hopes of making a more fruitful 
intervention as a “catalyst for constructive change.” Mere weeks before the St. Louis conference, 
they gathered in Nashville for a three-day workshop to discuss, plan, and write out the position 
statement they would be unveiling for the first time, no longer under the banner of equitable 
policy or even “maximum feasible participation,” but rather the intention to confront one specific 
welfare practice – transracial adoption (National Association of Black Social Workers, 1972). 
 
Charging genocide: Community control vs. humanitarian calculation 
 Much like the NCSW, most child welfare conferences in the 1970s were run by social 
workers and their parent agencies and institutions. The 1972 conference in St. Louis was not. It 
had originated five years earlier at the initiative of the Council on Adoptable Children (COAC), 
the autonomous Michigan adoptive parent group that was mentioned in Chapter 3 as one of the 
early proponents of Clayton Hagen’s “new approach”; in their first self-organized conference in 
1967, “Frontiers in Adoption: Finding Homes for the ‘Hard-to-Place’,” they featured Hagen as 
both keynote and plenary speaker (Council on Adoptable Children, 1969). COAC considered it 
an injustice that any child under state guardianship – especially “those who are of minority 
heritage, those who are older, and those with handicaps” (Foreword) – could be viewed by social 
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workers as “unadoptable” due to the expected difficulties they would have assimilating into a 
family. Like Hagen, they considered it their responsibility to advocate for the adoption of such 
children, particularly the Black children that had amassed in Michigan’s foster system over the 
preceding decades. While their 1967 conference was mostly local, the next two that COAC 
hosted in 1969 and 1970 were national, drawing growing numbers of adoptive parent groups 
across the nation to discuss how to pressure the child welfare world to abandon their antiquated 
standards and treat all children – not just healthy white infants – as adoptable. Transracial 
adoption was the theme of both conferences (Child Welfare League Newsletter, 1972a: 2). 
 The third such conference in St. Louis was slated as a continuation of the conversations 
from the previous two, but it proved to be pivotal. It was already an unusual convergence: 
originally initiated by the Council on Adoptable Children, it was hosted by the St. Louis chapter 
of the Open Door Society (a national adoptive parent support group composed of white parents 
with adopted Black children), and it had been endorsed by both the CWLA (the national network 
of private agencies) and the US Department of Health, Education and Welfare. But of all the 
variously positioned actors in the room in St. Louis, only the NABSW would define the impact 
of the conference in the months and years that followed: 
The National Association of Black Social Workers has taken a vehement stand against the placement of 
Black children in white homes for any reason. We affirm the inviolable position of Black children in Black 
families where they belong physically, psychologically and culturally in order that they receive the total 
sense of themselves and develop a sound projection of their future….Only a Black family can transmit the 
emotional and sensitive subtleties of perception and reaction essential for a Black child’s survival in a racist 
society….We fully recognize the phenomenon of trans-racial adoption as an expedient for white folk, not 
as an altruistic humane concern for Black children. The supply of white children for adoption has all but 
vanished and adoption agencies, having always catered to middle class whites developed an answer to their 
desire for parenthood by motivating them to consider Black children. This has brought about a re-definition 
of some Black children. Those born of Black-White alliances are no longer Black as decreed by immutable 
law and social custom for centuries. They are now Black-White, inter racial, bi-racial, emphasizing the 
whiteness as the adoptable quality; a further subtle, but vicious design to further diminish black and 
accentuate white. We resent this highhanded arrogance and are insulted by this further assignment of 
chattel status to Black people….The National Association of Black Social Workers asserts the conviction 
that children should not remain in foster homes or institutions when adoption can be a reality. We stand 
firmly, though, on conviction that a white home is not a suitable placement for Black children and contend 
it is totally unnecessary. (National Association of Black Social Workers, 1972: 1-4) 
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With this statement, the NABSW asserted that removing Black children from their kin, their 
training for survival, and their Blackness to force a “re-definition” of their very being (much like 
the violence of chattel slavery they aptly noted) was tantamount to “cultural genocide” (Briggs, 
2012; Neal & Stumph, 1993; Nelson, 2006; Carp, 1998). 
 The NABSW’s path to this watershed moment was rooted in explosive developments in 
Black radicalism – Black nationalism, the psychological emancipation of “Black is beautiful” 
and the Black Power movement (Wynter, 2006), the Black-led welfare rights organizing they 
credited for their analysis of the racist welfare state (National Association of Black Social 
Workers, 1998) – but most directly through their ties to militant American Indian struggles. 
O’Sullivan (2007) has documented how analyses of racial genocide – long prominent among the 
knowledges of indigenous groups throughout the world’s settler colonies – were further refined 
by American Indian women organizers (primarily Women of All Red Nations, or WARN) in the 
late 1960s and 1970s. Much like the Black Panther “survival pending revolution” social 
programs for their communities, these women ran “survival schools” to equip children with the 
revolutionary knowledge needed to overturn the logic of genocide structuring their lives (Davis, 
2013). But WARN’s knowledge of genocide extended to the most intimate experiences of 
childbirth and child-raising: similarly to Black and Puerto Rican women, they had been targeted 
with coercive sterilizations by welfare boards (Solinger, 2001; Briggs, 2012), a stubborn eugenic 
tool of the welfare/warfare racial state (Gilmore, 2002). Joint organizing among these groups of 
women in the 1970s to end this reproductive injustice also revealed other commonalities, 
especially the legacies of forced child removal – over a century long for American Indians – and 
the placement of children with white foster and adoptive families. Seeing the opportunity for a 
radical restructuring of such practices in the wake of the welfare state squeeze, the NABSW and 
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WARN developed the analysis of “cultural genocide” to problematize and “call attention to the 
ways black single mothers were targeted by child protection systems” (Briggs, 2012: 58). In 
doing so, they reappropriated the welfare world’s devotion to the “best interests of the child” 
around values of family preservation and community control of families, articulating “the right 
of black communities and black unwed mothers to make their own rules about what constituted a 
“legitimate” family and a good and loving place to raise black children” (47). 
 NABSW’s decision to unveil their demands at an adoptive parent-led conference was 
both powerful and cataclysmic; they were well-aware from their experiences in the child welfare 
world that adoptive parent groups were the primary instigators of the national uptick of Black 
transracial adoptions, not the ever-reluctant agencies and their social workers (individuals like 
Clayton Hagen excluded), and thus confronted the problem at its source. One of the adoptive 
parents I interviewed recalls the moment vividly: 
Tell me about your experience at that NACAC conference. That was the first one you went to, I 
assume. 
Evelyn: Yeah, that was the one where the Black social workers stood up and screamed at us and said we 
were killing our children because we were taking away their culture, and it’s a bad, wrong thing to do, and 
a lot of people got very, very emotional.  
What were the reactions from the adoptive parents that were there? 
E: Well, there were a lot of tears, and a lot of screaming, and especially in the plenary session, there was 
just a lot of emotion. And the adoptive parents mainly were saying, you know, “No, no, I know my child 
will be fine. I know that I will be able to do this.” And the social workers were saying, “No, you can’t; you 
just can’t, and it’s wrong.” And the parents said, “Well, it’s done now; we can’t undo it and we aren’t going 
to undo it, so give us some help.” And the social workers were not very helpful at that point. They were 
mostly kind of angry, I think. 
The defensiveness from adoptive parents in the face of the “cultural genocide” charges is 
reflected in the resolutions the attendees voted to pass. The NABSW issued a resolution 
reaffirming that “Black children must only be placed with Black families,” and demanded that 
“the Open Door Society, COAC, and all adoptive parent groups should demonstrate their 
concern for Black children by using their offices, influences, and resources in dealing with child 
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placement agencies towards a commitment to the cessation of trans-racial placements of Black 
children” (Open Door Society of Missouri, 1972: 12). The mostly white adoptive parent 
audience refused to pass it, instead passing a weak conciliatory resolution that advocated the 
“elimination of racism in social agencies,” as well as a directly oppositional resolution, stating, 
“All children without permanent homes have an inherent right to a permanent home without 
reference to the color, religion, sex or national origin of the parents” (13). Thus formed a new set 
of values: that the best interests of the child can only be secured in a “permanent” home – or 
rather, that children have a right to be adopted, above all other concerns. 
 Nationally, the genocide charge reverberated through the agencies to immediate effect. 
One Oregon agency’s national survey found that Black transracial adoptions had fallen 39% in 
1972 compared to the previous year; although Briggs (2012) argues that this change was 
primarily the complicated result of agency behavior during the peak of the “baby shortage” 
crisis, the sudden drop was immediately attributed to the NABSW’s discouragement of social 
worker approval for transracial placement (Opportunity, 18 September 1973). For its part, the 
CWLA – which still generally prioritized race-matching in foster and adoptive placements – was 
forced to issue a revision to its standards at the end of 1972 as a result of the transracial adoption 
controversy, awkwardly straddling the rift that had opened up between family preservation rights 
and permanent family rights: “While affirming transracial adoption as ‘one means of achieving 
needed permanence for some children,’ standards on such adoptions developed by the CWLA 
Board assert that, ‘other things being equal in today’s social climate, it is preferable to place a 
child in a family of his own racial background’” (“Board issues transracial adoption statement,” 
1973: 3). The agencies weren’t the only ones forced to adjust in the new conjuncture. The 
adoptive parents who attended the 1972 conference made plans to form “an alliance of citizen 
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adoption groups called the North American Citizen Adoption Coalition, which is to be a network 
of groups representing children without permanent parents throughout the continent” (Child 
Welfare League Newsletter, 1972a: 2). Although such a group – later called the North American 
Council on Adoptable Children (NACAC) – had been years in the making, it seems likely that 
the fault lines drawn by the NABSW at the St. Louis conference provided just the impetus for 
pro-transracial adoption groups to form their own front. 
 For the remainder of the 1970s, transracial adoption remained the most politicized and 
polarizing issue in the world of child welfare; while this did partly achieve NABSW’s goals of 
forcing a different set of values into the conversation in unprecedented fashion, it also generated 
a widespread backlash that mirrored the rationale Evelyn had expressed to me in her interview: 
that the Black social workers could only point out problems and were not interested in solutions 
– that is, “giving some help” to the parents who had already adopted Black children and weren’t 
going to let them go.12 On one hand, adoptive parents regarded the politicization of transracial 
adoption as an affront, a source of unproductive schism. “Real love has no color and knows no 
boundaries,” declared one transracial adoptive parent in Michigan. “No politics, no race 
relations, nor social issues…just parents loving their children” (Linstrom, 1979: 49). At the same 
time, those who did recognize their incapacity to deal with the unbridgeable gulf between them 
and their Black children saw little point in being attacked for such incapacity; they charged right 
                                                          
12 This ‘solutionist’ reaction certainly demonstrates the limitations of the white liberal imagination; at no point in 
any of my interviews or 1970s-1980s archival reviews did I find a single white adoptive parent who agreed with the 
NABSW’s demands to abolish transracial adoption (let alone organized to bring this demand to fruition). But the 
insistence on “making the best” out of a genocidal condition mostly suggests an incapacity, as Wilderson (2010) 
would say, to even comprehend genocide as a historical structure of Black non-being – that is, the production of 
Black death as beyond grievability. There is an open and unsettled question here as to whether transnational 
adoption can also be considered “cultural genocide”; such a conversation hinges not only on one’s interpretation of 
race in the US and the racialized position of the transnational adoptee (or lack thereof, as Nelson (2016) has recently 
suggested), but on the distinct relations, affects, and strategies that saturate the adoptee’s way in the world, as well 
as the adoptive parents’ engagement with a subject of unknown origin and unpredictable becoming. I attempt to 
address both of these aspects of the problem in Chapters 5 and 6. 
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back at the NABSW, arguing that if Black social workers truly cared about the “best interests of 
the child,” they would help build up capacity in all sectors of civil society (including transracial 
adoptive homes) so that Black children could thrive as they grew up. As Weizman (2011) might 
put it, the parents were laying out a strategy to erase the political fault lines of transracial 
adoption and replace them with a calculated humanitarian consensus in favor of the “least of all 
possible evils” – in this case, a supposedly universal, professional concern for making the best 
out of a difficult situation (in this case, the large numbers of Black children under state 
guardianship) by uniting around a common cause: the child’s “best interests.” In effect, adoptive 
parents were asking the NABSW to abandon their values of community control and join them in 
building a unitary controlled community. 
NABSW’s response was ambivalent. They maintained their “cultural genocide” charge 
throughout the 1970s and 1980s while pushing for laws and policies that privileged family 
preservation (“Racial politics vs. best interests of the children,” 1993). However, their conflicted 
role as both radical and social worker barred them from full strategic antagonism; plenty of basic 
reforms to the welfare state would generate the additional capacity for positive change that 
adoptive parents had demanded. So it was that at the next NACAC conference two years later,  
the attitude prevailing between black and white participants was synonymous. The resolution presented by 
the Black Caucus…[recommended] “increasing minority representation in all child welfare agencies, 
private & public at the direct service, supervisory, administrative, consultant and board levels”….The 
Black Caucus recommended that foster parents be encouraged “to adopt the children in their homes when 
these children become free for adoption by giving foster parents first preference to adopt and by granting 
subsidies where appropriate”. They also requested that “every possible attempt should be made to place 
blacks and other minorities in a cultural and racial setting similar to their original group”. However, they 
would not deny a child a home and family should should [sic] this not be feasible. (Glickman, 1974: 1) 
This about-face was premised on NABSW’s belief that if enough Black adoptive and foster 
parents were recruited – an anticipated outcome from “increasing minority representation in all 
child welfare agencies” – then the need for transracial placement would wither away. In their 
1972 statement, they cut it both ways: declaring a “cultural genocide” was underway, yet 
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asserting that this could be successfully resolved by making child welfare more accommodating 
to Black people: “We denounce the assertions that Blacks will not adopt; we affirm the fact that 
Black people, in large number, can not [sic] maneuver the obstacle course of the traditional 
adoption process” (National Association of Black Social Workers, 1972: 3). Though pragmatic, 
the evacuation of the political challenge of family preservation in favor of a mere service 
challenge was all too amenable to the humanitarian calculation of their erstwhile opponents. It 
was also a severe misread of the Black relation to welfare. Essentially, the NABSW wanted to 
squeeze the welfare state even further by bringing more Black families and couples into its fold, 
perhaps expecting that if the “obstacle course” of adoption was substantially alleviated for Black 
prospective parents (as Hagen had done for LSS’s clients), they, too, could be offered Hagen’s 
‘reproductivity deal’ and ‘liberated’ as a good, altruistic welfare subject. But Black family 
survival throughout this time was predicated on autonomy and avoidance of the child welfare 
world, not enrollment in its web of surveillance and punitive regulations; the Black families who 
had enrolled (as with welfare rights organizing) gained some clear benefits, only to lose them – 
and more – with the post-crisis restructuring of the welfare state. 
 The struggles of American Indian women reached similar highs and lows. Following the 
NABSW, a group of them disrupted the 1974 NACAC conference (Glickman, 1974: 1) as the 
launching point for a legislative campaign to regulate American Indian child placement. 
Working in the late 1970s with a mass of American Indian organizations and allies, they testified 
on the disproportionate targeting of indigenous children for foster care and adoption outside of 
their tribe; Minnesota’s standing in the 1970s was particularly highlighted, as it was estimated 
that one out of every five American Indian children in the state were transracially placed, and 
one in eight were specifically subjected to transracial adoption (Broadhead et al., 1976). Despite 
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opposition from the Bureau of Indian Affairs and other pro-adoption groups (O’Sullivan, 2007), 
Congress passed the landmark 1978 Indian Child Welfare Act (ICWA), which established tribal 
jurisdiction over Indian child placement decisions and authorized tribes to intervene at any point 
of an Indian child placement process. Not only did the Act enhance American Indian 
sovereignty, it also established family preservation as its framework through preferential 
guidelines for foster and adoptive placements, ranking the child’s extended family as the top 
priority for placement, followed by members of the child’s tribe and, finally, other Indian 
families (National Committee for Adoption, 1985: 46). But while ICWA’s passage die help 
decrease American Indian transracial adoption rates (Kunesh, 1996), its enforcement was 
uneven. The Minnesota Department of Human Services (1991) found, for example, that 
American Indian transracial placements remained abnormally high ten years after ICWA’s 
passage. Moreover, adoptive parents and social workers alike often misinterpreted the law as a 
well-intentioned yet harmful impediment to the child’s placement with a waiting permanent 
home, and in many such cases a foster or adoptive placement was worked out through the 
corner-cutting and state evasion practices that have long existed in child welfare. These frequent 
violations of American Indian sovereignty – and subsequent legal challenges of them – resulted 
in a string of court cases over ensuing years, the resolution of which slowly weakened ICWA’s 
regulatory power and encouraged a conservative broadside on the Act (Roehlkepartain, 1994; 
Briggs, 2012; “Racial politics vs. best interests of the children,” 1993). 
 
Porous geographies of child advocacy 
 NACAC formed out of a specific belief in transracial adoption as a right for children 
without families, but the range of issues they worked on – and the people they worked with –
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expanded quickly. At their 5th conference in 1976, they began setting up committees and 
advocacy teams on issues like adoption subsidy, automatic citizenship for children adopted from 
abroad, special needs children, mandatory court reviews of foster placements, legal counsel for 
children in family court, and criteria for the termination of parental rights (“The 5th North 
American Conference,” 1978). By the 1980s, their staff and member groups had carved out a 
broad political program for reforming the foster care system, one that necessitated close ties with 
many civil society actors of entirely different value systems. Some were welfare agencies, with 
varying degrees of adherence to child welfare principles; some were specialized pro-adoption 
advocate institutes, such as the transnationally-oriented Joint Council on International Children’s 
Services (JCICS), formed in 1976; some were foundations dedicated to the well-being of 
American children and youth (North American Council on Adoptable Children, 18-20 January 
1979). As the Civil Rights movement and its militant offshoots fell to state repression, 
cooptation, or fracturing, this network arose to take its place and form long-lasting institutions 
led by professional organizers and trained advocates. 
But this front was a porous one. Since most of its participants were employees of a 
burgeoning nonprofit world, alliances were often loose and flexible, depending more on the 
initiative and connections of well-positioned individuals than on mass support for a political 
program of uncompromising demands. Grace, an adoptive parent and long-time agitator, recalls 
this looseness as an essential feature of the organizing, since children’s issues were perennially 
put on the political back burner in the United States at this time: 
There were still some good people in Health, Education and Welfare; there were good people. And it takes 
somebody, often on the inside as well as the outside: partnerships. And it’s knowing when to strategize and 
when to pull back. Cuz that was the other thing we learned in Minnesota: there were a couple of things, 
legislative initiatives, where the ultimate solution really wasn’t what we initially sought, and therefore, is it 
better to back off and not end up with just anything, or should we compromise?….Those were the days 
where all these heady, naive people who believed if we had good information and were good, non-
confrontational folks – you know, the Dalai Lama sort of approach to things (laughs) – we could make 
things happen….For example, in Minnesota, I mentioned the Children’s Health Plan – which wasn’t 
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adoption- or foster care-specific….There were components of it that dealt with kids in the system, and 
made opportunities. So that was a good coalition for adoption….March of Dimes…would do an event 
every year called Apple Pie and Motherhood at the Capitol, and we said, “You know, a lot of the kids that 
we’re working with to place are children with disabilities and special needs that might have been precluded 
with good prenatal care.” So that wasn’t a high priority for us, but again, that was a partnership and 
coalition.  
This flexibility belied an internal contradiction not unlike the one faced by NABSW. Both the 
Black social workers and the progenitor adoptive parent groups of NACAC originated from a 
confrontational ethos; both had attacked child welfare for its injustices to the children under its 
wing, only to find themselves stepping in to the legitimacy gaps left behind by the child welfare 
crisis, trying to navigate problems as complicit participants more than militants.  
 This incoherent terrain proved susceptible to sudden schisms. While Black and American 
Indian women – and the welfare rights movement, to a great extent – all advocated for 
birthmothers of fostered children and adoptees during their insurgent campaigns, Concerned 
United Birthparents (CUB) was the first documented civil society group that was actually 
composed of (and led by) such birthmothers. Founded in 1976, CUB brought together women 
who had long been regarded as an afterthought in the adoption process and were devalued as 
such (Fessler, 2006: 225). National in scope, CUB’s efforts were wide-ranging, but they also 
struck gold as NABSW did with an explosive issue: “openness” in adoption. According to Carp 
(1998), adoption’s regulatory framework had long prized confidentiality and secrecy, particularly 
the sealing of adoption records that prevented adoptees from accessing information about their 
birthparents (or birthparents learning what became of their children). CUB’s advancement of 
openness soon after its arrival on the child welfare scene sent shockwaves throughout the child 
advocacy terrain; not only did they re-frame the “best interests of the child” differently (in this 
case, as the right to know and have a relationship with one’s birthparents), they compelled a 
more-or-less unified child advocacy front to take stances with no obvious, agreeable answers that 
could mend the humanitarian calculus of the “least of all possible evils.” Some participants 
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simply refused to take stances altogether, for fear of alienating their constituents and supporters 
(“OURS Board meeting,” 1979b). In a nonprofit arena defined by excising antagonism, CUB at 
least had the decency to lay out exactly who its enemies were; to one of these enemies, Alison 
Ward (Vice President of CUB) wrote, “You must know that our goals and beliefs are 
diametrically opposed….You and I will have no common ground on which to base any working 
relationship as long as you continue to work to destroy families through adoption” (Ward, 14 
October 1982). For CUB, the primary conjunctural question – how the gains and losses of 
adoption should be determined – would never fall under the shadow of common humanitarian 
cause. 
 The terrain was also loose enough to allow for siloes of self-isolation and separation even 
as the rest of the child welfare insurgency was busily in encounter. No organization better 
encapsulates such a position than the Organization for a United Response (OURS). Founded and 
based in Minnesota, this adoptive parent group enjoyed a national audience through its magazine 
and had the support of dozens of member groups in every state. OURS members attended the 
NACAC conferences, sent representatives to high-profile legislative meetings on children’s 
issues, and otherwise developed a reputation as the go-to source for transnational adoption 
information and support. Yet OURS was also a peculiar case among adoptive parent groups. It 
was not closely affiliated with agencies, as the Welcome House Adoptive Parent Groups and 
Holt Adoptive Parent Groups were; it did not participate in NACAC’s foster care reform efforts, 
or take an official stance on CUB’s demand for open records. One of its former members, 
Calvin, explained to me how OURS could be so active while abstaining from all of the emergent 
political developments of this era: 
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Was there a relationship between OURS and these other organizations, the more political ones? 
Calvin: OURS was just a member of NACAC. And I think, because of our size…they respected our 
clout….NACAC really appreciated OURS, the relationship with OURS, because we had a lot of contacts, 
and they could make things known through us that they probably didn’t have channels to do on their own. 
And that was probably all we really did, was just be that funnel that they could send stuff through, and we 
would send it out to our organization. And then if people out there wanted to be involved in some of the 
NACAC politics, they could just contact ‘em directly and get involved in things. But OURS never got into 
that.  
Of course, acting as a vessel for the ideas and strategies of more overtly political groups was 
advantageous in other ways, particularly through the kinds of implicit ideological claims they 
circulated widely through their magazine; in just one cover illustration (see Figure 4.3), OURS 
could signal agreement with Hagen’s “new approach” idealism, disagreement with NABSW’s  
demand for transracial adoption abolition, and anxiety over open records all at once. But even 
 
Figure 4.3. Source: OURS Magazine (1981), cover. 
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their deliberate decisions to withhold broadcasting into the political world had its own political 
value, which I explore further in Chapter 5. 
 
“Society will reap what it sows”: Revanchism and racial deva-station 
 Disjointed as all of these struggles were, there was enough clamor about the injustices of 
the welfare state – and the compounded harms suffered by children specifically – to convince 
President Nixon in 1969 to propose a partial guaranteed income for families in need, called the 
Family Assistance Plan (FAP). The FAP was “designed to halt the growth of the AFDC rolls” 
(Piven & Cloward, 1979: 337) from their skyrocketing trajectories, replacing the program with a 
far more predictable system of regularized assistance. It’s a testament to the era’s militancy that 
not only did Nixon suggest such a plan for welfare reform, but also that welfare rights organizers 
soundly rejected it. FAP proposed reducing existing welfare grants in pretty much all states, 
instituting a guaranteed income well below poverty levels, and forcing single mothers to work 
jobs at ¾ of the minimum wage. The NWRO identified the main loser should the FAP go into 
place: “Needless to say, the net effect, without the rhetoric, is that children suffer. They are the 
victims of the intellectual masturbation” (“Why the children must march,” 1972: 6).  
 In hindsight, Nixon’s FAP proposal was an overture to the welfare state restructuring that 
followed: utterly immiserating, yet cloaked in progressive niceties to make the pain go down 
easier for the relatively unaffected. Although millions were impacted by its dissembling, the 
hardest hit were the urban poor and single mothers of color (primarily Black women). This 
revanchism against the brief gains made by welfare mothers enjoyed wide public support, 
including sectors of the child welfare insurgencies. For example, Daniel Moynihan’s notorious 
1965 report, “The Negro Family,” appealed to many casual observers due to its simplified 
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explanation of longstanding urban problems as the product of pathological Black family culture 
and irresponsible Black motherhood (Feder, 2007; Greenbaum, 2015; Patton, 2000). His report 
seemingly justified the curtailment and austerity imposed on public assistance programs – as 
well as destruction of social wages like public housing – as a means of forcing Black mothers 
into independent waged work life. Two years after the report came out, COAC held its “Frontiers 
in Adoption” conference, and its framing of the proceedings clearly had Moynihan – and the 
1967 Detroit riots just a few months earlier – in mind: 
The children of today are the adults of tomorrow, and society will reap what it sows. Children who have not 
known a permanent family relationship never are given the chance to put down deep roots which are 
essential to secure and [sic] health development. Responsible citizens are not made out of youth who have 
never felt love or learned to love others. The human cost is by far the most important, but the financial cost 
cannot be overlooked. It takes about $25,000 to raise a child to an age where he can take care of himself. 
Taxpayers are relieved of this sizeable burden the day a child is placed for adoption. There are also the 
extra costs of law enforcement and public welfare which are heaped upon a society which sets its children 
out at age eighteen without having had the benefit of a family…Thousands of children are starving – not 
for physical, but for emotional nourishment. Symbolically, they have received deluding gratification from 
the candy and ice cream of sympathy and temporary foster care when what they desperately need are the 
meat and potatoes of permanent loving families and homes of their own. (Council on Adoptable Children, 
1969: Foreword) 
The specific mention of welfare use and the “candy and ice cream” of foster care as contributors 
to the eventual production of criminals was also one of Moynihan’s top worries; indeed, it was 
the elimination of this supposedly unbreakable chain from indigent youth to violent adult that he 
hoped FAP would catalyze (Piven & Cloward, 1979: 338). 
 While welfare mothers and the poor bore the brunt of welfare state cuts and some 
adoptive parent groups implicitly approved of the damage done, the agencies feared they would 
come out of it the worst. “A difficult period for child welfare services lies ahead,” wrote Joseph 
Reid, the Executive Director of CWLA:  
The attacks on public assistance recipients and on social services and the cutbacks in funds for all types of 
service must inevitably affect child welfare services….Ordinarily, a negative political and legislative 
climate would not hurt private agencies so much. However, voluntary agencies have undergone a recent 
rapid expansion of their services because of government funding….These funds may now be severely 
curtailed. And, in states where slashes in federal funds are made, it is unlikely that either state or local 
funds will be available to fill the gap. The President has also made it clear that continued efforts will be 
made to further cut the level of federal expenditures. (Child Welfare League Newsletter, 1972b: 1) 
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Reid’s fears dramatically came to fruition as two of the primary sources of agency funding 
underwent damaging overhauls. Firstly, the funding channels that typified the height of the Great 
Society programs – programs which entrenched direct federal support to local agencies and 
bypassed intransigence from state and county legislators – were replaced with “single 
organization and administrative structures for the delivery of all social services” (Child Welfare 
League of America Newsletter, 1976: 1). Effectively, the federal government devolved its 
authority to state governments, giving them set ‘block grants’ for local services that could be 
divided and distributed however these governments saw fit (“Round two of Reaganomics,” 
1982); many chose to drastically cut services to the poor out of political expedience, which 
“decimated child welfare” in just a few years’ time (Child Welfare League of America 
Newsletter, 1976: 1). Secondly, the disappearing tax base support in cities due to “white flight” 
and urban austerity (Goldberg, 2009: 74-75) dried up philanthropic giving to the United Way, the 
largest private funding arm for voluntary agencies; combined with inflation costs, United Way 
“lost about $100 million in purchasing power between 1967 and 1976” (Reid, 1976: 3).  
 Conditions of precarity forced agencies into financial pragmatism as they sought to 
replace these revenue streams, usually through reliance on private fees collected through 
adoption services. This was a risky maneuver even for successful adoption agencies, as their 
directors often allocated service costs based on projected revenue from an inherently unstable 
adoption market. Transnational adoption markets were the most volatile; in one embarrassing 
example, Children’s Home Society of Minnesota – which fielded the largest Korean adoption 
program in the country during this time period (Meier, 1998: 21) – spent years chasing crackpot 
promises for new adoptee supplies in the Philippines once the Korean adoption market declined 
in the late 1980s. Expecting $240,000 in revenue from the first year of an anticipated 100 
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adoptions through the Philippines program, their arrangements instead fell through, and CHS 
was forced to downsize to make up for a massive budget shortfall (Toogood & Meyer, 24 
January 1991). Rather than reevaluating this funding strategy, CHS doubled down on it by 
expanding their search for new baby markets; others – especially single mothers – had to pay for 
CHS’s mini-crisis by swallowing cuts to their services (Hitchcock, 17 April 1991). 
Through this revanchist turn, the welfare state transformed its prior roles as guarantor of 
the ‘productivity deal’ with one hand and demeaning regulator of the poor with the other. As 
argued by Wacquant (2009), its self-imploded form revivified as a circuitry of policing and 
surveillance, shuttling ‘bad’ subjects from harsher welfare discipline to a growing carceral 
network of jails, prisons, and other institutions of the penal state. The remaining population was 
also devalued, but with finer degrees of differentiation; Goldberg (2009) describes the state’s 
transition as akin to a “traffic cop” (339) that monitors and occasionally enforces the securitizing 
functions it has largely offloaded to the private sphere (the business, the nonprofit, the home, the 
family), a Wild West fueled by threat management and anxious futurity that intensifies the worst 
disparities of the class war. Perhaps the greatest sufferers from this transition were those who 
struggled to gain crucial concessions and protections from the state during the welfare crisis; 
their most significant victories – Civil Rights law, ICWA, affirmative action – were undone, 
repealed, and undermined as the state “deva-stated” its function as the guarantor of equal 
protection (91-92), allowing racism to thrive unregulated in private (78). 
 
Landmines out of landmarks: The case of 1980s family preservation law in Minnesota 
 Minnesota’s position in the child welfare battles was largely quiet in the late 1960s and 
1970s. Certainly it fielded its share of agitators: Clayton Hagen aligning with COAC and sitting 
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on NACAC’s Board, OURS founder Betty Kramer becoming president of the JCICS (OURS 
Magazine, 1979: 18), Minnesota’s welfare rights groups joining with the national poor people’s 
movements, not to mention the outsized influence of the American Indian Movement in the state 
(O’Sullivan, 2007). But the different political projects articulated by these forces suddenly 
congealed in Minnesota in the 1980s, when the state gained national attention for passing 
landmark family preservation laws to regulate placement of minority children. A Minnesota 
Department of Human Services report (1991) recounts the breadth of this legislative success: 
In 1983 the Minority Racial and Ethnic Heritage Protection Act was enacted. Key to this legislation is the 
requirement that child-placing agencies give due consideration to a child’s race or ethnic heritage when 
making foster and adoptive care placements. In 1985 Minnesota passed the Indian Family Preservation Act. 
This legislation expanded the tribal identification and placement standards for Indian children required by 
the federal Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978. Finally, in 1988, Minnesota enacted the Minority Family 
Preservation Act. This Act was meant to further the goals of the 1983 and 1985 legislation by mandating 
the development of a state minority recruitment specialist position to assist child-placing agencies in their 
placement compliance and recruitment efforts. This Act also holds agencies further accountable by 
mandating that each agency develop a written plan which must outline: strategies for recruiting minority 
foster and adoptive families; efforts to train families, as well as agency staff, in minority cultures; and if 
located in an area with a significant minority population, strategies for employing minority social workers. 
(1-2) 
But as I will illustrate, the weight of these victories on child welfare regulation was ambiguous; 
its emergence and impact is better understood in its relationship to the tangled and differentiated 
web of the child welfare insurgencies.  
 The impetus for these laws was the Council on Black Minnesotans (CBM), formed in 
July 1980 by the Minnesota Legislature to advise the state government and governor. The 
Council was a byproduct of countrywide efforts during the 1970s of Black movements fighting 
for greater community control of institutions – schools, hospitals, unions, and elected offices – 
that claimed to represent Black communities without entrusting Black people with decision-
making power (Altshuler, 1970). Under the guidance of key Black legislators, the CBM explored 
issues such as “affirmative action in the executive and legislative branches of state government; 
the impact of legislative reapportionment on Blacks; and special program and legislative issues 
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of Black women in Minnesota” (Council on Black Minnesotans, 1981: 6). This latter focus on 
Black women quickly became a priority; the CBM arranged for the first Black Women’s 
Legislative Issues Task Force in 1981, and CBM’s first newsletter zeroed in on public assistance 
programs in Minnesota and changes to AFDC administration, which – thanks to the Minneapolis 
Welfare Rights Organization – had become a key political issue for Black mothers and their 
children (3-4). Soon thereafter, they turned to Black foster care and adoption as their signature 
issue, and by 1983 had developed an ambitious legislative agenda: a hallmark family 
preservation bill that would enshrine race as a primary factor in child placement, as well as 
corollary bills that required agency recruitment of Black adoptive/foster care parents, funding 
appropriations for said recruitment, and additional monitoring through local foster care review 
boards (Council on Black Minnesotans, 1983: 5). How did such a young council get the idea they 
could successfully pass a family preservation law that privileged race in Black child placement – 
especially considering that no such precedent for a law existed anywhere? As a 1986 report 
makes clear, the Black Women’s Legislative Issues Task Force drew inspiration from the federal 
1978 Indian Child Welfare Act, to the point where they directly modeled the 1983 Minority 
Child Heritage Protection Act off of it (Baker, 1986). 
 To make their case, the CBM held a public hearing on Black foster care and adoptive 
placement in January 1982. The framing of that hearing – problematizing the “relatively high 
incidence of transracial adoption of Black children in Minnesota” (Belton, 1982: 1) – evoked 
NABSW’s stance, as seen in the words of Steven Belton (1982), Executive Director of the CBM: 
Ninety-eight percent (98%) of white children are adopted by white parents while only twenty percent 
(20%) of Black children are adopted by Black parents. This situation is alarming…But it also gives rise to 
several important questions: (1) Is transracial adoption in the best interest of the Black child?….The most 
common explanation for the large pool of waiting Black children is that there is strong resistance or 
opposition to adoption and foster care from the Black community, rather than any negligent or intentional 
failure on the part of the system….But some experts argue, and we agree, that the Black community has a 
rich heritage of providing adoption and foster care services to its children. Indeed, some argue that “the 
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myth of ‘no Black homes available’ is a social agency cop-out for not devising innovative and creative 
ways of facing up to the problem – a perfect example of ‘benign neglect’”. (3-14) 
CBM heard testimony from social workers, adoption researchers, and foster and adoptive 
parents, all deploying different values. OURS member Gary Weissman reiterated NACAC 
beliefs in testifying that race and ethnicity needed to be “secondary” to “the availability of a 
permanent home for a child” (36); Jacqui Thompson of the Minnesota Black Social Workers 
Association stressed the need for greater Black regulation of the entire child welfare system by 
training white social workers in “the cultural values and survival skills that a Black child needs” 
(38); and Children’s Home Society of Minnesota Board member Michael Glapion castigated the 
Black community for “blaming white agencies for the problems inherent in placing Black 
children” (39) without doing anything to solve them – an echo of the adoptive parents at the 
1972 NACAC Conference and an inadvertent admission of failed agency governmentality over 
Black subjects. Despite these tensions, CBM found in the testimony a broad consensus for 
“public policy to preserve the identity of minority children in adoption and foster care placement 
in Minnesota”; in a fateful recurrence of NABSW’s stance, CBM determined that “strong 
measures be implemented to recruit minority families” to achieve this goal (Baker, 1986: 2). 
 On the strength of this testimony, the Minnesota State Legislature passed the 1983 
Minority Child Heritage Protection Act, the first of its kind in the country to claim that 
“[protection] of racial or minority ethnic heritage” was in the child’s “best interests”; like ICWA, 
it regulated placement decisions by an order of preferences that prioritized the child’s immediate 
kin, followed by those of the same race or ethnicity, and lastly, “a family of different racial or 
ethnic heritage from the child that is knowledgeable and appreciative of the child’s racial or 
ethnic background” (Baker, 1986: 1). The law’s passage drew immediate national attention and 
even prompted otherwise ‘apolitical’ groups to respond; the Presidents of OURS wrote a long 
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‘official’ statement on transracial adoption that used the 1983 law as its reference – the first time 
OURS had issued any official position on the subject despite being constituted almost entirely by 
transracial/transnational adoptive families (Wicker & Wicker, 1984). But its vague language 
(“knowledgeable and appreciative”) and lack of funding and enforcement vehicles made it a 
toothless regulation in practice. Five years later, they attempted to rectify this problem with the 
1988 Minority Family Preservation Act: 
In light of the 1983 Statute, and the inability and lack of compliance by authorized child placing agencies 
and counties within Minnesota to successfully recruit minority adoptive families, as prescribed by this 
Chapter, it was proposed and accepted that a five-year project be established to function within the MN 
Department of Human Services to address this issue. This 1988 Legislation strengthens the goals of the MN 
CBM sponsored Minority Family Preservation Act of 1983 by requiring that the MN Department of Human 
Services, public and private agencies perform certain specific acts in the areas of reporting, recruiting and 
training….It is the intent of this legislation to make provisions for supplementing the income of families 
that have the essential qualifications required to meet the needs of adopted children but are unable to 
assume financial responsibility for the full cost of a child’s care….Improved and expanded subsidies will 
enable large numbers of children, now unfortunately doomed to live as foster children, to have the essential 
security represented through legal adoption. Of equal concern is the monetary resources needed to recruit 
families of color. This ingredient is crucial. Agencies who provide such services must be assisted in their 
efforts to recruit and maintain families of color. (Council on Black Minnesotans, 1988: 33-37) 
Significantly, the strongest instruments mentioned in this statement – adoption subsidy, 
dedicated funding for parent recruitment – were not authorized in the 1988 Act. Instead, it 
mandated tools of accountability – reporting, training, a required “written plan” for agency 
recruitment (Minnesota Department of Human Services, 1991: 1) – that merely aimed to increase 
agency compliance with the still toothless 1983 Act. CBM’s frustrations went deeper than these 
legal pains, however. They were investing in the state as a vehicle for racial justice right when 
governmental deregulation and “deva-station” at all scales had eroded that option’s political 
possibilities. They adhered to the NABSW line of Black recruitment as a service-based solution, 
rather than advancing radical policies to upend the Black relationship to child welfare altogether. 
But fundamentally, their access to legislative channels – powerful as it was – also demobilized 
the Council from a potential social movement base, a problem they shared with other Black 
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movements nationwide that witnessed increased cleavages between the poor and middle-class, 
the grassroots and the professional organizers (Reed, 1995; Piven & Cloward, 1979). 
Subsequent studies confirmed their frustration. A 1991 Minnesota Department of Human 
Services report found that nonwhite children were still seven times more likely than white 
children to be placed in the foster care system (nationally, nonwhites were only two times more 
likely to be placed) (7-8), of whom Blacks had finally surpassed American Indians as “the largest 
minority group in foster care in Minnesota” (5). While rates of transracial placement had abated 
due to the 1980s family preservation regulations, their numbers were still high (9); Eric, a 
politically active adoptive parent who organized in conjunction with the CBM and its allies, 
recalled survey data that showed how private agencies were still placing roughly half of their 
Black children in white homes as late as the early 1990s. The 1991 report found that recruitment 
of nonwhite foster and adoptive parents was a general failure due to agency flouting of 
regulations: “39% of counties don’t perceive a need for a minority foster home….Several 
counties reported that they made no special recruitment efforts” (15). The only bright spot in the 
strenuous years of campaigning for family preservation in the halls of Minnesota’s state 
government was that adoptions of Black and American Indian children had shrunk considerably 
from their peak years in the 1970s (17);13 one might argue that this was at least an effect of the 
spectre of “cultural genocide” that continued to influence social worker discretion, as much as it 
was the victory of the 1980s laws. This was hardly a bright spot for many adoptive parent 
groups, however; OURS member Dee Kight worried that “Many states, including Minnesota, are 
enacting laws that make matching a child’s racial heritage to an adoptive family’s background so 
                                                          
13 That is, transracial foster home placements were still the norm, but transracial adoption practices had indeed 
changed. The majority of nonwhite adoptions, of course, were those from other countries – all of whom were 
explicitly exempted from the protections of the 1980s family preservation laws (Minnesota Department of Human 
Services, 1991: 9-10, 18; “New law aims at Black adoptions,” 1983). 
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strict, children will wait longer than ever” (Kight, 1984: 34), while another Minneapolis adoptive 
parent, Mary Ann Kuharski, was even more emphatic: “I am extremely disappointed and very 
concerned about what affect this law will have on the hundreds of thousands of waiting U.S. 
children…. A child with no permanent family (white or black) can have no real sense of worth or 
identity – cultural or otherwise!” (Kuharski, 1983: 50). 
 The denouement of this collision of forces occurred outside of Minnesota. The National 
Council for Adoption immediately seized on the 1983 law as a dangerous precedent that needed 
to be monitored and, ideally, reversed through federal action (“New law aims at Black 
adoptions,” 1983). After marshalling pro-adoption forces (such as the deceptively named 
National Coalition to End Racism, an anti-NABSW adoptive parent network (Rooks, 1985)) and 
conservative politicians eager to jump on eradicating yet another ‘affirmative action’ policy, the 
NCFA front successfully lobbied for the Multi-Ethnic Placement Act (MEPA) of 1996, passed 
(not coincidentally) in the same year as the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Act, 
the signature welfare reform achievement of President Clinton that abolished AFDC (National 
Council for Adoption, 1999). MEPA nullified any law that enlisted racial or ethnic preference as 
a consideration for child placement; while outwardly posed as a victory for ‘color-blindness’ in 
law, Briggs (2012) argues that its true aim was to enhance the years-long devaluation of poor 
Black women by legalizing the “cultural genocide” of child removal,14 posing NABSW as its 
“villain of the story” (124) and vanquished opponent. The MEPA hearings in Washington were 
highly contentious; the NABSW and the Congressional Black Caucus came out against the bill 
(National Adoption Reports, 1993b), and in an act of solidarity that NCFA found “most 
                                                          
14 Already a longstanding condition, Black child removal worsened during the ‘crack baby’ epidemic of the late 
1980s and early 1990s; Patton (2000) and Briggs (2006 & 2012) are some of the many scholars that have shown that 
this moral panic was based on trumped-up studies whose primary purpose was vilifying Black mothers and 
mobilizing public support for punitive welfare reform. 
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startling,” so did NACAC (National Adoption Reports, 1993a) – a sign that adoptive parents 
were developing multiplicities of politics beyond their supposed ‘natural’ interests. Still, the 
agonizing yet promising path of family preservation law in Minnesota was immediately undone 
by MEPA – yet in an ironic twist, the permanently opened gates of transracial adoption went 
unflooded: “Most agencies report no increase in the proportion of domestic transracial adoptions 
since the enactment of the Multiethnic Placement Act (MEPA); the number of white families 
adopting older children of color, those most “in need” of adoptive homes, remains very low” 
(Roberts, 2006: 53). The law of unintended effects still had the last word – as always – in child 
welfare. 
 
Conclusion 
 The disruptive expansion of civil society in child welfare beginning in the 1960s drove a 
change in the defining conjunctural problem; with the arrival of so many organizations 
challenging the oppressive history and inherent injustices of the welfare state, a series of battles 
and fronts emerged among them to determine what the distribution of rights and benefits should 
be for those involved in and impacted by adoption. While their encounters were fruitful (and 
often productively contentious), they also came up against a series of limits, new divides, and 
siloes that only intensified during the welfare state's subsequent implosion. The welfare rights 
movement was enormously successful in improving living conditions for poor families of color, 
but at the cost of more severe punishment of these families during the decades of welfare cuts 
and restructuring, as well as social worker scrutiny and increased chances of child removal. 
Black social workers and American Indian women powerfully confronted these child removal 
legacies as 'cultural genocide,' but their strategies relied on enshrining family preservation into 
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state law and agency policy at a time when equal protection for racialized groups was rapidly 
dimming due to state devolution and privatization. Additionally, radical social worker groups 
were quickly succumbing to an emerging professional humanitarian consensus for building as 
much social reproductive capacity as possible for children; this loose child advocacy front, 
mostly constituted by nonprofits, filled the vacuum left by the state's general revocation of public 
supports, yet was riven by raced and classed divides, fracturing and demobilization between 
grassroots and professionalized organizers, and siloes of relative isolation among many groups 
seeking to situate themselves above the political fray. Yet even the most isolated organizations of 
this era could not elude the changed conditions of the child welfare insurgencies and their 
aftermath, as discussed in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 
Impermanency Planning: Adoptive Parent Organizing in the Neoliberal Turn 
 
Introduction 
 From its earliest days, the Organization for a United Response (OURS) was humble 
about its accomplishments; co-founder Betty Kramer (1975) insisted that they “didn’t make any 
great decision to form a parent group” (6), and she attributed the parallel rise in both OURS 
membership and Korean adoptions to Clayton Hagen’s work at Lutheran Social Service (LSS) 
(11). In one sense she was correct: LSS’s overall adoption placements had increased to over 900 
per year by 1970 thanks to Hagen’s “new approach” – close to one half of all private agency 
placements in the entire state (Minnesota Department of Public Welfare, 1946-1982) – and 
adoptions from South Korea constituted a significant share of this increase in volume service. 
From 1968 to 1972, LSS placed 700 Korean children with families in Minnesota (Lutheran 
Social Service of Minnesota, 1972); its closest agency competitor, Children’s Home Society of 
Minnesota (CHS), placed less than 100 Korean children during that five-year period 
(“Placements by race 1970-1989,” 1989). In 1975 – the year Minnesota solidified its reputation 
as the national leader in Korean adoption placements (Lynch, 1999) – LSS’s Korean adoption 
program peaked at over 200 placements, despite a “baby shortage”-driven decrease in all 
adoptions since 1972, the year Hagen resigned (Lutheran Social Service of Minnesota, 1975). 
 But despite their connections to South Korean partner agencies and their “new approach” 
to the adoption process, LSS faced constraints to their Korean adoption program that they could 
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not easily fix. For one, indigenous Korean agencies were new and untested, and their zeal to 
arrange placements with American partners tended to trump adequate information-gathering on 
the children (i.e. medical problems); this condition, along with LSS’s lack of Korean staff to 
assist with Korean adoptees’ language and food needs, posed notable risks to parents who 
wished to be fully prepared for likely problems posed by their adopted child (Kramer, 1975). Nor 
was LSS exclusively an adoption agency; it ran many services that required specialized attention 
and labor. The expansion of their Korean adoption program came at a time when LSS was under 
pressure to meet two other areas of service: increased demand in the early 1970s for basic 
assistance by local poor communities and single mothers (in tandem with the national welfare 
state squeeze) (Lutheran Social Service of Minnesota, 1971), and a rise in Southeast Asian 
refugee support services during and after the Vietnam War (Lutheran Social Service of 
Minnesota, 1975). Not only was LSS deficient in its post-adoption service support for Korean 
adoptions, it also lacked the labor, funds, and materials for advertising Korean adoptions as an 
option to prospective parents. Prior to joining OURS, most of the parents I interviewed only 
learned about Korean adoption by going to a standard agency-arranged information session, and 
of the 20 parents I interviewed, only one recalled attending an LSS session. (Most went to 
sessions organized by Children’s Home Society of Minnesota, a dedicated adoption agency that 
devoted immense time and labor into client recruitment, advertising, and media.) 
 While adoption scholars often explain sudden jumps or drops in adoption as the simple 
machinations of ‘supply’ and ‘demand’ in the ‘baby market’ (Quiroz, 2007; Nelson, 2006; 
Freundlich, 2000), the incapacities of LSS illustrate that such a ‘market’ depends on sustained 
organizing to produce it. In the case of Minnesota, the most important vehicle for producing this 
market was undoubtedly the OURS organization. As an autonomous, grassroots adoptive parent 
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group, it had no obligations or allegiance to LSS, CHS, or any other child welfare agencies. But 
its activities often met (and exceeded) the agencies’ gaps in service, including adoption logistics 
(i.e. assisting with child arrivals at the airport), knowledge production (i.e. creating Korean 
language sheets, producing magazines), family assistance (i.e. mutual aid for tasks like baby-
sitting and grocery shopping), and advertising and recruitment (i.e. tabling at the annual 
Minnesota State Fair). More importantly, OURS operated from 1968 to 1982 on a completely 
volunteer basis – a hidden free labor force for the child welfare agencies, who in turn referred 
their clients to OURS for pre- and post-adoption service assistance (Freivalds, 1992). It also 
enjoyed “phenomenal growth” (Rotering, 1978a: 4) that amazed even its own leadership; by 
1974 it was already the largest local15 adoptive parent organization nationwide, and one of only a 
handful whose membership had predominantly adopted from overseas (“Citizen adoption group 
questionnaire,” 1974). The work of OURS to make Korean adoption attractive and feasible to a 
large number of prospective parents was enormously influential16 – if not definitively causal – to 
the rapid rise of Korean adoption placements in Minnesota in the early 1970s (see Table 5.1). 
Growth in Korean Adoptees and OURS Membership in Minnesota, 1968-1983 
Year 1968 1973 1977 1983 
Total Korean adoptees in Minnesota 27 1,196 3,320 5,494 
Approximate OURS membership 15 2,600 5,500 7,000 
Table 5.1. Source: Minnesota Department of Public Welfare, “Citizen adoption group questionnaire” 
(1974), Kramer (1975), Wegener (1984), Lynch (1999). As Wegener recounts, OURS became more 
national in scope and in membership by the 1980s after hiring their first paid staff. 
                                                          
15 Although it claimed to be a national organization and at one point had chapter groups in all 50 states, OURS was 
locally oriented until its professionalization turn at the end of the 1980s. This was my impression from reading the 
issues of OURS Magazine and it was unanimously confirmed by the parents I interviewed. Josephine said the 
‘national’ aspect was “by accident,” as multiple magazine subscribers in other states decided to form groups and 
asked to become members of OURS; Walter recalls that OURS had meetings to consider expanding their Board to 
persons beyond Minnesota, but ultimately decided it was too costly. The hundreds of OURS chapters that formed 
nationwide had a loose affiliation with the Minnesota-based organizing core and little else. Richard’s assessment 
suggests even greater parochialism: “It was basically a Minneapolis-based organization. Almost everybody on the 
Board lived in Minneapolis or one of its suburbs….It became a national organization only through its magazine.” 
16 When asked about the national impact of adoption organizing in Minnesota, Eric told me, “OURS in its heyday in 
the 1970s was…pretty much doing stuff about international adoption. They were, like, the drivers. They were it.” 
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 But despite OURS’ membership (beginning in 1975) with the politically active North 
American Council on Adoptable Children (NACAC) (“Member groups with voting rights,” 
1975), its formation of a Citizens Coalition on Permanency for Children that echoed the “no 
child is unadoptable” values of NACAC (and later became the child advocacy nonprofits 
Minnesota Adoption Resource Network and MN ADOPT) (“OURS Board meeting,” 1979a), as 
well as forays into legislative lobbying17 (North American Council on Adoptable Children, 18-20 
January 1979; Moran, 1979; Rotering, 1979), OURS insisted it was not a ‘political’ organization. 
“It wasn’t really much about advocacy,” recounted Eric, a former member. Walter elaborated: 
“We didn’t have causes…we did not have those kinds of fights.” None of the former OURS 
members I interviewed considered the group ‘political’; although all were aware (to various 
degrees) of the various child welfare battles in the US during the 1970s and 1980s, they “never 
came up at any of our meetings,” according to Paige. To hear these adoptive parents tell it, 
OURS was simply “the largest parent support group in the country” (Rotering, 1978b). As Diane 
succinctly put it: “We were certainly not a controversial group. We called ourselves a support 
group because that’s what we did: we supported each other on all of the things.” 
                                                          
17 While some OURS members developed illustrious activist careers, OURS’ explicitly political work as an 
organization during its peak years (1970s-1980s) was roughly limited to 1978-1980. Interestingly, the issues they 
lobbied on were clearly connected to the insurgencies discussed in the previous chapter. Locally, they successfully 
campaigned for a Minnesota-based law that weakened birthparent rights; the so-called “Miller Law” – opposed by 
the local CUB branch – emerged in response to a high-profile court case where a birthparent successfully reclaimed 
their children from adoptive families, one of many such cases across the country at that time (“OURS annual 
report,” 1980). Nationally, they lobbied against a Department of Health, Education, and Welfare effort to establish 
federal regulations of interstate and international adoption that would insure that “foreign children are not removed 
inappropriately from their biological parents nor their native countries” (Rotering, 1978c: 4) – a clear response to 
“Operation Babylift,” a militarized airlift of over 10,000 Vietnamese children at the end of the Vietnam War in April 
1975 (Hübinette, 2006; Briggs, 2012). Subsequent investigation revealed that many of these children – now living 
with adoptive families – were illegally removed from their birth families, prompting lawsuits, federal scrutiny, and 
the first open questioning of transnational adoption practice by the CWLA since the 1950s Holt era (Reid, 1975; 
Solinger, 2001; Sotiropoulos, 2008). According to former OURS member Ian, the group also lobbied for fewer 
adoption restrictions in the 1978 Indian Child Welfare Act (ICWA). Yet they disbanded their Legislative Committee 
in 1980 (“OURS annual report,” 1980) and declared in 1981 that “OURS is not a lobbying organization” (Wegener, 
1981). This proclaimed neutrality ended in 1989 when OURS restructured into Adoptive Families of America 
(AFA), replacing its grassroots organizing base with special interest-based advocacy; this change is elaborated in the 
final section of this chapter, “A Pyrrhic victory: The death of American Dream.” 
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 I do not wish to question these claims of OURS’s general apolitical position, nor the 
suggestion that the parents of OURS somehow kept the contentious sphere of the child welfare 
insurgency at a distance. What I find more productive is taking OURS at its word, unpacking the 
elements of a ‘support group’ and its unrecognized – and, indeed, political – uses. (Recalling 
Foucault, OURS knew what it was doing and why; the task is determining what what they do 
does.) Why was it necessary to have a support group, distinct from the informal networks of 
support that drive people’s social reproduction? In the midst of a societal crisis that doled out 
protections and punishments along race and class lines in such brutal fashion, what need did 
mostly white middle-class families have for ‘support’? In this chapter, I offer a somewhat 
unorthodox answer: ‘support’ was the name that adoptive parents gave to a crucial strategy, 
albeit a strategy with multiple, contradictory functions. ‘Support’ expressed the joy of radical 
mutual aid as well as the “live and let live” tenets of laissez-faire independence. ‘Support’ was a 
tool for opposing state dependency and evading state surveillance, yet it complemented the 
state’s gradual neoliberalization and devolution of its public obligations. ‘Support’ took direct 
inspiration from the spirit of encounter that defined the child welfare insurgencies of its time, yet 
the form it took often reproduced the isolation that enclaved adoptive parents from most 
everyone else. Most importantly, ‘support’ was a method for both embracing and simultaneously 
disavowing impermanency – the indeterminacy of living through the restructuring of economic 
life around generalized precarity, and the unpredictable future of an adopted child that 
destabilizes parents’ relationship to whiteness and security. 
 This chapter’s analysis moves through four sections. The first section recounts what 
‘support’ typically looked like among the members of OURS, with attention to its content and 
practices. In this section I interpret the unusual features of adoptive parent support as 
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contradictory responses to the neoliberal turn in the state/capital relationship to welfare that was 
analyzed in the previous chapter. In the second section I step back into a global-scale 
theorization of race, engaging with da Silva’s (2007) work on self-determination and 
affectability and applying these concepts to the national-level conjuncture of the 1970s and 
1980s, one that was resolving itself through biopolitical securitization that both advantaged and 
destabilized white subjects. I suggest that the contradictory functions of adoptive parent support 
groups exemplify the changing role of whiteness to accommodate – and, paradoxically, abject – 
impermanency as a condition of the adoptive family, in contrast to the prevailing adoption 
assumptions of normative assimilation of the adoptee. One predominant activity of OURS, the 
creation of Korean culture camps, is scrutinized in the third section to reveal the intimate-scale 
anxieties over impermanency that saturated the camps’ content and functions. I devote particular 
attention to the future autonomy of the adopted child and the differentiated engagements with 
their futurity through the lens of the culture camp. I close with a key case at the end of this 
conjuncture, when the collapse of the Korean adoption market and emergent voices criticizing 
the practice catalyzed OURS into unexpected political action. Despite OURS’s victory in this 
case, their organizing demonstrated both the demobilization of the child welfare insurgency and 
the arrival of new civil society actors to direct global impermanency toward new horizons, both 
in Korea and in the growing subjectivities of adoptees. 
I must issue a word of caution before proceeding. This discussion necessarily generalizes 
about a group of people whose adoption experiences are endlessly heterogeneous; the complexity 
of motivations, beliefs, and intentions that underpin their decisions to adopt and their choices in 
how to parent an adopted child cannot be accounted for in this chapter, nor would I deign to 
speak for and interpret such intimate and sensitive relationships. (This question of positionality 
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and ethical representation is also prevalent among adoptive parents, adoptees, and other adoption 
subjects who publicly talk about ‘their own.’) My extended analysis of whiteness and security in 
adoptive parent organizing is particularly hazardous, as the reader may be inclined to interpret 
my arguments as a psychologization of the particular white people involved in OURS and other 
parent groups, rather than an interrogation of whiteness as a political condition. The problem of 
distinguishing whiteness from phenotypically white bodies is challenging, and my designation of 
whiteness – not as a race so much as an incomplete project for a subject’s survival – may be of 
little help in avoiding reinscription of the racial body/subject.18 The productive tensions of this 
ontological conundrum notwithstanding, I simply wish to emphasize my overriding disinterest in 
the psyche of white subjects and their structural allegiances, identities, and prejudicial attitudes – 
a disinterest which I believe comes clear enough throughout this chapter. I am instead drawn to 
the functions and consequences disclosed by these adoptive parents’ unique strategy for 
navigating problems of precarity, vulnerability, and insecurity – a strategy I define as ‘whiteness’ 
that appealed to (but was not natural for) white people in this spatial-historical moment. 
 
For, against, and around neoliberalism: The uses of ‘support’ 
 Support groups have existed in some formal or informal capacity for decades, but support 
groups specifically for adoptive parents have historically been most concentrated in the 1970s to 
                                                          
18 We owe this broad rethinking of race initially to sociologists like Omi & Winant (1994) who interpreted race as a 
social construct that shifts according to changing political conditions at the national scale, but a multitude of critical 
ethnic studies, settler colonial studies, Asian American Studies, Black studies, and Black geographies scholars 
across disciplines have developed this analysis into rich and unsettled intellectual frictions. My particular 
commitment to separating whiteness from white bodies/subjects aligns with Puar (2007), Clough & Willse (2011), 
and Deleuze & Guattari (1987), all of whom emphasize the organization of differentiation (rather than identity) in 
processes of racialization. Puar especially prefers this approach over that of intersectional analysis (Hill Collins, 
1991), which tends to ‘fix’ race, gender, and class to bodies and inadvertently reify such categories as ‘natural’ 
(although some intersectional theory is also questioning this fixity, as seen in Hong & Ferguson (Eds.), 2011)). But 
this approach does not resolve current debates theorizing Blackness, anti-Blackness, Asian Americanness, or the 
relationship of whiteness to any of these conditions. This chapter, as well as Chapter 6, selectively elaborates and 
extends from these debates. 
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1980s. Adoption was simply uncommon enough prior to the 1960s for parents to meet each other 
and organize groups (despite the efforts of some agencies, like CHS, to set up groups for them), 
and while figures like Harry Holt, Clayton Hagen, and the child welfare insurgencies galvanized 
a national network of thriving parent support groups, this momentum was relatively short-lived. 
In 1982, NACAC had a membership of over 450 support groups nationwide, many of whom 
wielded Boards, multiple committees, and production of their own newsletters and conferences; 
only half of them still existed by 1994, meeting irregularly and offloading the organizing of 
convergences and information economies to foundation-supported nonprofits (Belton, 1982; 
OURS Magazine, 1994). By the late 1990s, there were regular announcements of online support 
groups posted in Minnesota’s Korean Quarterly, replacing the face-to-face interaction of the 
previous generation of groups, and in 2013, the adoptee-founded Minnesota nonprofit 
AdopSource (discussed further in Chapter 6) began organizing adoptive parent support groups 
due to frustration among Minnesota parents at the lack of groups available (Korean Quarterly, 
1998 & 2013). This latter development suggests that the drop-off in adoptive parent support 
group organizing was not due to such groups outliving their usefulness; rather, I interpret the 
1970s-1980s flowering of support groups as a specific – and, for many, necessary – response to 
the conjunctural conditions of that era. 
 As outlined in the previous chapter, these conditions were defined by a neoliberal 
transformation of the roles of the state, capitalism, and civil society, including a savaging of 
public welfare, devolution and ‘deva-station’ of state authority to local and private entities, the 
rise to dominance of financial capital, wage repression and the generalization of debt, and the 
increased pressure on nonprofits, foundations, and civil society actors to regulate and distribute 
formerly government-run services (Harvey, 1989; Sotiropoulos, 2008; Goldberg, 2009; 
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Fumagalli & Mezzadra (Eds.), 2010; Team Colors Collective, 2010; Roberts, 2006). De Angelis 
(2007) argues that these trajectories towards increased privatization and marketization must be 
understood as a strategy by state and capital to contain the impact of the 1960s-1970s era of 
disruptive struggles (both in the US and globally), or, to recall the terminology of Zerowork 
(1975), to decompose the working class by undermining the ‘new unities’ that had emerged from 
their organizational encounters. This ‘resolution’ of the class war was particularly successful in 
cleaving ‘new unities’ by escalating raced, classed, and gendered differentiation, particularly the 
rise of discourses and policies that blamed Black women (who were at the forefront of some of 
the most productively disruptive struggles, including welfare rights and groups like the NABSW) 
for social ills, particularly by pathologizing welfare recipients as “welfare queens” who were 
irresponsible and illegitimate citizens (Briggs, 2012). Yet as Wacquant (2009) has noted, this 
revanchist punishment – though unevenly deployed – nevertheless signaled a general shift 
towards neoliberal governance of insecurity; state support (welfare, social wages), having clearly 
been used as a weapon by struggles from below, devolved onto private groups and individuals to 
support themselves (Rose, 2001). I thus interpret the rise of support groups – even among 
relatively more protected working class sectors – as a response to this neoliberal turn. 
Adoptive parents were drawn to support groups to meet multiple needs: to form a 
camaraderie with other adoptive parents, to have their adopted children meet others like them, to 
gain access to information and resources, or simply to socialize knowledge around issues that 
commonly came up in their families. A closer look at the practices of OURS, however, reveals 
implicit political contradictions that suggest ambivalent strategies over the generalization of 
neoliberal insecurity. For example, mutual aid typified much of the early OURS mobilization; 
this included all the essential elements of feminized, reproductive labor of child-raising – 
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babysitting, grocery shopping, laundry, medical supply runs (Kramer, 1975; Erichsen, 1999) – as 
well as more adoption-specific labor, such as parents escorting Korean children on their plane 
flights to meet other adoptive parents, a heavy financial and emotional investment that was 
nevertheless undertaken joyfully, as recalled by parent and one-time escort Diane. Several 
parents I interviewed also regarded the immense amount of volunteer labor to write for, compile, 
edit, keyline, and circulate the OURS Magazine (which ballooned from a few mimeographed 
sheets in 1968 to an 80-100 page periodical published every two months) as a form of mutual aid 
as well, because OURS also received newsletters and publications from countless other groups as 
a part of a voracious information economy – all of which was entirely self-funded for most of 
this era, as recounted by Scott.19 While these thriving arrangements can be read both as an 
adaptation to the neoliberal privatization of support and a resistance to its punishments of the 
inadequately waged (for not only was it costly to raise a family, but transnational adoption also 
exacted exorbitant costs), they also expressed a laissez-faire ethos that limited mutual aid’s 
extent. My parent interviewees emphasized that the most predominant labor of OURS was 
affective and emotional: the work of parents asking and answering questions, sharing anxieties, 
and problem-solving with other parents over seemingly endless problems that arose with their 
adoptions.20 But as Calvin put it, the appeal of this activity was its firmly individualized, live-
and-let-live approach: “We were the family…they could go to and talk about things, and not 
                                                          
19 OURS even found time to compile and self-publish The unbroken circle: A collection of writings on interracial 
and international adoption (Kramer (Ed.), 1975), a 500-page brick of a book intended as a one-stop resource for 
adoptive parents. Among its contents are Korean and Vietnamese language sheets, adoption process guidelines 
prepared by Holt Adoption Program and other agencies, reprinted news articles and editorials, transcribed speeches 
of individuals like Clayton Hagen, original essays by adoptive parents and a few adolescent adoptees, and three 
complete masters’ theses that focused exclusively on Korean adoption in Minnesota. 
20 This was such a priority that OURS Magazine advertised an OURS hotline so that any adoptive parent in the 
country could get help, or simply have someone listen to their troubles; it was also common for OURS presidents to 
set up additional phone lines to receive calls from acquaintances and strangers alike. This is nothing to speak of the 
volume of mail that the OURS Board painstakingly reviewed and responded to individually. 
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have to feel that they were being judged or looked upon. You know, they could come to us and 
talk about anything. And we’re just like, “Okay.” We’ve never been a judging group. Whatever 
happens, happens.” Implicit in such transactions – no doubt informed by the scrutinizing glare of 
welfare agencies, or more stalwart groups like NABSW and NACAC – was a desire for an 
unregulated family life, an ideal neoliberal subjectivity that was co-constituted with (and built on 
the backs of) renewed surveillance and penalization of poor families of color. 
Another striking aspect of OURS – especially in comparison to most other actors in the 
child welfare insurgencies – was its refusal to engage with or make demands of the state. 
Adoptive parents certainly took advantage of whatever state services they could get, including 
adoption subsidies, conferences and symposia arranged by health and welfare departments, and 
other unique programs; Richard recounted how Hennepin County (home to Minneapolis) briefly 
provided therapists for adoptive parents with acting-out teenagers in the late 1980s, a program 
that was so successful with OURS parents that it strained state funding and was cut entirely after 
just a few years of operation. Otherwise, OURS insisted on its independence – a point reiterated 
by many of the parents I interviewed – rather than dependence on the state, public agencies, or 
even voluntary agencies for any of their needs. This evasive maneuver around the harmful 
effects of state ‘deva-station’ had another function: strategically maneuvering toward a complete 
liberation from welfare subjectivity as opposed to the partial liberation offered by Hagen’s 
‘reproductivity deal’. Contradictions abounded within this desire. For much of the 1980s, OURS 
and other parent groups tried to organize a welfare squeeze of their own, pressuring agencies to 
provide post-adoption services such as therapists, counselors, and specialized legal and medical 
assistance; OURS Magazine even dedicated an entire issue to the topic to underline its 
importance (OURS Magazine, 1983). But in this welfare struggle they had competition: due to 
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the organizing of birthparent and adult adoptee groups, agencies were expending most of their 
post-adoption service costs to requests for unsealing and opening adoption records. “Look at the 
literature, look at the media, look at schools of social work – suddenly the really big issue in 
post-adoption services is records,” complained Laurie Flynn, Executive Director of NACAC. 
“WHOSE NEEDS ARE WE REALLY SERVING? Families are under tremendous stress today 
with kids who have enormous problems. Where is the agency’s commitment to these children? 
You cannot place todays’ [sic] children in adoption and not provide help. It is a betrayal to build 
a family through adoption, watch it fall apart, and then say, ‘I told you so’” (Flynn, 1980). To an 
extent, one could say that adoptive parent support groups partly welcomed the privatization of 
care during the neoliberal turn as a way of abandoning both the exhausted welfare state and the 
struggles (i.e. open records) around it, even if doing so left them shorthanded as well. 
Finally, OURS members enjoyed the opportunity to go beyond the realm of their own 
families to encounter other people and strategize together over adoption-related problems. This 
work transformed many of its participants; Abigail founded an agency specializing in Latin 
American adoptions after meeting prospective parents interested in the region, and Grace and 
Eric were so attracted to the conversations they encountered at conferences that they became 
lifelong advocates for children in both the domestic and international arenas. But for most 
participants in OURS, the only people they regularly encountered were other transnational 
adoptive families; Josephine even recalled visiting an OURS chapter group in Sonoma County, 
California, composed of complete strangers with whom she said, “You shared something 
instantly: you shared your adoptive kids.” This delimited experience of encounter is especially 
notable in light of how many other groups and issues of the child welfare insurgencies they not 
only failed to encounter, but abjected. When asked how their group responded to the CUB 
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controversy around openness in adoption and open records, Diane replied, “That was something 
we never, never much worried about, because most of our kids were dropped at a doorstep or left 
at a hospital. We aren’t going to find it.” Evelyn agreed: “For the Korean adoption, it doesn’t 
really matter; there aren’t any records. Or there weren’t at the time…That was not part of our 
experience.” This abjection was even stronger regarding the transracial adoption controversy. “It 
didn’t seem to be something we wanted to get into, it just was a very different issue,” remarked 
Walter. “Our issue was getting anything at all.” Diane’s assessment was even blunter: “I might 
have heard of [NABSW], but they had nothing to do with me. I tried to only worry about the 
things I had to worry about.”21 These avoided encounters could be construed as the hardening of 
special interests (i.e. we have our issues, they have theirs); I prefer to view them as strategic. 
Under neoliberal conditions that elevated private securitization over public protections, families 
of all kinds were often compelled to build security buffers against likely threats, and the climate 
of high-profile political statements, lawsuits, and occasional cases of adoptive children being 
successfully reclaimed by birthparents was no doubt viewed as such a threat that determined 
adoptive parents’ actions. Regarding open adoption and open records, Valerie noted, “In a sense, 
you looked at international adoptions as being safer, because it would be pretty unlikely that you 
would have a birthparent knocking on your door – at least while you’re raising the kids.” Self-
siloing and the primacy of ‘support’, then, were not innocent decisions made by OURS; they 
were strategic (yet contradictory) responses to the neoliberal turn and its concomitant struggles.22 
                                                          
21 Later in the interview, Diane did in fact recall Black social workers who politically agitated at an educational 
workshop she attended. This forgetting of anything ‘political’ recurred among other parents I interviewed – another 
indication of the difficulty in accurately describing OURS’s political involvement beyond its support group work. 
22 OURS Magazine articles, by contrast, didn’t shy from the most intense struggles and debates of child welfare in its 
day, particularly the ‘foster care crisis’. I remarked about this discrepancy to all of my interviewees; Walter mused 
in response, “Part of it is just getting our memory of all those things back, but part of it is the realization that we 
weren’t involved in certain things as maybe we were through the magazine, that those articles in it didn’t really 
strike a strong bell in us – you know, that we ought to be more involved in that, but we were willing to promote it.” 
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Whiteness unsecured 
 One prevailing dynamic among parents who adopted from abroad was their location in 
areas almost entirely predominated by white people. Hardly a secret in the adoption world (as 
exemplified by the rude realization known by adult Korean adoptees – phrased by Ophelia, 
Eudora, Priscilla, and others I interviewed – as the “Oh, shit, I’m not white” moment), it is still 
remarkable how stubborn this trait is across scales. Nationally (see Figure 5.1), states with over 
95% white share of their population were generally far more likely to have larger transnational 
adoptions per capita than even slightly more racially differentiated states. (Minnesota, which had 
– and still has – the largest per capita rate, was over 98% white during the 1980s.) At smaller 
scales the predominance of whiteness is even starker (see Figures 5.2 and 5.3). On one hand, the 
Black distribution in these maps is unsurprising, as it echoes patterns of Black concentration in 
urban areas since the post-WWII years due to the Great Migration. Lipsitz (2006 & 2011) argues 
that the defining co-constitutive structures of whiteness and anti-Black racism are historically 
rooted in reactions to Black urban settlement, including uneven housing markets, blocked access 
to federal loans, redlining, ‘white flight’ to the suburbs, gentrification, environmental racism, 
policing, the demonization of welfare, attacks on affirmative action and voting rights, and tax 
reform that disinvests from spaces where people of color are concentrated. This has produced 
what Lipsitz calls a “white spatial imaginary” that organizes the world as normative, privatized, 
and ‘safe’ against the threats of Blackness – Blackness referring not only to phenotypically Black 
subjects, but also alternative values of commoning and resistance, a mode of ‘speaking back’  
against spatial orders of violence and devaluation (McKittrick & Woods, 2007). These historical 
dynamics have metastasized in the neoliberal turn, as Goldberg (2009) describes in his analysis 
of the “prophylactic borderline” (77) that has developed to separate whiteness from Blackness, 
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through technology (walls, security systems, homeowner surveillance programs) and force 
(“Stand Your Ground” laws, escalated border control, and the carceral network described by 
Wacquant (2009)). For many white people pursuing neoliberal security through anti-Black 
separation, simply living in predominantly white places is security enough for them and their 
families – a dynamic unsettlingly made legible through these maps. 
 
Figure 5.1. Source: Minnesota Population Center, National Council for Adoption (statistical data), Esri (GIS data). 
The state racial demographics depicted are taken from the 1990 US Census. This national spatial distribution of 
adoptees largely confirms the research of Park (1995), who analyzed data from the magnetic tapes of the former 
Immigration and Naturalization Service for years 1972-1990. Park hypothesized that the service areas of the top 
transnational adoption agencies produced the uneven distribution of adoptees, a conclusion that Nelson (2010) also 
favors; this chapter interprets adoption agency success as largely secondary to the unique features of adoptive 
parent organizing in spaces of predominant whiteness. The service area hypothesis is especially limited in 
explaining uneven adoptee distributions at the scale of urban, suburban, and rural areas (although E. Kim (2010) 
does allude to this (117)); see Figures 5.2 and 5.3 for mapping analysis at this scale. 
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Siloing Korean Adoptees from Black Populations: Cities and Towns in Minnesota, 1990 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.2. See Figure 5.3 caption for source information and explanation of data. 
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Siloing Korean Adoptees from Black Populations: Cities and Towns in the Twin Cities Area, 1990 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.3. Source: Minnesota Population Center, OURS Magazine 1977-1990 (statistical data). ESRI (GIS data). 
The racial demographics of the cities, towns, and townships depicted are taken from the 1990 US Census. Adoption 
announcements (which listed the placement city) sent to OURS Magazine (usually listed under the heading 
“Arrivals” or “From Around the World”) by agencies and families account for roughly 30-35% of all Korean 
adoptees placed until 1990. Since this information was offered voluntarily, the geographic distribution of adoptees 
based on this data is an estimate; it cannot account for uneven reporting of adoptee residency, adoptee geographic 
distribution prior to 1977, or adoptees raised away from where they first arrived (due to migration etc). It is 
nevertheless compelling to compare the actual Black distribution with the estimated adoptee distribution, especially 
the latter’s overrepresentation in rural and exurban areas and underrepresentation in the Minneapolis/St. Paul 
metropolitan area – an adverse pattern to most other non-white racial and ethnic groups. Considering that 
Minnesota’s main adoption agencies are based in the Twin Cities (where roughly half of Minnesota’s population 
resides) and have no incentive to amplify service in less populated areas, any explanation of these disparities must 
consider underlying relations between whiteness and Blackness that structure adoptive parent organizing. These 
maps confirm prior research on Minnesota adoptees’ experiences of racial encounter and identity (Meier, 1998; E. 
Kim, 2010; Koo, 2008; Nelson, 2016), and resonate with many of my adoptee interviews (discussed in Chapter 6). 
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This segregative relationship between whiteness and its ‘others’ has led many to conclude 
that the advantages of whiteness – primarily but not only deployed by white people – are 
procured by excluding others from governmental, economic, and societal protections. Whether 
these boundaries are bordering practices of states governing racialized migrants (Hyndman, 
2012; Martin, 2012a & 2012b) or the regionalized zones of concentrated privilege and 
deprivation that fragment a population (McIntyre & Nast, 2011; Tyner, 2013), forms of 
exclusion – bifurcated institutions and markets, differentiated spaces of life and death – are 
central to these analyses. But da Silva’s Toward a global idea of race (2007) directly critiques 
the utility of this framing due its inherent belief in self-determination as a definitive human trait. 
Put briefly, most discussions about race identify the self-determined subject – the rational actor 
whose autonomous desires, choices, and actions must be given free expression in all realms of 
society, as reflected in equal rights, equal access, and so on – as something to be universalized in 
modern society; since racialized populations have long been denied a self-determined life, they 
are unjustly situated outside of modern society, meaning race itself is aberrational to humanity’s 
true form and potential. Yet da Silva shows that foundational modern texts in philosophy, 
history, and science (i.e. Descartes, Kant, Hegel, the Chicago School), have always reformulated 
the human as a racial being, a being premised not on the problem of securing universal self-
determination, but on managing the problem of universal affectability – that is, the individual’s 
unavoidable capacity to be determined by things outside itself. da Silva argues that race can only 
work by constituting the rational, self-determined, white European subject alongside its outer-
determined others – a maneuver to acknowledge affectability while displacing its condition onto 
others. This maneuver succeeds through a “strategy of engulfment” (32) that includes all of 
global space and its bodies, to guard against the possibility that a group of ‘others’ might 
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position themselves as self-determined and white Europeans as affectable. Yet these efforts never 
resolve the initial problem – the “haunting” (41) of the subject by its vulnerability to an outside 
world it cannot control.  
I would suggest that this ‘haunting’ of white subjects’ affectability takes center stage due 
to the 1960s-1970s national and global struggles, the welfare state crisis, and the revanchist 
responses since then that have made insecurity increasingly normative and generalized – that is, 
the possibility that the security of racial advantage is no longer guaranteed. As Goldberg phrases 
it, “Neoliberalism accordingly can be read as a response to this concern about the impending 
impotence of whiteness” (337). Addressing this unexpected threat requires a biopolitical 
maneuver several degrees elevated from the ‘improvised biopolitics’ of people like Clayton 
Hagen. His task was integrating resentful clients into self-regulated desires; the task in terms of 
race is integrating uncertain risk, disorder, and insecurity as productive realms of governance. 
This biopolitical innovation is well-documented, from capitalism’s new foundations in debts and 
financial risks (Clough & Willse, 2011; Mezzadra & Neilson, 2013) to the circuitry of technical 
extraction points that harvest life’s toils and vulnerabilities for data and profit (Deleuze, 1992; 
Puar, 2007) to the manipulation of affect – feelings of fear and hope, senses of readiness and 
nostalgia – and production of affective subjectivities (Anderson, 2010 & 2014; Berlant, 2011; 
Goldberg, 2009; Puar, 2009). If anything distinguishes the biopolitical era of race, then, it is the 
magnification of discourses, techniques, and improvisations that centralize affectability as an 
inevitable problem. The true innovation of biopolitical power is producing white subjects as 
security-capable because of exposure to risk, vulnerability, and indeterminacy. White subjects do 
not proceed by assuming exemption from the ravages of neoliberal restructuring; they accept 
vulnerability to such conditions to better navigate them. As opposed to alternative strategies that 
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resist and flee from the violence from this mass devaluation – which Moten & Harney (2011) 
provocatively argue is Blackness at heart – the strategy of whiteness is to wrench what little 
freedom and security can be wrought from the circuits of uncertainty.  
 These changing conditions for whiteness – unavoidable precarity (Lorey 2015), 
generalized debilitation “in and by neoliberal capitalism” (Goodley, 2014: 95) – are perhaps 
most acutely felt in the intimate spaces of presumably maximized safety, especially the home 
and the family. The family has long served as the “delegated agent” (Deleuze & Guattari, 1977: 
118) to facilitate translations between social, sexual, and psychic repression; it is the site of 
immense productive and reproductive labor to meet multiple contradictory demands (Anagnost, 
2000; Katz, 2008); and as many have argued (Donzelot, 1979; Martin, 2012a & 2014; Posocco, 
2014), it is held up as proof of successful self-regulation, especially in the figure of the family’s 
child. In the US, the white family is validated against other forms of kinship – especially non-
nuclear and informal relations among communities of color – that threaten its protective shell 
(Nast, 2000). Formalized child welfare institutions have long read in the validated white family a 
desirable stability most suitable for adoption; thus it is no accident that child welfare 
practitioners describe adoption as ‘permanency planning’ (as opposed to the much-lambasted 
instability of the foster care system). Conversely, the extensive burdens of ‘permanency’ – 
normalization, individuation, securitization – have, as Donzelot (1979) wryly observes, “only 
succeeded in turning [the family] into this society’s first disappointment” (228). The tribulations 
of securing a child’s well-being in the white family are located in the tension between 
‘permanency’ and the inevitable failure to meet its expectations. 
This, then, is another way of interpreting the maps of adoption and whiteness that were 
discussed earlier: namely, that transnational adoption not only occurs in predominantly white 
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spaces and isolated from Black presence, but also that it is organized strategically to navigate 
political demobilization, economic precarity and debility, the adoption-specific challenge of 
securing ‘permanency’ for a child, and other conditions that ‘unsecure’ whiteness. In the 
neoliberal turn of the 1970s to 1980s, white adoptive families everywhere developed low-level 
activities to ensure that privatized care could succeed by taking on the role of primary regulator 
of devolved welfare and the assumption of its political, social, and economic costs. Support 
groups like OURS alleviated these costs through self-siloed encounters, independence from (and 
evasion of) the state, and deregulated forms of mutual aid; their success allowed its advocates to 
trumpet adoption as a neoliberal solution to the demonized public foster care system and its 
supposed fiscal irresponsibility (Briggs, 2012). Yet these activities, while intended to preserve 
the ‘permanency’ of the idealized adoptive family, are fundamentally forms of impermanency 
planning. The child’s unknown futurity, further provoked by political and economic anxieties 
(Katz, 2008), is the problem that incites adoptive families to organize as they do; while they 
prefer smooth adoptee assimilation, their planning is charged with assimilatory failure, since the 
adoptee “always holds forth the possibility of indeterminacy” (Anagnost, 2000: 402). The 
desired qualities of a transnationally adopted child – infancy, maximum health, weakened ties to 
the birth family and country – suggest that families pursue international adoption less as an 
immediate gain in valued citizenship and social status, and more as a surefire investment in a 
future of mitigated indeterminacy, a horizon of predictable and easily governed problems posed 
by the assimilating adoptee. But privatized care has nowhere to run when the child does not (or 
refuses to) assimilate. The unnerving possibility of a fugitive adoption generates the compulsion 
not only for a support group, but also experimental efforts to channel adoptees’ autonomy 
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towards more manageable desires and affects. One prominent example of such an effort was an 
OURS innovation that has lasted nearly forty years: the Korean ‘culture camp’.  
 
“Get your culture”: The politics of a culture camp 
 The premise of a culture camp – embedding young people in a ‘culture’ (typically that of 
a nation or ethnicity) that is not ‘naturally’ their own - is already unusual enough on its own; the 
history of Korean culture camps in Minnesota is even more unusual. Although typically initiated 
and led by ‘authentic’ elders and educators of common national or ethnic heritage, Minnesota’s 
Korean culture camps were initiated by OURS. Anxious to expose their adopted Korean children 
to the country they came from, they met with the leaders of the Korean Institute of Minnesota, 
founded in 1974 by Korean Americans as a center for teaching Korean youth in the state. The 
director the OURS parents met with, Yoonju Park, “was barely aware of the existence of adopted 
Koreans in the U.S. until after she moved here in 1975,” but she was immediately exposed to this 
reality when she began working at the Institute: “At the time of the founding, half of the 
enrollees at Korean school were non-adopted Koreans, and half were adopted” (Vickery, 1998: 
19). The Institute agreed to work with OURS to create a week-long camp at Minnehaha 
Academy in Minneapolis in the summer of 1976; as recounted by the parents I interviewed, 
educators at the Institute arranged a full curriculum for the campers that included Korean history, 
language, art, music, dance, and martial arts, while parents of OURS volunteered their time and 
resources to rent out the Academy, administer the camp application process, arrange logistics 
and the agenda for the week, pay for all expenses, and help the Institute workers cook the Korean 
meals. The week would typically end with a performance by the campers of Korean music, 
dance, and martial arts for their assembled adoptive parents. A massive success from the start, it 
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was offered every year and evolved over time to include decidedly non-cultural curricula (i.e. 
classes on ‘self-esteem’) and expand the volunteer labor pool to older adoptees who worked as 
teen camp counselors and helpers (many of whom also went through the camp when they were 
younger). At their peak, Korean Culture Camp alone served over 1,000 children every year 
(Vickery, 2000), and according to adoptee and frequent camp counselor Logan, roughly 600 to 
800 children still attend it despite large drop-offs in the Korean adoption market – numbers 
sustained partly by admitting non-adopted Koreans and many white children, as recounted by 
Charysse, another adoptee. And its popularity didn’t end there; according to my review of OURS 
Magazine and Korean Quarterly issues, five other Korean culture camps were founded in 
Minnesota throughout the 1980s and 1990s, as well as three female-dominated Korean dance 
groups. Only one of these – Camp Choson – is run by a Board of adoptive parents and adoptees; 
the remainder are still organized entirely by adoptive parents (Lapensky, 2013). 
 At first glance, the formation and popularity of the culture camps seems anomalous to the 
“color-blindness and compulsory white normativity” that Pate (2014) argues “has structured 
Korean adoption for nearly fifty years” (134).23 Despite having almost no intimate relationships 
or experience with non-adopted Korean Americans prior to meeting Park at the Institute, OURS 
clearly felt that the benefit to the children from such cultural programming was convincing 
enough to warrant a multicultural approach to their children’s exposure and education. “We felt 
that the kids needed to really understand the culture they came from, whether as infants, or older 
children, and embrace it,” recounted Mary Steffenson, an adoptive parent who founded Kamp 
Kimchee in 1981. “When you’re in a small community and you’re the only one that’s not blonde 
                                                          
23 Pate states that the multicultural shift in attitude towards adoption as seen in “the rising number of Korean culture 
camps, motherland trips, and “roots” tours” (134) did not really take off until the 1990s; I don’t disagree with his 
general timeframe, but do wish to emphasize the uneven geographies of adoption that allowed such multicultural 
efforts to take off in Minnesota nearly two decades prior to this. 
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and blue-eyed, you have to believe that where you came from was not second class” (Nadeau, 
2006: 35). As Josephine simply put it, “We felt our children needed that.” But the camps’ 
attentiveness to the kinds of identity questions their children would ask– and the parents’ 
agreeability to their children’s encounter with adult Korean Americans and other adoptees – 
relies on several questionable leaps in thinking. For one, as adoptee Tanya puts it, “I don’t think 
you can just drop a kid in, and be like, “Get your culture.” While the parents were cognizant of 
this very limited exposure – Walter readily acknowledged that a week of camp was no substitute 
for taking months-long classes at the Institute, but OURS knew a shorter camp would be easier 
to organize and would be more appealing to parents – they typically framed the camps as one of 
many opportunities for serving children and their families so that both could manage unknown 
identity problems as adoptees grew up (Wegener, 1984). In other words, the latent desire was 
that the potential conflicts and antagonisms around radical differentiation within the adoptive 
family could be ‘outsourced’ to the camp, allowing the adoptee’s life at home to adjust and 
assimilate successfully.  
Yet therein lies the other misjudgment: adoptive parents assumed the camps would serve 
their children’s desires for ‘heritage’ in a healthy, apolitical format.24 To be sure, several 
adoptees I interviewed expressed deep appreciation for the camps in accomplishing this; for 
some adoptees at least, the camps incited a largely depoliticized desire for Koreanness that they 
learned to self-regulate in their shuttling between camp and home, ‘safe’ Koreanness and 
(hopefully) secured whiteness in the family. But many others had the exact opposite reaction. 
“So much trauma,” is how Naomi recalled it. “In a way it just reinforced the adoptive parent 
perspective….Everything that we did reinforced that I should be grateful. Like, everything. And 
                                                          
24 As but one example of what Kira called the "saccharine," politics-free approach to 'culture,' many of the adoptees 
I interviewed note that the Korean history classes at camp almost entirely focus on ancient history – and not, say, the 
Korean War and US imperial geopolitics that conditioned the removal of children for adoption in the first place. 
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so that aspect is very damaging, in a lot of internalized things that come out of it for the actual 
adoptee, which the camp is supposed to be for.” And when adoptees decided to travel to Korea 
as adolescents or adults, their supposed exposure to Korean culture proved to be comically 
insufficient, as Tanya notes: “I mean, ask anybody who’s been to camp and then gone to Korea, 
“Do you use a damn thing that you’ve learned at camp, anywhere in that country?” Of course 
you don’t; it’s ridiculous.” Despite such failures of the camp’s intended function, at least one 
was embraced by all adoptees: the opportunity to meet and develop relationships with other 
adoptees. Tanya emphasizes the importance of this aspect of camp, especially for those who 
never met other Korean adoptees or even other Asian Americans where they resided: 
So I think that the idea that it’s culture camp, that’s dumb; but it really is adoptee camp, you know? And 
whether they call it that or not, that’s what it really is, or that’s what it really should be. It should be this 
space that recognizes, you know, these people need each other; they need to be able to find other people 
who are like them, who have had the same experiences as them. And they’re hard to find. And so doing that 
type of networking is really important, and so it’s really hard for me to condemn camp, cuz I know that 
that’s one of the things that goes on at camp. Even though none of that’s programmed, it happens, and 
that’s really useful; it can be really useful to people. 
While one could easily interpret this engagement with camp as yet another kind of ‘safe’ self-
regulation of differentiation – that is, inculcating and managing desires for fellowship in a 
largely depoliticized experience – it is also true that adoptee autonomy could never be so easily 
regulated into smooth assimilation into normativity (even a multicultural normativity). This in 
part explains the reluctance of so many camps to allow adoptees to organize and run them; in one 
group interview session, the adoptees explained exactly why: 
Do any of you think that culture camps could eventually be for adoptees? 
Naomi: Do you think adoptive parents would actually give us their kids?….They would never give us their 
kids to go to a camp…. 
Priscilla: We’re very scary to adoptive parents… 
Naomi: We’re very threatening. We threaten everything. 
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After hearing the kinds of material they would teach if they ran a culture camp – including 
discussions about racial history in the US and racism survival skills and knowledge, not unlike 
what the American Indian women of the 1970s taught in their “survival schools” – I understood 
the nature of the threat adoptees posed: their ability to take the easy sociality of a camp setting 
and turn it into a space for critical thinking and politicization. Of all things, this was probably the 
last intention of OURS when they organized the culture camps; all they knew was that such 
impermanency planning programs helped quiet their own intimate anxieties around the adoptee’s 
future. But the future had other plans. 
 
A Pyrrhic victory: The death of American Dream 
 OURS was re-named Adoptive Families of America (AFA) in 1989 (Freivalds, 1989), a 
symbolic end to a years-long professionalization shift in the adoptive parent organizing world. 
Ever since its founding, OURS maintained a peculiar tradition of electing adoptive couples to 
individual positions on its governing Board; this ended in 1987, with a new Board composed of 
adoptive parents, social workers, and other professionals (“OURS Board,” 1987). Its Executive 
Director made regular visits to Washington, D.C. to testify on child welfare issues – a task 
largely avoided by previous presidents, whose interests were primarily local (Welsbacher, 1988). 
The organization began requesting paid memberships from its hundreds of member support 
groups in 1985 (OURS Magazine, 1985), and while their number of groups kept growing 
(reaching 270 AFA member groups in 1991) (Johnston, 1991), the groups had largely ceded 
most of their mutual aid activities to nonprofits; parents turned to specialized magazines and 
workshops for information rather than each other, and applied for grants from AFA and other 
national institutions instead of selling their own crafts and holiday cards to fund themselves 
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(“Adoptive Families of America 25th annual report,” 1993). The transformation of OURS into a 
standard special interest group – with a national office, paid staff directing all programming, an 
executive director alternating between representation politics and funding oversight – was 
viewed with mixtures of resignation and aggravation by its longstanding, grassroots-oriented 
members in Minnesota. The internal debate regarding paying even one staffer in the early 1980s 
was described by one former OURS member, Ian, as “acidic”; Valerie summarized the conflict 
as a question over the organization’s driving force: a “strong belief in the mission” versus the 
strict obligations that come when “you’ve got some people getting paid for what they’re doing.” 
 Changes were also underway in South Korea during the same time period. Katsiaficas 
(2012) documents how the country’s miracle-like industrial development in the post-Korean War 
decades was guided by authoritarian governments; starting with the Gwangju uprising in 1980 (a 
mostly student-led struggle that was violently suppressed by US-backed president Chun Doo-
hwan), this societal arrangement began to show significant fissures – particularly the emergence 
of popular anti-American ideology (163-224). Chun’s presidency was set to end in 1988, the 
same year Seoul would host the Summer Olympic Games; in defiance of campaigns to elect his 
successor through direct democratic elections, “he unilaterally announced on April 13, 1987, that 
the coming 1988 Olympics demanded national unity, and no further discussion of constitutional 
reform would be allowed until after his successor had assumed power” (279). The resultant 
uprising in June of 1987 – 400,000 occupying the streets for over two weeks, again led by 
militant students – sent shudders through the International Olympic Committee, who openly 
raised the possibility of moving the Games due to what they called “the kind of convulsions we 
had in North America and France in 1968” (297). South Koreans didn’t just view the Olympics 
as a symbol of Chun’s illegitimate authority, but also as a potential wedge to further divide them 
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from their fellow Koreans north of the border; over 20,000 students in both North and South 
Korea staged a march to meet each other at Panmunjom to strategize further protests around the 
Games, but were physically stopped by Chun’s government (Sung-Joo, 1989). Chun’s 
capitulation to the struggle’s democracy demands was not immediate – the first elected civilian 
government would not come to power until 1992 (Katsiaficas, 2012: 358) – but the struggles had 
still succeeded in turning a majestic global mega-event into a referendum on South Korea’s 
prolonged injustices.  
One such injustice that received international media coverage during the Olympics was 
South Korea’s transnational adoption program. The program was an open secret – by 1988 they 
had sent over 110,000 of its children overseas and their adoption market constituted over half of 
all transnational adoptions to the US during the 1970s and 1980s – but as Hübinette (2006) has 
convincingly demonstrated, the turmoil of the June 1987 struggles and their aftermath set the 
conditions for global scrutiny and criticism of what journalist called “South Korea’s most 
precious exports – children sent abroad” (Sherman, 28 August 1988: B18). Korean adoptions had 
already been steeply declining since the 1987 struggles, but the unfavorable publicity during the 
Olympics ensured that transnational adoption would remain politically poisonous within Korea 
(Brian, 2012; Kim, 2010); in the ensuing years, new laws and reforms would “cut back 
drastically on the number of babies released for overseas adoption” (Lewin, 12 February 1990: 
B10). And then came a new wrinkle: a Korean filmmaker, Kim Soo-yong, announced plans to 
direct a movie, American Dream, that capitalized on the sharpened Korean interest in the 
adoption controversy. Kim was a prolific director – he had overseen over 100 Korean films since 
the late 1950s – and knew just what kind of adoption movie would sell: 
[The film] tells the story of a young Korean boy who is adopted by an American family. As the story 
unfolds, it becomes evident that the family has adopted this child so that his heart can be transplanted into 
their birth son’s body. After the operation takes place, the Korean child’s body is discarded into a trash 
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heap. This story has already appeared in print in Korea, and many people who have little or no knowledge 
of intercountry adoption have believed it to be factual. (Adoptive Families of America, 1990: 1) 
This fantastical rendering of the Korean adoptee’s fate was not Kim’s original idea; the National 
Council for Adoption, in a bit of late-Cold War geopolitics, accused the Soviet bloc of spreading 
such “baby parts” rumors in adoptee sending countries in 1987, with Korea following in 1989 
(National Adoption Reports, 1987 & 1989). Regardless of its origins, Kim had by then acquired a 
reputation for overblown storytelling, and despite the plot’s deliberate pushing of the Korean 
populace’s anti-American buttons, the movie announcement was met with little initial fanfare. 
The reaction from the adoption world, however, was startlingly bombastic. Kim Do 
Young, the Executive Director of one of Korea’s indigent adoption agencies, Eastern Child 
Welfare Society, sent an alarmed letter to their primary US partner Children’s Home Society of 
Minnesota, requesting that “people in Minnesota take leadership to prevent a movie from being 
produced”; otherwise, Kim believed, “the International Adoption Program will be destroyed” 
(Toogood, 20 February 1990: 1). CHS rapidly formed a “Movie Concerns Group” that largely 
agreed with Kim, while also recognizing that their interference with the movie’s production – 
especially as an agency with an obvious conflict of interest – could spark a Korean backlash 
against the director’s freedom of expression. To blunt taking full blame for such a campaign, 
they quickly reached out to various strands of the national child advocacy circuit, including the 
CWLA, JCICS, and the estimated 15,000 members subscribing to AFA’s OURS Magazine. AFA 
rushed a form letter and inserted it into their magazine issue just before distribution. “A situation 
has arisen in Korea that threatens the future of children around the world who need adoption,” 
the letter began, as it expounded on the threat and the adoptive parents’ opportunity to quell it: 
With this story’s appearance as a film in the mass market, child welfare officials fear that birth parents will 
distrust adoption and will choose orphanage care for the children they cannot parent….Korean child 
welfare agencies have asked our help to challenge the production of this film and to inform the Korean 
government of our sincerity and the rewards of intercountry adoption, both to the parents and to the 
children….In your letters, emphasize how well-loved your children are and the joy they bring you. Mention 
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their accomplishments and any special activities they have. Include a photo, if possible. Attempt to portray 
how precious and cherished your children are and how much you appreciate having had the opportunity to 
adopt them. Express your concern about the effect this film would have on the futures of Korean children 
who need adoption, as well as its effect on your own family. Mention how reprehensible it is to malign 
your motives for adopting in this way….Mention that your motivation in writing your letter is that 
whatever might be done to challenge the production of this film be done in the best interests of the children 
in Korea. (Adoptive Families of America, 1990: 1-2) 
The call to arms was rapidly heeded by AFA’s membership, who sent hundreds of letters 
protesting the film to the Korean president as well as their Congressional representatives. Many 
also pushed back against AFA and assailed the campaign as tantamount to censorship; AFA 
Executive Director Susan Freivalds rebutted, “While the makers have the right to make whatever 
kind of film they choose, I have an obligation to protest the proposed film’s inaccuracies and 
misrepresentations and to demand an accurate, respectful representation of adoptive families and 
adoption issues” (Freivalds, 1990: 5). The film was such a political bombshell that the US 
Department of State was compelled to write an official memorandum that supported the 
censorship of Kim Soo-yong, saying, “We earnestly hope that the weight of public opinion will 
be enough to dissuade him from making a film that will be harmful to so many people” (United 
States Department of State, 1990: 1). 
 The whole episode was easily the largest and fastest political mobilization that both 
OURS and its successor AFA had ever witnessed, and it led to lopsided victory. Under US and 
Korean pressure, Kim Soo-yong decided to “suspend” the film and develop a new script 
“rewritten along more positive lines” (“At a glance,” 1990: 6). CHS’s Movie Concerns Group 
learned that their organizing had “provided sufficient pressure for the funders and producers to 
“back off” from the project”; CHS Executive Director Roger Toogood “congratulated the group 
for their significant role in having this occur” (Toogood, 12 July 1990: 1).25 But this victory 
                                                          
25 Yet they also found that Korean popular interest in the “baby parts” idea had not abated: “A book titled “The 
American Dream” with the same theme line had been produced and is now on the bookstore shelves in Korea” 
(Toogood, 12 July 1990: 1). 
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proved to be an empty one. The Korean adoption rate never rose again for the rest of the 1990s, 
and subsequent civilian Korean governments announced gradual curtailments in the program 
until its anticipated elimination (Toogood, 6 June 1990), forcing severe budget cuts among 
Korean and US adoption agencies (Toogood, 10 May 1990) and even shutdowns (“At a Glance,” 
1991). AFA’s parents could at least find solace in this downturn by taking advantage of the 
emergent adoption programs in Russia and China, although concerns about “body parts 
transplantation” became a durable justification for additional regulation and bureaucracy in the 
Russian adoption market, much to parents’ chagrin (OURS Magazine, 1992: 11). 
 Perhaps the strangest aspect of AFA’s victory over American Dream was its unashamed 
show of unity around adoptive parents’ supposedly ‘natural’ interests: defending the Korean 
adoption status quo. More than self-serving, this position elided the problems, fears, anxieties, 
and unavoidable indeterminacies they faced within their own families and in neoliberalizing 
society at large – problems that compelled so many of them to form a support group in the first 
place. In previous decades, the adoptive parents that graced the pages of OURS Magazine 
demonstrated an astonishing heterogeneity of values and understandings about transnational 
adoption, as did the former OURS members that I interviewed. While critical analyses of 
adoption and its uneven social context were uncommon among them, they engaged self-
reflexively with questions and anxieties about identity, difference, race, and kinship that they 
knew had no definitive answers. Yet all it took was a single Korean filmmaker and his 
admittedly melodramatic vision to mobilize AFA’s constituents to perform themselves as 
normative and problem-free, and to censor even the mere suggestion that not all may be alright 
behind the securitized walls of whiteness in the Korean adoptive home. OURS had finally turned 
the corner from its unusual anchoring position in the adoption 'movement' to just another special 
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interest group, and its victory over American Dream ironically forecasted its sneaking 
irrelevance and unceremonious implosion until its end in 2000 (“Message from the Board of 
Directors,” 2000).  
 
Conclusion 
 The unique conditions of the 1970s-1980s era – the sudden demobilization of the child 
welfare insurgencies, the devolution of the welfare state and its functions to private entities and 
individuals, the emergence of generalized precarity and state governance of insecurity – thus 
prompted the primacy of 'support' among OURS and other adoptive parent groups, in order to 
survive and negotiate challenges to the fabric of social reproductive life. 'Support groups,' 
however, exhibited contradictory functions – encounter with and abjection of other child welfare 
insurgents, evasion of and complicity with the newly neoliberal state, mutual aid coupled with 
laissez-faire libertarian ideals – that suggest a difficult transformation underway in the strategy 
of whiteness: centering impermanency as a foundation for one's desires and actions of 
securitization, but still disavowing the uncertain futures of precarity through the façade of 
competent management of indeterminacy. 'Culture camps' and other longstanding organizational 
artifacts of the adoptive parent group era showcased the ingenuity, labor, and anxieties invested 
by parents into this impermanency planning, in the hopes that their adopted children would grow 
up fully assimilated at home through excessive regulation of their difference outside of it. Even 
accounting for these wide-ranging and labor-intensive ventures, groups like OURS failed to plan 
for their own impermanency, as the rise of the nonprofit sector and professionalized organizing 
strained grassroots volunteer-led outfits, and as new destabilizations from adoptee sending 
countries like South Korea foreshadowed the waning hegemony of the United States in its 
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capacity to control the conditions of transnational adoption. The bizarre campaign to censor the 
production of American Dream illustrated these shifting winds, as the rise of Korean critique of 
transnational adoption mirrored the ebb of adoptive parent groups as an organizing force. As for 
Kim Soo-yong, the kernel of his movie idea came to fruition in a roundabout way, for something 
monstrous was indeed happening to the thousands of children taken from Korea and stowed 
away in American homes: they were becoming new subjects. 
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CHAPTER 6 
Desires for Security, Desires for Threat: Racial Affect and Adoptee Politicization 
 
Introduction 
 How should one interpret an adoptee community that was never supposed to have 
formed, that had nearly everything – private placement in a family, overrepresentation in exurbs 
and rural areas, isolated childhoods within the self-siloed and securitizing boundaries of their 
adoptive homes – going against their mutual encounter? In some respects, this is the wrong 
question to pose; while there were certainly many adopted Koreans who never met others like 
them during their childhood (or even well into their adult lives),26 the majority of those I 
interviewed did, sometimes for many years running. Some had siblings who were adopted; some 
met others by design, as when parents would arrange their attendance at church, day care, and 
culture camp (for those who could afford it) expressly for the purpose of meeting another 
family’s kids; and some happened upon adoptees in school, down the block, or purely by 
accident. The likelihood increased as adoptees came of age, perhaps by participation in the same 
Asian American or people of color organization in undergraduate and graduate institutions; the 
increasing use of online technology in the late 1990s facilitated these convergences around 
common identity even further. And in places like Minnesota, the geographical concentration of 
adopted Koreans increased the probability of encounter substantially, enough to lead to the 
                                                          
26 One of the adoptees that I interviewed, Gaby, says this is not uncommon: “What surprises me…is the number of 
adoptees that I meet over and over again, they might be in their 40s, have been married for years, have kids, never 
met another adoptee.” 
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formation in 1991 of Minnesota Adopted Koreans (MAK), the first documented adult Korean 
adoptee group of its kind in the nation (E. Kim, 2010; Meier, 1998; Vickery, 2003a).27 Primarily 
a socializing group at first, MAK and its members began branching out into other encounters due 
to generous local infrastructure available to them, including the attendees and volunteers at 
culture camps, educators at the Korean Institute of Minnesota, pastors at Minnesota’s Korean 
churches (one of whom was inspired to found the Korean Adoptees Ministry Center in 2000), 
and an emerging Asian American arts community, the Asian American Renaissance, that would 
eventually found a journal and hold nationally renowned events and performances. The overall 
trend throughout adoption history – the rise and fall of new conjunctures with each influx of civil 
society groups, leading to less systematization and greater heterogeneity and fracturing over time 
– continues into the 1990s with yet another dizzying influx (see Figure 6.1). 
 But whether or not adoptees were encouraged to meet by their parents, or simply 
scrambled for every possible avenue to generate such meetings when they became adults, the 
question still remains: how do we interpret the politics of a community constructed almost 
entirely from scratch, lacking the spaces, knowledges, and networks of social reproduction that 
most communities take for granted? In the previous chapter, I suggested that the compulsion by 
parents to organize a formalized ‘support group’ was driven by a strategy unique to the 
conjuncture they faced; I believe the same compulsion is at work among today’s adult adoptees – 
that is, the decision to organize as adoptees signals a strategy at work. But such strategies are 
difficult to identify with certainty, let alone analyze. If there is one term I would use to describe 
my impression of this organizing based on interviews with adoptees and reviews of their 
materials, it is generalized incoherence. It may not lead to coordinated action (as agencies did in  
                                                          
27 Though this was early in the US context, autonomous Korean adoptee groups were already in existence in Europe 
by the 1980s (E. Kim, 2010), which – as insisted by another adoptee, Kira – may explain the robust forms of 
organizing and more advanced politics found among European adoptees compared to those in the US.  
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Temporal Map of Minnesota Korean Adoptee Activities, 1990-Present 
 
   Figure 6.1. Source: Korean Quarterly and adoptee interviews. 
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Temporal Map of Minnesota Korean Adoptee Activities, 1990-Present 
 
  Figure 6.1 continued. 
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deregulating and dispersing their authority in the 1950s-1960s), nor to social movements and 
their contradictions (as seen in the siloes, schisms, and professional/grassroots divides that vexed 
the child welfare insurgencies of the 1970s-1980s), but it still has its uses for autonomous 
subjects moving in different directions, even those who insist on their ‘apolitical’ nature.  
Considering the mess of activity portrayed in Figure 6.1, two conclusions can be drawn. 
Firstly, this generalized incoherence – as portrayed in the ‘busyness’ of informal groups, 
nonprofits, and regularized events that retain their separate objectives and constituents despite 
their intimate network of connections – has tended towards expansion over time. This mirrors the 
sudden expansion of civil society described in Chapter 4, but while that surge facilitated and took 
advantage of the mass delegitimization of child welfare’s small group of agents and gatekeepers, 
this surge is largely fueled by the desire to populate a void – an overall absence of infrastructure 
and support for adoptees once they’ve obtained adulthood – and delegitimize the prevailing view 
(held by many agencies and adoptive parents) that adult adoptees would not need such support. 
Secondly, this expansion has happened unevenly – note the contrast between subsiding interest 
in adoptee-led support groups and gatherings and increased investment in adoptee-led service 
nonprofits like AdopSource and KoreanBridge – and, in the last five years especially, under 
conditions of duress and conflict that were less legible in the prior decade. 
 At any rate, detailing this entire intimidating network is far beyond the scope of this 
dissertation, and the futility of doing so is further obviated by the fact of its impermanence; so 
many of these groups depend on individual leaders (rather than institutional infrastructures) to 
keep running, and entire segments of this network often change or disappear based on these 
individuals’ needs and whims. The challenge, then, is approximating the functions of Korean 
adoptee organizing in Minnesota – ‘what what they do does’ – without the benefit of hindsight or 
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comprehensiveness, and without a confident sense of the current conjuncture, the fundamental 
problem it raises, and what value struggles adoptees engage in to resolve this problem. There is 
general consensus in the adoption world that adult adoptee organizations have changed the 
terrain, a point that all of my interviewees unanimously stressed; whether this produces a lapse in 
the previous conjuncture and the rise of a new one is grounds for debate. Susan Cox, one of the 
first Korean adoptees brought to the US by Harry Holt and now a Holt International agency 
representative, sees the emergence of adult adoptee groups as a natural evolution from belonging 
to their adoptive families to belonging to the “adoption community” (2003, 16); in her eyes, 
adult adoptees are simply another contributor to the network of agencies, professionals, and 
adoptive families that are assumed to operate in unity. In contrast, Eleana Kim (2010) says that 
the constitution of the adoptee “counterpublic” through adoptee kinship creates spaces for 
subjugated knowledges – the dormant and secret understandings of the adoptee that were 
shuttered while in the adoptive home – to express themselves (often through art and writing) and 
intervene into mainstream adoption mythologies of benevolence and ‘best interests’ (266); here, 
Kim interprets adult adoptee emergence as the construction of a persistent yet productive tension 
in the very “adoption community” to which they’ve been offered a seat. 
 Perhaps the most provocative interpretation comes from Daniel Ibn Zayd, a Lebanese 
adoptee whose radicalization was galvanized by a brief repatriation to his home country in 2004. 
Struggling to put to words the depth of his feelings and experiences upon returning, Ibn Zayd 
stumbled upon a striking analogy in the writings of anticolonial intellectual and revolutionary 
Frantz Fanon. In The wretched of the earth (2004), Fanon describes the political trajectory of the 
colonized intellectual (such as him) in the following way: 
In order to secure his salvation, in order to escape the supremacy of white culture, the colonized intellectual 
feels the need to return to his unknown roots and lose himself, come what may, among his barbaric 
people….This painful and harrowing wrench is, however, a necessity. Otherwise we will be faced with 
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extremely serious psycho-affective mutilations: individuals without an anchorage, without borders, 
colorless, stateless, rootless, a body of angels….The reason being that the colonized intellectual has thrown 
himself headlong into Western culture. Like adopted children who only stop investigating their new family 
environment once their psyche has formed a minimum core of reassurance, the colonized intellectual will 
endeavor to make European culture his own. (155-6; emphasis mine) 
The scrambled-togetherness of adoptee organizing and its incoherence points to the difficulties 
of trying to forge a political path “without an anchorage” but Ibn Zayd notes that Fanon’s 
analysis offers up a clarifying choice: either the adoptee “[endeavors] to make European culture 
his own” to fulfill desires for a “core of reassurance,” or the adoptee goes the way of the “painful 
and harrowing wrench” from such “psycho-affective multilations” to “lose himself…among his 
barbaric people,” the ‘wretched’ from which one came (as Ibn Zayd did in his disorienting 
return). Ibn Zayd thus encourages adoptee politics to move toward a decolonizing project, a 
reorientation of one’s affective attachments, self-regulations, and desires that can only come to 
fruition when “adoptees come to realize that their “minimum nucleus of security” is highly 
questionable” and “discover a truly active role for themselves in this increasingly revolutionary 
world,” at home in the turbulence of struggles for a world free of all forms of colonial and 
neocolonial domination, in his home of Lebanon and well beyond (18 August 2012, paras. 6-7).28 
 I am intrigued enough by this framing from Fanon (and inspired by Ibn Zayd’s use of him 
in analyzing adoptee politics) to venture a possible way forward in clarifying the busyness of 
adopted Korean organizing in Minnesota. I suggest that – assuming the conjuncture of the 1970s-
1980s has lapsed, or at least has diminished in its relevance – a new conjuncture has arisen with 
the arrival of large numbers of Korean adoptees into a more autonomous adulthood and affinity, 
namely, the question of their subjectivity: what kinds of subjects adoptees are becoming, what 
                                                          
28 Surveying the global scene of activism for ending adoption – what he calls “the new abolition” – Ibn Zayd 
applauds work in Guatemala, Argentina, Spain, Russia, and American Indian nations, but he highlights one place 
above them all: “As our activism has grown over this near decade, I have been greatly inspired by adoptees in South 
Korea, for just one example, who have helped shut down adoption in that country as of this year” (18 August 2012, 
para. 10). This momentous development is further detailed in Chapter 7. 
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kinds of worlds they envision for themselves, and how they act and strategize to actualize those 
worlds. This chapter analyzes these incipient subjectivities by establishing an interpretive 
approach based on the writings of Sylvia Wynter (2003 & 2006) on coloniality and its global 
devaluation of all human differences into a violent racial order; this analysis interprets the two 
paths laid out by Fanon as those of security within this order or threats to abolish it. I further 
establish my orientation to affect – the senses, desires, and expectations of what a body does – as 
a basis for understanding the strategies deployed by adoptees in their organizing and the implicit 
commitments to security or threat these strategies exude. I then review cases of four prominent 
strategies among Minnesota’s adopted Korean organizers and their affective desires: the promise 
of reconciliation in formalized ‘psychic emancipation’ activities like social and cultural 
programs; the hope for redeeming adoption expressed in efforts to reform child welfare services; 
the affirmative sense of recognition found in this community’s abundant representation politics; 
and finally, the impatient refusals announced in some adoptees’ turn away from ‘adoptee 
exceptionalism’ and into other radical communities and movements. Despite the differing 
commitments expressed by these strategies, what is perhaps most striking about Korean adoptee 
organizing in Minnesota is the individual pursuit of all these strategies at one time, as all are 
critical for adoptee survival; political differentiation, then, turns on the shifting degrees of 
investment of bodies and affects in some strategies more than others, rather than ideological 
partisanship or mass mobilization.  
 
From racial identity to affect 
Interviews of Korean adoptees and deconstruction of Korean adoptee writings and artistic 
works revolve around how adoptees position their identity as negotiation of categories like white, 
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Asian American, Korean American, and mixed-race (Nelson, 2016; Pate, 2014; Kim, 2010; Koo, 
2008; Brian, 2012). In fact, Dorow (2006) explicitly hails adult adoptee subjectivities as 
politically significant due to their work in “unfixing stable categories of identity” (264).29 This 
paper charts a parallel yet separate path to these discussions. Without discounting the importance 
of sociopolitical and economic structures, violence and stereotyping, and individual workings 
and reworking of identity, I wish to take up the demand articulated by Wilderson (2010), namely 
that we must situate the experiences and empirics of race, racial identity, and racism as 
secondary to the overall ontological paradigm of race. While there is great debate over the 
definition of this paradigm, I am most drawn to theorists who see race’s ontology as a global 
byproduct of what Deleuze and Guattari (1987) referred to as “apparatuses of capture.” These 
apparatuses – the State form, colonization, imperialism, capitalism’s expansion and imposition of 
social relations – produce out of differentiation both a space of comparison (where all bodily 
differences are not allowed to simply be different, but must be made commensurable to each 
other) and center of appropriation (where the values assigned to difference can be captured and 
used as wage labor, universalism, and so on). These gain particularly racial qualities through the 
injunction of a particular center of appropriation that must extend its grid of comparison to all 
areas of the globe, measuring all bodies in its sweep through degrees of deviance. Wynter (2003) 
locates this center of appropriation as the birth of modern coloniality, namely, the conquest of 
the Americas and the ruptures this generated for the Europeans’ sense of self and the world. 
Having previously regarded the hemisphere of the Americas as uninhabitable, Europeans had 
                                                          
29 Pate (2014) argues that this ‘unfixing’ is more radical than simply the blurring of identities, saying, “The 
nonwhite body of the adoptee, no matter how assimilated he or she may be to white American norms, not only 
exposes the contradictions of white normativity but also its failure” – specifically, “the failure of transforming 
Korean adoptees into white Americans” (5). The ‘queering’ work of the adoptee’s radical difference resonates with 
the discussion of unsecured whiteness in Chapter 5, but in this chapter I am more compelled to theorize beyond 
racial identity entirely – queered or no. 
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designed their social order around degrees of perfection emanating from earth to the heavens 
(287); upon finding inhabitants, this order was gradually reorganized around degrees of value 
from a particular subject, what Wynter calls Man, a bourgeois white European ethno-class, 
against which all other human beings are measured as less-than-valued variations within one 
mode of human being (303-310).  
Most importantly, Wynter’s analysis strongly argues that the imposition of race and 
racism as a project of human ordering tends towards the devaluation of everyone (including those 
most proximate to the Man subject), precisely because the domination of Man as a governing 
human order extinguishes other forms or genres of human being that do not depend on violent 
commensurations and appropriations of difference (2006: 116). But the overcoded and 
overrepresented Man subject is also historically contingent; it need not have been, and can be 
otherwise, through projects to unsettle and dismantle coloniality as the center of appropriation of 
differences. For this reason, the Man subject may hold but the arrangement of bodily differences 
constantly shifts, as the cacophony of people’s struggles make some more secure and some more 
insecure and threatening, some relatively more valued and some less valued. People’s race-
making, then, is revealed less in how they identify and more in their commitment to 
overthrowing their devaluation. We can think of this as positions on a spectrum, with one side 
being the unattainable Man subject (those most secure in the governing human order), and the 
other side being those so dehumanized, damned, and disposable that they have absolutely no 
stake in maintaining coloniality (those most threatening to the governing human order). One 
could call the former a position of “whiteness,” the latter a position of “blackness” or 
“indigeneity,” but to suspend as much as possible the reification of phenotype (because white 
people can and do seek to overthrow the current order just as non-white people can and do seek 
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to keep it), I will refer to both poles as security and threat. Racialization is thus a matter of 
political commitment to freedom; does one desire to be “free” through “security” in an unfree 
world by enjoying what few provisional benefits and privileges come their way via domination? 
Or does one desire to be free as the “threat,” casting off the unfree world entirely and ending the 
violent organization of human differences? 
Granted, most politically active people – adoptees or otherwise – do not frame their 
organizing in these terms, and any discussion of coloniality or decolonization was sharply 
limited to those interviewees familiar with specific academic and radical activist concepts that 
rarely travel well.30 I have attempted in this chapter to make up for this lack by reading into 
adoptees’ strategies – which unveil themselves through adoptee organizing practices, objectives, 
and their own reflections – specific affects that deploy desires onto the spectrum of security to 
threat. This maneuver takes direct inspiration from theorists of biopolitics, ability and debility, 
and the rise of affective labor and manipulation of affect in contemporary formations of state and 
capital (Clough & Willse, 2011; Anagnost, 2000; Berlant, 2010; Anderson, 2014), but especially 
from Puar (2011), who stresses the need to analyze how the affects of bodies do not come about 
‘naturally,’ but are produced in shifting assemblages: “We move from asking what this body 
means to asking what and whom this body affects. What does this body do?….Bodies infect 
other bodies with sensation, vibration, irregularity, chaos, and lines of flight betray the 
expectation of loyalty, linearity, the demarcation of who’s in and who’s not” (71). While Puar 
and other theorists of affect do not advocate a privileged role of the body in determining such 
                                                          
30 This is an ongoing tension of mine. For while some of my interviewees immediately found resonance with the 
colonization framing that I was considering using for this chapter, others reacted with skepticism or disbelief that 
any such framing is accurate (let alone productive) for understanding adoptee politics. In the end, I opted for this 
racial/colonial approach to security and threat due to its ability to reveal richer insights than could be had from using 
frameworks (the pro-/anti-adoption binary and the assimilated/multicultural spectrum being those most encouraged 
by other adoptees) that I believe have more limited use, but I am cognizant of the possibility that this framework is 
not reflective and is simply another case of a non-adoptee speaking for what adoptees think and do. 
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‘infections’, I believe the move Puar is advancing – suspending signification (i.e. racial identity) 
in favor of ‘what a body does’ (i.e. racial affect) – can be interpreted in the organizations that 
bodies form to guide and deploy their actions, sensations, and desires into clearly legible 
strategies. The strategies reviewed in this chapter – ‘psychic emancipation’, state and agency 
reform, representation politics, and abandonment of adoptee exceptionalism – articulate varying 
commitments to security and threat, each with their correlated affects of differing senses and 
expectations; I leave it to the reader to determine how accurately I have interpreted such affects. 
 Conceiving adoptee politics in this way – along a spectrum of affective desires for 
security or threat within a racial order – seems similar to other frameworks that scholars and 
activists frequently use to describe adoptee politics, but these frameworks have significant 
defects. Unique to the discourses of adoptees and the adoption world are two well-traveled 
binaries worth dispensing immediately: that of the ‘happy’ (secure) versus ‘angry’ (threat) 
adoptee, or in different terms, those who are pro-adoption (secure) versus anti-adoption (threat). 
These characterizations have long worn out their welcome with most of the adoptees I 
interviewed, as their purpose seems merely to simplify and dismiss adoptee voices.31 In a more 
generalized racial analysis, one could also interpret adoptee politics along degrees of assimilation 
into white society (security) or non-assimilation (threat). While more productive, I would hasten 
to add that while non-assimilated bodily difference certainly carries the threat of fugitivity within 
both family and society, the notion of assimilation within studies of race still tends to privilege 
identity rather than affect, and for that matter also revolves around performances of docile, 
                                                          
31 There are uneven geographies of such terminology as well; one adoptee, Kira, notes that pro-/anti-adoption 
framings tend to be more dominant in insular adoptee communities like Minnesota's, whereas adoptee groups in 
more vibrant places – especially with large, political active Korean American populations – have largely evolved 
their critiques and debates beyond such simplified attacks. 
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normative behavior than on incipient political projects.32 Finally, one could also readily equate 
‘security’ and ‘threat’ with the simple status quo vs. change spectrum of the standard Right-Left, 
conservative-liberal paradigm – designations that are certainly common among the adoptee 
community in Minnesota. But a Right-Left politics suggests polarization of opposing views that 
fails to capture how adoptee politicization proceeds along an evolutionary trajectory from one 
pole to another – a reality confirmed by many of the adoptees I interviewed. Nor, it should be 
noted, has Left politics posed much of any beliefs about adoption aside from the humanitarian 
consensus of the “best interests of the child,” in firm alliance with conservative preoccupation 
with ‘child-saving.’33 A colonial/racial conception of security and threat, by contrast, centers the 
structures of violence and domination that condition the emergence of transnational adoption, as 
well as the lasting trauma of removal and loss (“More than the sum,” 6 August 2010). 
Before proceeding, I must address my position in this chapter. As a non-adoptee 
researching adoptees, I am located in a long-running tradition that is deeply problematic; while I 
am no adoptive parent or adoption practitioner – the brunt of whom have produced most of the 
scholarship and shape most of the discourses on adoption – I am still interpreting and analyzing 
community experiences that are not my own. Adopted adults have long been marginalized by a 
system of knowledge production in child welfare that privileges “experts” who, intentionally or 
not, claim to speak for silenced subjectivities. While I have striven to conduct and disseminate 
my research in a way that confronts the culture of expertise and prioritizes reflexivity and 
                                                          
32 Kelsie confirmed this in her interview: “Being taken from an environment and going to a new environment, that 
need to survive will override everything, and to survive means to either be happy, or perform, or to assimilate…A 
lot of people were perfect – I was a perfect child, too – a lot of people were perfect children, cuz it was that 
unspoken fear that maybe you’d be sent back, maybe there’s this impermanence to this placement.” This was no 
phantom fear, as discussed in Chapter 7 regarding the private re-homing scandal of 2013. 
33 “I think there’s just a different narrative going on for them, when they come up against it,” says Mikalya of the 
white Left in particular, “where it’s not necessarily ‘I don’t feel attacked,’ but it’s more like things come up, they 
hear a little bit of the history, they kind of hear it, and then they’re like, ‘Well, there’s so many kids in the world 
who don’t have homes.’” 
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accountability, I still recognize that my efforts to avoid reducing and generalizing adoptees’ 
political and organizing experiences will still reduce and generalize, and my interest in bringing 
new ideas and understandings into analyses of adoptee politics will impose knowledge as much 
as contribute to it. I simply wish to emphasize my partiality in the analysis that follows – partial 
both in terms of my subjective (and explicitly political) position, and in the sense that this 
analysis necessarily fails to convey the complexity and depth of adoptee politics that escapes 
academic legibility. It is an ethical and political cross I both bear and resist. 
 
Adoptee organizing in four cuts 
 
Reconciliation 
 The first documented adoptee group in the US, Minnesota Adopted Koreans (which later 
became the nonprofit AK Connection in 2000), was a social group at heart. “They got together 
and had social events, they went to dinners, or they went bowling, or they had picnics or things 
like that,” recalls Alice of her time meeting them. The socializing sessions seemed more than a 
little artificial to Alice: “I didn’t really want to go to parties…with a bunch of people where the 
only thing that we shared was that we happened to be adopted Koreans….I’ve always kind of 
distrusted organizations that are just based on the fact that we’re adoptees. I don’t think that’s 
enough necessarily, for me, to want to join a group. I would just want to know that there are 
other things that tie us together.” But MAK was hardly alone in its very simple objective: it was 
preceded by half a dozen Korean adoptee-only culture camps and other programs (all of which 
were launched by Minnesota adoptive parents) that had perfected the art of congregating 
adoptees for the sake of congregating. Agencies and local churches went one step further and 
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began arranging mentorship services between older and younger adoptees, none of whom knew 
each other but were expected to benefit from this rudimentary form of adoptee kinship. This was 
the brunt of adoptee organizing in the 1990s: reconciling themselves to their identities, despite 
navigating daily life “without an anchorage”, to recall Fanon. The hope expressed in these 
adoptee congregations was the opportunity to feel safe and secure, knowing that one’s 
experiences were common to others – even if these others were unknown to them. 
The social groups, camps, dance groups, and mentorship programs intended to do 
significant work for adoptees: building self-esteem, preserving connections to heritage, providing 
adult adoptee role models, and facilitating comfort around other adoptees and their parents 
(Vickery, 1998). Each of these objectives were typically achieved through close regulation and 
mediation of difference – producing a Korean adoptee who’s secure in their Koreanness, and not 
much else. The cultural and mentorship programs enlisted adoptive parents and social workers as 
the primary regulators; in the adoptee-led social groups – which expanded to include several 
“Mini-Gatherings” of adoptees in various cities of the US – the adoptees themselves did the 
regulating by carefully avoiding discussion of common issues and problems. The means by 
which this is done – through brief, regimented times, deploying arbitrary and limited elements of 
Korean culture (i.e. sharing Korean food or listening to Korean music) – had the effect of 
traumatizing some adult adoptees34 (“Home again,” 21 July 2008), but there were many others 
who remained committed to such spaces for years, especially adoptees like Logan who attended 
camp as a child, helped out as a teenager, and finally served as an adult camp counselor. Loyalty 
                                                          
34 Several adoptees that I interviewed echoed this sentiment; one explained to me that the feeling of trauma – the 
exact opposite of what such groups intended – came not only from the shock of meeting an overwhelming number 
of adoptees all at once, but also the unsettling realization that everyone present had experienced the same 
dispossession from their birth country and birth kin. “Loss is very pervasive,” they explained. “If I really look at 
adoption clinically, common diagnoses, things we might hear often, now I’m starting to wonder more whether it’s 
all related to loss.” 
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to these spaces of bolstered Korean pride was particularly influential for one adoptee, Brooke Jee 
In Newmaster, an early participant in the Chang Mi dance group; an attentive student of Korean 
music and dance, she once wrote that “I continue studying so I can give the best experience to 
my students, connecting being American-Korean and being Korean” (Newmaster, 2004).  
This move from self-alienation to secure identity through cultural education bears strong 
similarities to what Wynter (2006) calls the “psychic emancipation” felt by Black people through 
the “emotional influence” of the Black Aesthetic, Black Arts, and Black Studies movements of 
the 1960s, essentially captured by the sharp realization of “Black is beautiful” and other 
profound declarations against habitual self-devaluation (115-116). In the end, the sheer 
abundance of reconciliatory organizations in Minnesota created something akin to a formalized 
‘psychic emancipation’ web that allowed many adoptees to come to peace with their identity, in 
spite of all the lingering, unsettled affects and sensations that could not be so easily corralled. 
But Wynter cautions that the emancipation of the psyche did nothing to emancipate Black people 
(let alone humanity) from their overall devaluation (116); the relatively securitized culture 
camps, mentorship programs, and social groups – fundamental to many an adoptee identity and 
community – also cast a short political shadow. This limitation became evermore apparent as the 
years passed and adoptees began seeking spaces where, as Mikayla put it, “I’ve already got 
something in common, beyond the adoption.” According to both Tanya and Harrison, the 
steadfast social organization AK Connection began to succumb to pressure in the 2000s to 
produce less sanguine events for its constituency, such as adoptee documentary screenings and 
guest lectures from a rising tide of critical adoption scholars. Newmaster remained committed to 
cultural work, but eventually deviated from the norm by founding her own nonprofit in 2008, the 
Korean Heritage House (the first Korean cultural program in the state established and run by an 
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adoptee), a resource providing workshops, classes, and events for all Korean adoptees – not just 
children, but those considering repatriating to Korea and needing language assistance, for 
example. For many in the 2000s, psychic emancipation was no longer enough. 
 
Redemption 
 Newmaster’s trajectory was symptomatic of a larger problem that all the culture camps 
and social groups in the state could not solve: the failure of adoption agencies to provide post-
adoption services for adult adoptees, including medical records assistance, therapy and mental 
health programming, and support for adoptees looking to establish contact with kin in their home 
country (also called a ‘birth search’). Agencies like Children’s Home Society of Minnesota did 
offer post-adoption services, but for a different kind of adult: the adoptive parents (and even 
then, most of the labor for these services was outsourced to Associated Parents, the auxiliary 
adoptive parent group CHS had formed) (Children’s Home Society of Minnesota, 14 October 
1965 & 18 March 1971). A revealing internal survey they conducted of their services revealed 
that as late as 1995, 90% of their post-adoption service clientele were white – even though, in 
that same year, 86% of the adoptees they placed were nonwhite (“News & notes,” 1995). 
Adoptees began developing a strategy of reforming the welfare state (and particular the private 
agencies like CHS) to encourage prioritization and sufficient funding for full post-adoption 
services for adoptees, in the anticipation that doing so would not only remove the difficulties for 
subsequent generations of adoptees needing assistance, but also that the entire network of 
welfare agencies – including those in Korea – would have a chance to ‘make right’ for years of 
inadequate information and inadequate support for adult adoptees. There is a promise of 
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redemption conveyed in such a strategy, but adoptees like Eudora express some bemusement at 
such a prospect: 
A lot of adoptees have been really focused on agency “bad acts”. That’s kind of a legal term. Essentially, 
focusing on things that the agencies have done wrong: for monetary gain, for laziness, for whatever. People 
are focused on that. Which I think is useful; I think it’s good that someone is focusing on making agency 
work more transparent, re-focusing on ethical adoptions…is that possible? (laughs) Just kidding. But I 
think that’s also just too limited of scope as well. 
 The frank questioning of what constitutes an ‘ethical’ adoption notwithstanding, the 
efforts to hold agencies accountable and request services they could have reasonably expected 
ran into a wall; since the implosion of the welfare state and its revanchist privatization of public 
support, agencies like CHS were unable to meet these adoptee requests without coming up 
against the hard limit of prudent fiscal strategy – a strategy that, as was recounted in Chapter 5, 
had inordinate risks to begin with due to its dependence on the volatile transnational adoption 
market. The situation was even worse for adoptees who eventually did travel to Korea to pursue 
their birth search in person; Korean agencies were utterly unprepared to deal with adult adoptees 
and generally left them to fend for their own – a situation that became untenable as more and 
more adoptees arrived in the country, as Minnesotan adoptee Ami Nafzger recalls: “There was so 
much demand from adoptees themselves. I was housing adoptees in my apartment. I would go 
and pick them up at the airport, help them with transportation, guide them around….It was all 
just very unfair. A lot of adoptees are like I was. They don’t know a lot about Korea. I felt that I 
learned the hard way” (Vickery, 2003c: 40-41). Realizing the fruitlessness of seeking post-
adoption support from the agencies that worked to place them, Nafzger decided to create her own 
post-adoption support by founding a nonprofit in Korea in 1997, Global Overseas Adoptees’ 
Link (GOA’L). Directed and organized by adoptees, GOA’L was founded to “change society’s 
attitudes about adoption….we have major goals to be able to educate the society more” (41). In 
other words, if the agencies could not be reformed, perhaps Korean society could – enough to 
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change the kinds of treatment and services future adoptees would get from their homeland. This 
sudden jump to transnational organizing inched the strategy of redemption even further to that of 
threat (especially the intimation that a non-citizen could have any such influence on Korean 
society’s services or support); Nafzger hastened to add that these goals for education and social 
attitude change would definitely be pursued, “but not in an angry way” (41). 
 Nafzger’s success in Korea was replicated when she returned to Minnesota and founded 
the nonprofit AdopSource in 2007, another post-adoption services organization that provided 
assistance in Korean language and counseling (Korean Quarterly, 2007-2008: 24). Additional 
organizations followed suit, including the primarily adoptee-led mental health program Adoptees 
Have Answers and the birth search support group Korean Bridge. Despite being far underfunded 
by the agencies that were originally intended to meet adult adoptee needs – and despite the same 
kind of service squeezes they faced as a result, which CHS strategically avoided – the model of 
autonomous adoptee-run services became replicated in many areas of Minnesota’s adoptee 
network, as the values of community control rose and agency favor drooped. Subsequently, 
much of the latent threat in this strategy – the very impossibility of securing accountability from 
agencies that never planned for these adult subjectivities, and thus the greater destabilization 
derivable from continuing to pressure agencies, similarly to the welfare rights movement – 
subsided into the busywork of professional nonprofit operation, as had other child advocacy 
nonprofits in the decades before them. But the strategy still yielded great dividends, as in the 
case of GOA’L’s success in pressuring the Korean Ministry of Justice to revise its Nationality 
Law in 2011 to grant Korean adoptees the opportunity to apply for dual citizenship in South 
Korea (Vickery, 2011). A significant boon to adoptees wishing to avoid immigration hassles 
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during extended visits to Korea, the Law excited the redemptive desires of many adoptees, as 
perfectly captured by Brianna: 
I feel like working on the dual citizenship campaign was really important to me. I don’t know that I’ll ever 
take advantage of it, and it’s not a perfect system. It’s a work in process; even though it’s policy now, 
figuring out and uncovering the pros and cons, I think that’s still to be discussed….But at least now, most 
people have a choice, and that’s what I think is important….I was reading on the GOA’L website, 
something that one of the first adoptees – here’s the quote: “In 2011, he was one of the first thirteen 
adoptees to receive dual citizenship, and the first French adoptee to regain his South Korean citizenship.” 
And this is his quote: “A dream coming true after returning to my motherland more than ten years ago.” 
When I read that, I was like, “Okay, that makes it worth it.”  
 
Recognition 
“Representation is the number one objective for our community,” Kira asserted. 
“Representation and recognition, those two things….A need to reiterate and reify the primacy of 
adoptee authorship, of those narratives, of self-representation. So the safe critique….is that we, 
as adoptees, need to be able to represent ourselves. It’s a rallying cry.” The politics of 
representation – simply termed ‘identity politics’ in most arenas – is as familiar in today’s 
political and racial conditions as a hand to its glove: the efforts to include people made absent, to 
bring greater visibility to the marginalized, to have a voice in matters. At base, representation 
politics declares an abiding faith in idealized liberal democracy and racial multiculturalism. Of 
these four strategies, it is easily the most popular and soundly endorsed in (most) all quarters, in 
part because adoptees in Minnesota have long demanded seats at multiple tables and are finally 
getting them. Minnesota adoptees have successfully carved out spaces for themselves in 
academic conferences and symposia about adoption, worked to adjust adoption practices through 
employment at adoption agencies, and populated arts and media with their voices (Vollmers, 30 
April 2012 & 19 June 2012; “Event: “Intercountry adoption””, 26 January 2013). A great 
majority of the adoptees I interviewed especially highlighted adoptees’ rising stature in speaking 
for themselves through the arts as a game-changer, especially given the proliferation of adoption-
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centered films and adoptee-written plays that have long enjoyed sold out shows among 
Minnesota audiences. 
 A representation politics is fundamentally contradictory, however. It insists on having it 
both ways: affirmation through integration into neoliberal commodification (where 
differentiation’s autonomy and potential antagonism are tamed into simply ‘one of many’ 
differences deemed safe for consumption), but also a certain degree of ‘ownership’ over one’s 
own voice, a faint echo of community control politics and the dilemmas faced by the American 
Indian Movement and NABSW (albeit lacking in their carefully developed critical analysis). The 
contradictions are clearly seen in an incident in July of 2012. Minnesota Public Radio (an 
affiliate of National Public Radio) arranged a panel to discuss the consequences of the rapid 
global decline in transnational adoption since 2004; as par for the course, the participants were 
local agency representatives and adoptive parents, while others in the adoption community were 
left out. These snubs occur constantly in the adoption world, only this time it was interrupted 
with a rapid mobilization of grievance. A Minnesotan adoptee, Kevin Ost-Vollmers, called into 
the show to directly challenge the absence of adoptees on the panel, and subsequent half-
measures by MPR to make amends merely amplified the intensity of critiques – launched mostly 
over blogs and social media – and demands for including adoptee perspectives, made by 
adoptees and their allies (Vollmers, 10 July 2012 & 11 July 2012). MPR finally folded and 
created a follow-up panel featuring Minnesotan adoptees Kim Park Nelson, JaeRan Kim, and 
Kelly Fern, although the company explicitly asserted its prerogative by limiting the discussion to 
“safe” questions of racial and cultural identity instead of the debate over the transnational 
adoption decline (Vollmers, 13 July 2012). 
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 While affects of reconciliation and redemption tend to announce desires for security, 
recognition demonstrates a flirtation with commitments to threat – the embrace of being a thorn 
in society as much as a stakeholder. As a Harlow’s Monkey blog reflection on the MPR debacle 
notes, the real victory was not just the “amazing advocacy” for adult adoptee voices, but also 
“the ways in which adoptees and our adoptive parent and professional allies roundly rejected the 
status quo” and insisted on making the institutions of media uneasy (“NPR’s round table on 
adoption,” 10 December 2012: para. 2). Kira’s assessment is not so optimistic: “In my view, it’s 
not a critique, it’s a very watered-down populism” – a key insight, for it has never mattered 
much what is being said in representation politics, but simply who is saying it, even if the ‘who’ 
is hardly critical. But even this weak threat runs up against a limit. Gaining a seat at the table 
comes with a dangerous cost: the blunting of political antagonism. Representation politics is 
compelled to perform a parity and commensurability among all other ‘representatives,’ when in 
fact the differences and disparities among them may be radically opposed; to even hint at the 
possibility that not everyone is “working together,” that not all voices can be reconciled, is to 
endanger one’s provisional seat at the table, what Povinelli (2002) calls the devastating “cunning 
of recognition.” MPR was certainly cunning to ‘recognize’ adoptee voices while deftly denuding 
their ability to raise political critiques and confrontations; the outstretched hand of representation 
carries a poison.  
 
Refusal 
More recently a new strategy has emerged, one that tends much more towards desires for 
threat simply due to its unspeakable premise: abandoning the adoptee ship entirely. “What 
frustrates me the most is our exceptionalist mentality,” fumed Eudora; she continued: 
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We want to jump on the white privilege bus, but we also want to critique it and complain about it at the 
same time. We just don’t even know that we should tap into other organizing efforts, looked at actual 
movements, looked at things. Because there are so many people that think they’re doing the work, but all 
they’re doing is just throwing shit in the air and being like ‘Hey look, there it is!’ People that can be really 
effective at bringing people together, getting them all in one room, and then it’s like, ‘Okay, now what?’ 
This isn’t just about telling your story! This isn’t just about putting shit on the table and saying ‘look at 
what’s on the table.’” 
The choice of the term “exceptionalism” is striking, as it recalls Puar’s (2007) description of the 
hidden political functions of designating a body or group of racialized bodies as ‘exceptional’: it 
is a weapon of the state to legitimize violence against its internal threats – the ‘intolerable 
ethnics’ – while protecting the ‘exceptional’ ‘tolerable ethnics’ who are compelled to play docile 
lest their provisional luck run out (24-25). In Eudora’s interpretation, the ‘intolerable ethnics’ 
that are being kept at arms-length are precisely the ones adoptees could look to for greater 
political development and imagination: all the other organizing and movements generated by the 
‘wretched’ that lies just outside the adoptee community’s insular tunnel vision.35  
 Yet adoptee exceptionalism continues to win the day in some of the most pronounced 
struggles in adoption. At the time of this writing, Congress is considering a bill called the 
Adoptee Citizenship Act; its primary goal is closing a loophole in a similar law from earlier, the 
2000 Child Citizenship Act, which was lobbied for by pro-adoption special interest and adoptive 
parent organizations. The 2000 Child Citizenship Act granted automatic citizenship to all 
children arriving in the US to be transnationally adopted; moreover, it also granted retroactive 
citizenship to all adoptees under 18 at the time of its passage, sparing parents from the hassle of 
officially naturalizing their children. Any adoptee who was not naturalized and over 18 in 2000 
went unprotected by the Act (J.R. Kim, 13 November 2015). One consequence was the 
possibility of deportation in case a non-naturalized older adoptee is charged with a felony crime; 
                                                          
35 This characterization of the Minnesota adoptee community is not flippant; insularity's symptoms – unhealthy 
competitiveness, personality conflicts, infighting, ‘drama’ (as Kelsie put it) – were all fully acknowledged in most of 
my interviews. 
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this possibility became reality as early as 2003 (Vickery, 2003b), and GOA’L first started 
providing services to such adoptees seven years later (Vickery, 2010), gaining additional legal 
assistance and support from AdopSource and Korean Bridge in Minnesota, particularly around 
the deportation case of Korean adoptee Russell Green from 2012 to 2013 (Dobbs, Kee & Pak, 
2012).  
However, the long-term organizing for these legal cases has largely subsided as some of 
its original supporters have begun lobbying for the Adoptee Citizenship Act, which would close 
the 2000 Act loophole and grant retroactive citizenship to all adoptees who haven’t been 
naturalized as of yet. If passed, this would be remarkable enough, especially in a climate of 
amplified nativist attacks on any relaxation of citizenship laws in the US (Team Colors 
Collective, 2010). But it is even more remarkable how Brianna compares this very narrow Act 
with larger immigrant rights struggles: “I mean, with the Child Citizenship Act – it’s all been 
rectified now – but the fact that there were international adoptees facing deportation, or that have 
been deported and have died in their countries of origin, I mean, how fucked up is that? (laughs) 
You know? And every story about immigration and children – I mean, you want to talk about 
immigration reform, then let’s start talking about intercountry adoption, you know?” Such a 
comment expresses how easily adoptee exceptionalism can diminish organizing’s potential; if 
anything, the more powerful move in regard to immigration reform is for adoptees to go to it, 
rather than hoping it will come to them – especially when most adoptees, by way of the 2000 
Act, have literally been excised and exceptionalized out of their migrant subjectivities. 
Abandoning this exceptionalism articulates an abjection and refusal in favor of seeking 
out a more threatening – and possibly more decolonizing – arc. For more radicalized groups – 
such as the recently formed Network of Politicized Adoptees – this inclination to cleave from 
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adoptee identity has led to generative encounters with more removed communities, including 
other Korean Americans (“Thoughts on the 5th National Moim,” 13 May 2013) and broader 
Asian American and people of color subjectivities (“Event: Community discussion on Miss 
Saigon,” 4 September 2013), both of which have developed fronts for anti-racist struggle. Nor 
can one ignore the role of adoptees who have become critical scholars of adoption, often building 
knowledge with domestic transracial adoptees and many other marginalized groups – although 
adoptee scholars continue to be compelled to cave into representation politics and surrender 
themselves to recognition, especially in settings where adoptee presence is largely absent. But 
despite abandoning the adoptee chorus, many radicalized adoptees still struggle to establish a 
coherent vision and political project that extends beyond adoption and beyond other racial 
representation politics in other communities. Their situation is not made easier by the clumsy 
response of some adoptee organizers to recent movements like Black Lives Matter, whether by 
automatically enacting white guilt (Vollmers, 3 December 2014) or puzzlingly calling out major 
pro-adoption special interests groups for their silence on Mike Brown’s murder in Ferguson, 
Missouri (Vollmers, 25 November 2014). Abandoning the zone of adoptee saturation and 
refusing its exceptionalist imagination seems a crucial first step for more politicized adoptees on 
their way down a more threatening trajectory, but a more promising project – especially more 
productive than the flippant affect of refusal – has yet to materialize. 
 
Conclusion 
 In this chapter I attempted to map the politics of Korean adoptees based on their desires 
for a “minimum core of reassurance” or a willingness to lose themselves with the wretched 
multitudes in a decolonizing project – a spectrum I clarified further (using Wynter’s analysis) as 
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commitments to security within the dominant, unevenly devaluing human order or threats to 
depose this order and emancipate human differentiation. By focusing on four prominent 
strategies along this spectrum – which have generally evolved towards more threatening politics 
over time – I was able to establish their affective appeals and the limitations of the organizing 
involved. The reconciliatory affects of ‘psychic emancipation’ organizing tends the strongest 
toward security, but this appeal is quickly exhausted among social adoptee groups, and even its 
centrality in mentorship and cultural programs is subsiding in favor of community control. 
Efforts to reform the welfare state (and welfare agencies specifically) point to hopes for 
redemption of the adoption industry, but this work tends slightly more towards threat due to 
historically conditioned limits on post-adoption service provision – a frustration that has 
prompted adoptees to offer their own services. Perhaps the most popular strategy across all 
domains of organizing is representation politics, whereby long-suppressed voices – and 
especially arts, media, and scholarship – demand a recognition that is contradictory in its aims, 
much like earlier child welfare insurgencies that acquired a ‘seat at the table’ at the cost of 
demobilization and blunted conflict. The newest of these strategies – prominent among critical 
adoption scholars and other radical groups and campaigns – explicitly refuses the exhaustion of 
representation politics by escaping into more promising avenues, albeit lacking in a generative 
political project. 
 Despite this more in-depth dive into the adoptee organizing network of Minnesota, I must 
stress that these strategies, conditions, and limits are not unique to Korean adoptees (although the 
contours for this community are surely unique); rather, I want to situate adoptee practices as 
common ones enacted by individuals and communities from local to global scales. Whatever 
distinctions can be established in such a framework are not based on self-claimed identity (racial 
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or otherwise), but rather the degree of investment and commitment to some practices more than 
others. However, the generalized incoherence of the adoptee community is unique and can likely 
be traced to the consequences of differentiated commitments. While it is true that adoptees may 
graft their bodies onto all of these affects – reconciliation, redemption, recognition, refusal – at 
any one time, one cannot deduce that they move in a unified direction. Certainly some adoptees 
would that it were otherwise, as seen in a Land of Gazillion Adoptees blog post, where an 
exasperated adoptee insisted that “what we are really working for, no matter who we are, is 
CHANGE” (Mee, 12 June 2012: para. 2). Yet change is multidirectional: some prioritize 
reforming the welfare agencies, some can’t live without the horizon of refusal, and some would 
willingly let go of all other practices as long as they could keep their ‘culture’ through psychic 
emancipation activities. Adoptees – like all other politicized groups, communities, and social 
actors – arrive at their own trajectories based on specific desires, capacities, and limit points, and 
it seems difficult to ignore, based on the above analyses, that the function of these trajectories is 
governed less by a teleology of progress – i.e. “CHANGE” – and more by a multitude of 
dissonant political logics. This environment produces an astonishing range of political flexibility 
and openness, but at the cost of stalling a more mobilized effort towards far more threatening 
political projects. This is not to say that adoptees have distanced themselves altogether from 
generative projects for alternative worlds; the next chapter charts out one of the newest – and 
easily most disruptive – of these, located an ocean away. 
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CHAPTER 7 
 
Molecules in a Dying Engine: Assessing the Twilight of Korean Adoption 
 
Must the molecule fear as the engine dies? 
--Midnight Notes Collective (1980: 1-3) 
 
Introduction 
Ten years ago, the transnational baby market was a surefire investment promising 
handsome returns – both children (over 22,000 annually) and profit (typically anywhere from 
$15,000 to as high as $50,000 for a child, amounting to $1.5 billion a year in global earnings) 
(Nelson, 2006; United States Department of Homeland Security, 2005-2014). The US share of 
this market grew fourfold from 1992 to 2005 (Quiroz, 2007); the adoption programs of China, 
Russia, and Guatemala accounted for the majority of this boom, but South Korea maintained its 
position as one of the top five adoptee sending countries in the world, as it had continuously ever 
since the 1950s (and aside from one-year, frantic “child rescue” crazes in both Vietnam and 
Romania, was consistently the top sending country from 1967 to 1995 (Selman, 2009)). In spite 
of firmer quotas and regulations imposed by the new democratic Korean regimes that capped 
transnational adoptions at roughly 2,000 per year, the Korean baby market was widely revered as 
the “Cadillac” of adoption programs due to its “advanced medical services and streamlined 
process,” a model that other programs sought to emulate (E. Kim, 2010: 2-3). While not without 
hiccups (including temporary adoption moratoria in Russia and intermittent closures and 
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openings of the Chinese program (OURS Magazine, 1993 & 1995)), the integration of evermore 
sending countries – 108 by 2005 – into the transnational adoption market seemed unstoppable 
(United States Department of Homeland Security, 2005-2014). 
 
Figure 7.1. Source: Bureau of Consular Affairs, US Department of Homeland Security. 
 And then, just as suddenly, the bottom fell out from the adoption boom (see Figure 7.1). 
Guatemala’s program – which Briggs (2012) describes as “all but unregulated, highly lucrative, 
and the site of a fair bit of small-scale mob violence” (10) – was temporarily banned by the 
United States upon human rights monitors’ accusations of child trafficking, and despite a 
cautious reopening after new restrictions and regulations were implemented, its market has been 
virtually eradicated, hovering at less than half of a percent of its previous mid-2000s peak of 
4,000 adoptions per year (National Council for Adoption, 2011). Russia, the second highest 
distributor of adopted children to the United States over nearly twenty years, enacted a sudden 
adoption ban at the directive of President Vladimir Putin in December of 2012 (Herszenhorn & 
Kramer, 29 December 2012: A10); a rude surprise to adoption agencies and their clients, the 
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move was not without precedent, as Russia’s stance had soured from news reports of Americans 
abusing and neglected adopted Russian children, prompting background checks of prospective 
parents and other stringent regulations (Loiko & Murphy, 21 May 2013). These measures slowed 
Russian adoptions from a peak of 5,862 in 2004 to less than 800 in 2012, before the ban – an act 
decried by Senator John McCain of Arizona as “cruel and malicious” (Herszenhorn & Kramer, 
29 December 2012: A10) – even went into effect. And China – the top sending country of the 
transnational adoption boom – moved as early as 2007 towards more exacting criteria for 
prospective adoptive parents, ranging from sexual orientation to body mass index (Rubin, 1 May 
2008). The country was further rattled by a 2011 scandal, when Chinese newspapers reported on 
government officials’ rampant kidnapping of children for placement in orphanages. Although 
some legal scholars of adoption argue that the modern form of transnational adoption cannot be 
decoupled from extralegal human trafficking regardless of site-specific policies and safeguards 
(Smolin, 2004), the violence underpinning adoption in China was still a surprise for many: 
“Many parents saw China as the cleanest of international adoption choices. Its population-control 
policy, which limited many families to one child, drove couples to abandon subsequent children 
or to give up daughters in hopes of bearing sons to inherit their property and take care of them in 
old age. China had what adoptive parents in America wanted: a supply of healthy children in 
need of families” (Leland, 18 September 2011: MB1). This rude awakening sparked stricter rules 
in the adoption program and increased Chinese government efforts to promote domestic 
adoptions. The slowdown has been dramatic. “I had people yelling at me because it took six 
weeks instead of four,” noted the executive director of a Maryland adoption agency in 2013. 
“Today, it takes about five years to adopt a healthy child from China” (Bahrampour, 16 January 
2013: 17). 
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But perhaps the most astonishing drop-off of all of these was in South Korea, where the 
impetus for changes in its adoption program came not from scandal or geopolitical scrutiny, but 
from grassroots organizing. On June 29, 2011, South Korea’s National Assembly passed “The 
Special Act Relating to Adoption,” commonly called the Special Adoption Law, one among 
many revisions to its international adoption legislation since 1961; the law went into effect on 
August 2012 (Trenka, Robinson & Stoker, 7 July 2011; Kim & Smith, 2009). Three years in the 
making, the Law’s passage and initial implementation went practically unnoticed in mainstream 
news coverage. For those on the ground, however, the Law was an organizing milestone, 
propelled by a broad coalition of Korean unwed mother and birthmother organizations and 
backed by allied Korean NGOs who had campaigned for years for the rights of Korean mothers 
and their children (“At hearing on adoption law,” 1 March 2009; “Korean intercountry adoptees 
support,” 11 May 2009; Sang-Hun, 8 October 2009). The Special Adoption Law contained 
provisions that shifted South Korea away from the longstanding primacy of transnational 
adoption of Korean children to a new regulatory regime, characterized by greater transparency 
and accountability in the adoption process, stronger support for birth and unwed mothers, and the 
preservation of Korean families (Dobbs, 23 June 2011) – basically, the values brought into 
existence by 1970s-1980s groups like WARN and NABSW in the US. And unlike the 1980s 
family preservation law in Minnesota, the Special Adoption Law had teeth; South Korea’s 
transnational adoption numbers dropped 78% from 2012 to 2013, and all indications suggest that 
the Law will limit overseas adoption to very low rates that have not been seen in Korea since the 
Korean War (United States Department of Homeland Security, 2005-2014).  
The combined drawdowns of these four programs have produced a precipitous fall over 
the last ten years that has sparked ‘crisis’ talk in the adoption world. “International adoption has 
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been under attack in recent years, and is at a crisis moment now,” warned the National Council 
for Adoption (2011), as it went on to blame the attack on “powerful political forces” that “argue 
that children are best served by remaining in their communities of origin, where they can enjoy 
their racial, ethnic, and national heritage” (307-308). US political leadership had similar 
concerns: “A senior official at the [Homeland Security] department said last year that she 
believed that the nation's position had left thousands of vulnerable orphans stranded in 
institutions overseas….Senator Landrieu, co-chairwoman of the Congressional Coalition on 
Adoption, described the decline in international adoptions as ‘tragic’” (Swarns, 25 January 2013: 
A4). While these developments are far too recent to predict a virtual end to all transnational 
adoption, it seems fair to say that conditions in South Korea – not just legal changes, but also 
shifting societal attitudes to single mothers and welfare provision – are fair game for considering 
the virtual end of Korean adoption and all of its potential consequences. This examination is 
especially intriguing due to a key contingent of the 2012 Special Adoption Law lobby: adult 
Korean adoptee activists who repatriated from the United States and Europe back to their home 
country. While my research did not go beyond Minnesota’s borders to examine this 
groundbreaking organizing,36 the effects of the Law (and some significant backlash against it) 
reverberated not only through the adoptee community in Minnesota, but also many other civil 
society actors of the adoption world. 
This final findings chapter thus takes stock of the long-term effects and impacts of the 
previous decades of struggle that I have already relayed and discussed, seen through the lens of 
very recent events that signal profound changes in the world of transnational adoption (and 
                                                          
36 As adoptee Kira explained to me, I was also somewhat geographically unlucky: “Minnesota is very focused on 
anti-racism work, it’s very focused on identity work; it’s not as transnational.” While I was fortunate to interview 
many adoptees who had lived and even organized in South Korea, I learned from Kira that the majority of adoptees 
organizing US-based support for the Special Adoption Law were concentrated on the West and East Coasts. 
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Korean adoption in particular). I first examine the case of Children’s Home Society of 
Minnesota’s demise in 2012 and trace this outcome to decades of planned and unplanned 
deregulation, as well as an unanticipated squeeze on its services from the many adult adoptees it 
placed during its peak years. I then consider the fall-out from both the demise of adoptive parent 
support groups as well as the private securitization strategies of transnational adoptive families, 
conditions that manifested in an online extralegal “child exchange” that families created to 
discreetly offload adoptees to other anonymous families, beyond the gaze of child welfare 
institutions. The prominence of many nonnormative transnational adoptees in the child exchange 
– many of whom had disabilities and histories of abuse, as compared to prior years of roaring 
“blue ribbon baby” markets – has encouraged more and more parents to seek out adult 
transnational adoptees for support and information, which in turn is changing their politics. 
Finally, I give an extended look at adult adoptee repatriation to South Korea and their formation 
of services and support groups that closely mirror those of Minnesota, while also noting key 
individuals who fostered a radical activist network that avoided the marginalization met by more 
radical adoptees in the US. While these activists’ work on family preservation in South Korea is 
hardly finished, they are beginning to institute the conditions – and most importantly, the 
imagination – for a political project to reunify Korea and all its relations, including adoptees and 
their birth kin. 
 
Marketization and a new welfare squeeze 
 At one point, Children’s Home Society and Family Services (the former Children’s 
Home Society of Minnesota) was the largest Korean adoption program in the country, placing 
more Korean children than Holt ever did at its peak; it folded in 2012. Officially, the agency 
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announced plans to “combine services for international adoption” (Vickery, 2012: 5) with one of 
its former Minnesota competitor agencies, Lutheran Social Service of Minnesota; in reality, as 
adoptee Harrison recounted, LSS swallowed the former adoption giant completely. CHS’s once 
greatest asset – the primacy of its high-revenue transnational adoption services – had 
transformed into its greatest liability due to the post-2005 collapse in the transnational baby 
market (Vickery, 2012). But the roots of the merger with LSS extended much earlier. The 
opening of China’s and Russia’s programs in the early 1990s sparked interest not only from 
welfare agencies, but also thousands of independent and commercial agencies with no welfare 
license whatsoever (Goodwin (Ed.), 2010; Freundlich, 2000) – the very same kinds of 
organizations that International Social Service, the Child Welfare League of America, and many 
other welfare groups fruitlessly tried to bring under regulatory control in the 1940s and 1950s. 
This time, however, these rogue adoption outfits were not abusing a legal loophole; as Smolin 
(2006) explains, they merely took advantage of a severely deregulated adoption environment: 
Licensing and regulation of adoption agencies and facilitators involved in intercountry adoption is 
surprisingly lax, at least within the United States. Traditionally, there has been no federal licensing or 
regulation, leaving licensing and regulation in the hands of the states. The degree of regulation varies 
widely among the states. In many states virtually anyone, regardless of qualifications, may start an adoption 
agency involved in intercountry adoption. In addition, in some states it may be possible to arrange or 
facilitate adoptions without being licensed as an agency. Under the current, decentralized system, persons 
or agencies losing their licenses in one state may simply move to another jurisdiction. Even in those states 
that theoretically provide a complaint system, it seems to be rare for any action to be taken against errant 
agencies. (180) 
These lax conditions didn’t come out of nowhere; they were advocated by adoptive parent 
groups and pro-adoption lobbying institutes during the child welfare insurgency era. Leon 
Rotering, former President of OURS, worked with NACAC groups and other child advocates to 
push back against federal plans for a national 1980 Model Adoption Law that would have 
prohibited non-licensed agencies from any and all child placement activities. As Rotering 
explained, the Law “would eliminate the role of facilitators, intermediaries, parent groups, etc. in 
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placing children even if the only role was that of making contact with the foreign-based 
placement source and referring children’s pictures to families” (Rotering, 1980: 25). In short, 
OURS helped squash the bill because it would have prevented adoptive parent groups from 
doing some of its ‘apolitical’ support work.  
 Of course, CHS likely could not have anticipated that welfare agency strategies of 
increased deregulation and dispersion – the kind that Clayton Hagen improvised to great effect at 
LSS, which in turn prompted the creation of OURS – would backfire so strongly decades later. 
But the ballooning marketization and increased competition wasn’t the only blow to their 
revenue stream. Increasingly they were confronted by adult adoptees demanding post-adoption 
services – services that CHS had never prioritized, on the presumption that they were 
unnecessary for adoptees who arrived to the US as healthy infants. The more they bumbled their 
response to adoptees, the fiercer the criticism they received, as recounted by Jessie: 
As you know, Children’s Home combined with Lutheran, so obviously, there’s some financial issues going 
on, but for years they were bringing money in and weren’t using it for post-adoptive services. As well, they 
have a reputation for charging money for everything. So for instance, if you go back to do a birth family 
search, there are fees attached to that. There are many adoptees who feel that’s dreadfully unfair, because if 
you were to look up your records in America, you can just go to the state and apply for them. 
Critiques like these fueled increasing politicization and calls for ending Korean adoption 
altogether, lest future adoptees receive such shoddy support for basic needs when they became 
adults. CHS was so alarmed by this development that they wrote to other adoptees they had 
served (who they called the ‘silent majority’) and asked them to petition the Korean government 
in support of transnational adoption, to counter the more ‘negative’ voices (E. Kim, 2010: 3-4). 
This ‘squeeze’ on their largely inadequate services was not nearly as financially damaging as the 
skyrocketing public assistance costs used to assuage the urban rebellions and the agitations of 
welfare mothers during the 1960s, but it did exact a severe political cost, as their legitimacy as an 
agency was placed under threat. But adoption agencies like CHS had no answer for the demands 
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placed on them, save one: desperately trying to expand and outcompete their rival agencies – 
both welfare and unlicensed – so as to pay for expenses like post-adoption services as well as 
retain their parent clients. Instead, they became one of the more surprising victims of an adoption 
industry they once thought to have mastered. 
 
Evading in other directions: Child exchanges and adoptee encounters 
In September of 2013, Reuters published an explosive five-part series of articles entitled 
“The child exchange: Inside America’s underground market for adopted children.” Reporter 
Megan Twohey’s 18-month investigation had uncovered the stuff of child welfare nightmares: a 
“loose Internet network where desperate parents seek new homes for kids they regret adopting” 
through extra-legal methods: 
Through Yahoo and Facebook groups, parents and others advertise the unwanted children and then pass 
them to strangers with little or no government scrutiny….It is a largely lawless marketplace. Often, the 
children are treated as chattel….The practice is called “private re-homing,” a term typically used by owners 
seeking new homes for their pets. Based on solicitations posted on one of eight similar online bulletin 
boards, the parallels are striking. “Born in October of 2000 – this handsome boy, ‘Rick’ was placed from 
India a year ago and is obedient and eager to please,” one ad for a child read. A woman who said she is 
from Nebraska offered an 11-year-old boy she had adopted from Guatemala. “I am totally ashamed to say it 
but we do truly hate this boy!” she wrote in a July 2012 post….Reuters analyzed 5,029 posts from a five-
year period on one Internet message board, a Yahoo group. On average, a child was advertised for re-
homing there once a week. (Twohey, 9 September 2013a: paras. 15-21) 
Many of the children had prior histories of physical or sexual abuse in their home countries, or 
mental and intellectual disabilities that were not recognized or disclosed at the time of the 
adoption. Some subsequently overwhelmed parents thus resorted to the “child exchange” to 
furtively end the adoptive placement without incurring scrutiny from governmental or welfare 
institutions. Twohey’s investigation examined the fates of some of these “re-homed” children, 
tracking cases of adoptees re-homed several times across multiple states, being subjected to 
additional physical and emotional abuse from their new parents, and in some cases susceptible to 
predation from individuals with records of sexual violence – all typically conducted beyond state 
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surveillance, let alone state intervention (Twohey, 9 September 2013a & 10 September 2013a & 
10 September 2013b & 11 September 2013). 
These parents were responding to what child welfare practitioners call “adoption 
disruption” or “adoption dissolution” – the failure of an adoption to remain permanent, either 
before or after the adoption has been finalized. “Failed” adoptions have been around for as long 
as child welfare has been institutionalized, and adoptive parents have certainly found ways – 
both within and outside of welfare channels and welfare laws – to get unwanted adopted children 
out of their custody. What makes the Reuters investigative report surprising is not the newness of 
“disrupted” adoptions, but the type of child ejected from the adoptive family: 
International adoptees are especially susceptible to being re-homed. At least 70 percent of the children 
offered on the Yahoo bulletin board, Adopting-from-Disruption, were advertised as foreign-born….No 
authority tracks what happens after a child is brought to America, so no one knows how often international 
adoptions fail. The U.S. government estimates that domestic adoptions fail at a rate ranging from "about 10 
to 25 percent." If international adoptions fail with about the same frequency, then more than 24,000 foreign 
adoptees are no longer with the parents who brought them to the United States. (Twohey, 9 September 
2013a: paras. 31-35) 
And so, after decades of parents’ supposedly resounding success at securing normal, healthy 
infants from abroad – whom Gailey (2010) calls the new “blue ribbon” babies – it turns out that 
these cream-of-the-crop adoptees were not always so desirable once they arrived in their 
adoptive homes; their relocation into a different country – often orchestrated by private child 
welfare agencies under the sign of “permanency planning” – was at times no more permanent 
than those children rotated from home to home in the oft-lambasted US foster care system. This 
is the scandal: some individuals wanted a child so strongly that they traveled tens of thousands of 
miles to acquire one, only to relinquish them unceremoniously in a parking lot across state lines. 
 Predictably, the Reuters report incited outrage and calls for greater regulation. “A first 
step to address this issue would be to make adoption agencies responsible for children they bring 
to America, including finding new homes when adoptions fail,” argued veteran New York Times 
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columnist Nicholas Kristof. “If we have rules about recycling bottles, we should prevent children 
from being abandoned and recycled” (21 November 2013: A35). The Senate Subcommittee on 
Children and Families held a hearing on “private re-homing” the following year, where child 
welfare experts proposed solutions ranging from online advertisement restrictions, to mandated 
court supervisions of all child custody transfers, to “additional support for struggling adoptive 
parents and tighter government scrutiny of prospective adoptive parents” (LeVine, 9 July 2014: 
A11). Whether or not any such measures come to pass – or are even enforced once they’re on the 
books – is of less interest here than the vast unregulated zones of transnational adoption that 
allowed the “child exchange” to form and flourish. As I discussed in Chapter 2, adoption 
agencies gradually adjusted their standards during the 1950s proxy adoption battle to make up 
for the additional bureaucratic delays of the former Immigration and Naturalization Service when 
processing adoptions from abroad. Part of these adjustments was a de facto deregulation of the 
prospective family’s home, which had previously been a site of intensified surveillance and study 
by the welfare agency. This trajectory accelerated in certain parts of North America where 
agencies took Clayton Hagen’s “new approach” to heart, but even those other agencies that still 
retained homestudies and other strict criteria were forced by the early 1970s “baby shortage” to 
flexibilize their practices. By this time they also faced pressure from numerous fronts of the child 
welfare insurgencies, including a national network of hundreds of adoptive parent groups that 
generally encouraged any form of deregulation that would hasten the adoption process and 
increase the volume of child placements. 
 These histories of struggle left an indelible imprint by the time of the 1990-2005 
transnational adoption boom. The prospective families were by now subject to very few 
regulations, and practically none after placement; the once thriving circulation of information, 
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resources, and listening ears of the “citizen’s adoption movement” (Smith, 19 March 1973: 1) 
had abated to white noise; and the ongoing implosion of the welfare state alongside the 
neoliberal turn to privatized governance of impermanency had transformed adoptive families 
into fervently self-siloed, state evading, securitizing forces. The combination proved disastrous 
when the transnational adoption market began clearing out of the “blue ribbon babies” that had 
made the industry attractive to so many parents; instead, the entire adoption world had to adjust 
to a set of children that posed unique and largely new challenges, as described by Helen: 
The huge healthy waves of cute little Guatemalan kids and Ethiopian kids and Korean kids is over. You 
know, we’re just not going to see that anymore. And sometimes they’re good and sometimes they’re bad, 
you know, for different reasons. And so the kids that do come here have – almost 100% of the time – have 
a special need, which is medical or emotional or developmental of some sort. And so I think that they are 
all now realizing the importance of medical centers and evaluation centers, because these kids are not going 
to be straightforward, they’re just not. They’re not the healthy five-month old who doesn’t have to really go 
through that much of a transition. It’s different when you’re four and you’ve had 19 placements, you know; 
it’s a really different thing for these kids. 
Unfortunately, this was exactly the kind of situation that these adoptive parents’ “impermanency 
planning” had simply never planned for: the possibility of actually needing outside support, 
involvement from the state, and all the information and listening ears they could get (especially 
from people other than adoptive parents). Instead, the debilitation of public supports – always 
intended to punish the ‘bad’ welfare subjects – ended up also punishing the presumably 
independent and most privileged ‘good’ subjects, albeit in oblique ways. For example, Medicaid 
covers the medical costs of US foster care children but not international adoptees, and 
psychology’s underdevelopment in addressing attachment disorders and other adoption-related 
problems (compared to its advanced experience in foster care-related problems) poses adoptive 
parents with a dearth of therapy options (Respaut, 26 March 2014). The indefinitely fugitive 
adoptions in their midst – forever taxing beyond manageable costs, forever confirming the 
parents’ ineptness and incompetence – at long last had no solution, but adoptive parents also 
feared the state gaze should they look to them for help. Thus, they turned to the child exchange, 
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evidently believing that the placement of their child with an anonymous family was better than 
any other option available to them – a dispiriting (yet revealing) sign of how quickly a once-rich 
terrain of child welfare resources and opportunities in the couple decades prior could evaporate 
through demobilization and professional/grassroots division. 
 The reaction of the adoption world to the private re-homing scandal has been complex, 
including new laws proposed and occasionally passed at multiple scales to prevent another “child 
exchange,” as well as increased geopolitical tensions with major adoptee ‘sending countries’ 
(“China adoption agency furious,” 25 September 2013). But in Minnesota, one change that adult 
adoptees have noticed (and generally welcome) is an increased willingness by adoptive parents 
to seek them out and learn from them. Charysse has noticed the change from her time 
participating on agency-arranged adoptee panels; Gaby has also observed better, more self-
reflexive questions from parents from the meetings she has sat in on. Fiona’s experience has 
been less than inspiring, but she notes an important shift in the balance of power between adult 
adoptees and adoptive parents, one that says as much about how far adoptees have gone as its 
says about how self-siloed adoptive parents have become: 
I think I see a lot of the community saying, “Hey, it’s great to be allies, and we appreciate it, but don’t 
speak for us.” I think there’s a lot of eye-rolling when adoptive families want to be a part of certain things; 
there’s a lot more confidence in the adopted community saying, “Don’t speak for us, we can speak for 
ourselves, we’re adults, we’re not your kids.” “You need to take the backseat; you can be supportive from 
here, and we appreciate it, but don’t do that, because that’s patronizing.” (laughs) “And don’t speak for us.” 
Cuz a lot of times, they don’t know full stories; my observation about Korean adoptees is we can be very 
secretive with our adoptive families, like we won’t even share what we’re feeling or thinking, and they 
won’t know. And so they can say, “Oh, but my daughter, blah blah blah,” and then you think, “But that’s 
my life that you just shared with people, that was not your life.” So I think there’s still a lot of, “You guys 
need to sit back.”….It must be hard for them, because here they’re in the parent role, and they’re protective. 
And this is the other reason….because I never wanted to rescue anyone. And that’s the same kind of thing 
that’s kind of arising. Don’t try to rescue us, don’t try to save us, don’t try to protect us. We can protect 
ourselves. We can talk for ourselves, and we need you to listen. (emphasis mine) 
So it is that where once, children from Korea were subjected to countless “child rescue” 
operations as a matter of course, they are now in a position to not only refute its premise, but 
also, in effect, relieve parents of their ‘natural’ inclination to regulate vulnerability and naked 
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affectability. And just as some adoptive parents once abandoned their ‘natural’ interests and 
joined with groups like the NABSW against the Multi-Ethnic Placement Act, so too are some 
adoptive parents today – after coming to terms with their overt inadequacy in transnational 
adoption, interpreted here as the family’s failure to assimilate to their child’s non-normative 
subjectivity – learning to defer to adoptee struggles and follow their lead. 
 
Returns, revolts, revisions, and the politics of tongil 
 The CHS/LSS merger signals the end of at least one era in Minnesota, and the “child 
exchange” revelation has forced previously suppressed questions and conversations in the 
national adoption arena back into the limelight, but the establishment of family preservation law 
in South Korea is easily the biggest – and possibly most enigmatic – development of all. I wish 
to close this chapter with some reflections on the still-unfolding consequences of the 2012 
Special Adoption Law in South Korea, the organizing that led to its passage, and the kinds of 
values, strategies, and horizons that seem to be presaged by this initial salvo of what will likely 
be an extended movement. Due to my limited geographical focus and the recent timing of many 
of these events, these analyses must necessarily be brief – yet hopefully provocative – forays into 
perhaps the most significant struggle ever to have unfolded in the realm of Korean adoption. 
 
Return: Intimate disappointments, geopolitical entanglements 
South Korea had sent children for adoption on a continual basis ever since WWII (Pate, 
2014) with nary a batted eye from any of its leadership; the first Prime Minister of the state after 
the Korean War, Syngman Rhee, even frankly said that “the number one welfare project in 
Korea between and the expiration of the Refugee Relief Act (31 December 1956) is to send as 
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many as possible of the UN-Korean children to adoption homes in the United States” 
(Chamberlin, 23 March 1956: 2). Forty years later, in a room of 29 repatriated adopted Koreans, 
new President Dae Jung Kim “officially apologized for sending 150,000 Korean children abroad 
for adoption (Hübinette, 2003: 27). Kim might have never offered such a bold statement of 
condolence to these adoptees had they stayed the rest of their lives in their new home countries, 
as Rhee likely expected they would. But by the time of Kim’s 1998 apology, nearly 2,000 
adoptees were returning every year to conduct birth searches and locate surviving kin, and an 
increasing number were staying in-country – despite language barriers, cultural barriers, and 
prevalent stigmatization (Vickery, 2003c). 
More than half of those I interviewed had made such a return; most found the experience 
dispiriting, due mostly to what Brianna called the “convoluted mess” of the Korean agencies' 
infrastructure for handling adult adoptee requests for information and assistance.37 Catalyzed by 
Nafzger’s GOA’L and other key services (including a prominent guest house for visiting 
adoptees, KoRoot, run by Rev. Do Hyun Kim (Vickery, 2004)), a rich web of social groups, 
service providers, and foundations quickly built up to meet their needs. Notably, American 
adoptees were largely secondary in this network compared to European adoptees, who had 
formed associations (and made returns to Korea) earlier than Americans (E. Kim, 2010); after 
several of these organizations arranged a gathering in 2004, they proceeded to form the 
International Korean Adoptee Associations (IKAA), which consisted initially of six European 
organizations and three American ones, including Minnesota’s AK Connection (Korean 
Quarterly, 2005-2006: 44). Beginning in 2007, IKAA’s annual conference – called The 
Gathering – has drawn thousands of attendees worldwide for a full slate of athletics tournaments, 
                                                          
37 Logistics aside, the sheer emotional and affective labor of returning – whether successful in locating birth kin or 
no – was incredibly taxing. Out of sensitivity to my interviewees I have declined to directly quote them about these 
experiences. 
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social hours, guest lectures and workshops, Korean tours, cultural training, adoptee arts exhibits 
and performances, and adoption research symposia that were once regularly organized by 
Minnesota adoptee academic Kim Park Nelson (Nadeau, 2007). Korean officials regularly made 
trumped up appearances and speeches at these conferences, welcoming adoptees as global 
participants in a broader Korean cultural family that deserved ‘comfort’ due to their many years 
of distance and alienation from the homeland; Hübinette (2006) argues that such performances 
intended to infantilize adoptees as true global ‘orphans’ while obscuring the long histories of US 
imperialist aid, geopolitical games, and extensive legacies of violence and exploitation that 
conditioned the emergence of Korean adoption.  In one sense, then, the development of new 
groups and events followed a similar trajectory as Minnesota’s, as problems of social isolation, 
everyday discomfort with Korean culture, and agency incompetence prompted steady 
formalization and NGO formation (led by both adoptees and local Koreans) in the areas of 
service, sociality, art, scholarship, and cultural programs. But the hidden geopolitical histories 
traced by Hübinette – made evermore raw and visible with each adoptee repatriation – fostered 
an additional layer of activity as well. 
 
Revolt: Harnessing the biopolitical 
As discussed in Chapters 5 and 6, many of Minnesota’s adoptive families embraced 
multicultural encounters (such as in letting Korean Institute of Minnesota workers teach their 
kids at culture camp) so long as it was regulated into ‘safe’ engagements with differentiation. For 
European adoptees, such options never even emerged for the taking. Goldberg (2009) suggests 
that the difference can be traced to the American regional form of race – predicated on 
privatized, “prophylactic” separation that wards racial threats away more than removes them 
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(101) – as opposed to the European form of racial “evaporation,” typified by the repression of 
ethnoracial heterogeneity in favor of homogeneous nationalism – what might be considered a 
militantly assimilationist project (179-181). Swedish adoption scholars Hübinette and Tigervall 
(2009) echo Goldberg’s analysis, noting that race is entirely a “taboo subject” in Scandinavia: 
“The non-white bodies of the adoptees are not an issue within the field of transnational adoption, 
whether in academia, among practitioners and professionals, or among adoptive parents and 
adoptees themselves” (336). Hübinette and other adoptees in Europe were partially radicalized 
by what they interpreted as a forceful silencing and unseeing of the violent histories that had led 
to their dispossession from Korea. When they repatriated, they also met others with similar 
upbringings, including Jane Jeong Trenka, a writer who grew up in Frazee, Minnesota, a rural 
town of less than 1,500 people today; despite receiving letters from her birth family in Korea, 
Trenka recalled that her family “did not talk about things” related to her adoption, her identity, or 
her race: “I was still marking ‘white’ on the government forms” (Vickery, 2003d: 36).  
 Among this cadre, Hübinette, Trenka, and others founded Truth and Reconciliation for 
the Adoption Community of Korea (TRACK), an organization dedicated not to reforming the 
agencies, but to changing the transnational adoption industry in Korea as a whole through direct 
action and lobbying against the state. And they had an ally that preceded them, too: Adoptee 
Solidarity Korea (ASK), a group of adoptees that was also radicalized prior to their repatriation, 
although along vastly different lines; Francine, an early member, spent most of her childhood 
and adolescence in the Twin Cities Metropolitan Area and took full advantage of its resources, 
particularly its Asian American arts scene. Both ASK and TRACK had developed radical 
analyses of transnational adoption and operated autonomously, but as Francine recalls, ASK 
mainly worked to educate and change other adoptees and parts of Korean society, while TRACK 
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went straight at the Korean government. Both also enjoyed close relations of solidarity with 
Nafzger and GOA’L despite her organization’s official neutrality (and use of government 
funding), and they collaborated on projects frequently (Na, 2009).  
 Despite staging disruptive protests at the annual IKAA conferences and gaining extensive 
media coverage, these organizations’ most definitive moves toward effective revolt came about 
through an arranged encounter with unwed Korean mothers – a group whose conditions had been 
so targeted by devaluation through years of heavy proletarianization (Hübinette, 2006: 53-54) 
and wage repression following the 1997 financial crisis (Katsiaficas, 2012: 380) that placement 
of their children in orphanages was often their most optimal choice for affordable care. Kira, an 
early member of TRACK, remembers vividly the strategy she formulated for the encounter: 
When I became involved, I was interested in unwed mothers, and how the circumstances of how we were 
relinquished very much inform how we search, and how birth search is an active political resistance. So I 
became interested in the potential of the biopolitical as a mode of resistance; I became interested in 
thinking about ways in which affect vitalizes relationships, and how affect animates kinship. So, knowing 
that that is what we are – developed into and forcibly migrated over as material that can animate an 
affective relationship, which is the adoptive relationship – knowing that, the biopolitical becomes a means 
for us to redirect that affect, and to revitalize and to animate networks of care, such as networks of 
solidarity with unwed mothers. So that was my view, right? And I thought (laughs), “Well, TRACK’s 
uncovering all this information about irregularities in adoption, it’s documenting all these irregularities 
which reveal ways in which care has been rerouted away from unwed mothers, that’s also providing us 
with the opportunity to route it back, and reimagine what our affect can do.” So I thought, “Woo-hoo!” 
(laughs) And that’s when we had the solidarity meeting, that I approached KUMFA [Korean Unwed 
Mothers Families’ Association] about, and they were like “Yeah!” And I said to Jane, “Let’s do this!” And 
she said, “That’s not what we do.” And I said, “But, here’s my critique…” And then she was like, “Okay, 
I’m open to it.” So we went and we did the meeting. And the meeting worked, clearly, right? That 
solidarity relationship has now become the status quo. So I’m struck by how the biopolitical can be 
utilized….You know, it’s been used since the beginnings of adoption, right? We have the same potential, 
but we have it in a more powerful form, I think, because of how we’re positioned.  
Kira’s robust analysis – which led to a successful, lasting, and transformative encounter – 
demonstrates a significant departure from the largely stymied struggles of more radical adoptees 
in Minnesota. Whereas the Minnesota radicals were more inclined towards affects of refusal – 
that is, backing away from undesired and abjected people and relations, in the hopes that backing 
and abandoning enough would land them in an encounter among similar radicals – Kira’s 
trajectory points toward plans for recomposition across lines of division, albeit with an even 
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greater investment in relations of kinship than is possible in most encounters; indeed, Kira 
expressed a hope that the intense bundle of relations that defines kinship would be a strength for 
redirecting affect, rather than a trap or silo of sorts. Moreover, her hailing of the ‘biopolitical’ 
strongly recalls Hardt & Negri’s (2009) conceptualization of biopower’s dual nature: a major 
power that manages life and a ‘minor’ power that manages it towards alternative ends and new 
subjectivities. “Revitalizing” and “redirecting” affect powerfully captures this notion of a 
‘minor’ biopolitics from below into strategic revolt – and yet, still with the unusual addition of 
stressing the great potential of kinship, rather than its limits. Harnessing the biopolitical in this 
manner proved to be the decisive factor in organizing for the 2012 Special Adoption Law. 
 
Revision: ‘Best interests’ in real time 
TRACK began working to revise Korea’s adoption law not long after meeting with 
KUMFA; their campaign was soon joined by ASK, Korean Unwed Mothers Support Network 
(KUMSN), KoRoot, the National Human Rights Commission of Korea, and a fleet of Korean 
public interest lawyers. Their lobbying efforts centered on the scheduled semi-regular revisions 
of South Korea’s 1961 Special Adoption Law; it had been revised nine times since its creation, 
each time reiterating the status quo of giving first preference to transnational placement of 
orphans and vulnerable children. “Since the last revision of the law, the profile of Korean 
international adoptees has emerged in Korean society as a group with ideas about the rights of 
adoptees, whether international or domestic, and thoughts about how Korean society can better 
protect and support its most vulnerable members, including single mothers and their children,” 
wrote Trenka during their lobbying in 2009. “Although the adoptees were not originally planned 
to be included in the discussion, an outcry has arisen in Seoul from the adoptees: ‘Nothing about 
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us without us’” (Trenka, 2009: 9). While the August 2012 revision to the law primarily 
benefitted unwed mothers and birthmothers, Trenka’s emphasis on “the rights of adoptees” was 
not misplaced; due to the Law, “all adoptions must be registered through the courts, which gives 
adoptees, who often struggle to make contact with their families, an avenue for tracing their 
history” (Jones, 17 January 2015: 1). 
By 2013, however, the Special Adoption Law was the target of one of the most 
significant controversies to grace South Korea’s transnational adoption program in decades. 
Skeptics pounced on data that suggested a rise in baby abandonments due to the Law’s passage, 
supposedly because of additional documentation and tracking in the adoption process that birth 
mothers wished to avoid (Borowiec, 7 October 2013). These accusations gained additional 
weight when a Seoul-based pastor’s ethically dubious actions to ameliorate the situation – by 
providing a “baby box” for mothers to abandon their children safely, a practice he had innovated 
since 2009 – became widespread knowledge due to mostly favorable mediatization (Glionna, 20 
June 2011; Kim, 7 October 2012). The adoptee groups behind the Law – particularly TRACK – 
were regularly trotted out to defend their actions and rebut the discourses that were circulating 
(Haruch, 9 September 2014.). Nor were they the only adoptee organizations weighing in; 
Mission to Promote Adoption in Korea (MPAK), helmed by Korean adoptee Steve Morrison, 
attacked the Special Adoption Law vociferously as a self-interested policy that advanced “angry” 
adoptees’ interests over those of the child (Morrison, 17 February 2014). Morrison dismissed 
their politics with a familiar ‘silent majority’ argument: “The very important fact is that there is a 
much greater number of happy and content adoptees than the dissatisfied ones….The opinions of 
a few dissatisfied adoptees do not represent the hearts of all the adoptees” (2006: 7).  
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 While many groups and individuals have weighed in on the 2012 Law and the “baby 
box” controversy, what seems most striking is the primacy being placed on the adoptee voices, 
no matter their stance. This suggests a potential pitfall of Kira’s close association of affective 
biopolitics with affective kinship; while adoptees almost never were brought forward to speak to 
their beliefs and experiences during any of the family preservation battles of the 1970s to 1980s, 
in this case the adoptees aren’t just old enough to speak for themselves, but insist on doing so – 
“nothing about us without us,” indeed. The danger is that the political values so clearly at stake 
in this controversy may be subverted for a far cruder politics: the adoptee subject as proof of 
adoption’s ‘goodness’ or ‘badness’ (or happiness or angriness, as Morrison suggests). One of my 
interviewees, Helen, weighed in on the Law, and while she clearly wrings the subject-as-proof 
argument – or more accurately, body-as-proof argument – for all it is worth, it is nonetheless 
difficult to counter such a statement without returning to the body: 
The people who are fervently anti-adoption are not seeing that perspective of what it does to a child. 
Because if I had stayed in Korea, in permanent institutional care – I could speak Korean now and I had the 
culture – for me, number one, I’d be borderline mentally retarded; it’s almost established in the literature 
what the IQs of kids who grow up in institutional care and don’t have permanency, what that does to their 
brains. Number two, because of that – and because of being an orphan in orphanage care – I would not 
have gone to medical school; I mean, please, it would never have happened even if I had stayed remotely 
smart, which is a real question in institutional care. So I would be low IQ, poor education, and so my 
chances of getting married, having a family, being successful at life, are extremely small. So for me, 
speaking Korean and knowing what traditions to do on Chuseok? Not really gonna overcome (laughs) the 
other factors that we know, in the evidence-based literature, are true. 
While the future of the law (and the “baby box”) cannot be defined just yet, the larger strategic 
questions – how to counter the humanitarian impulse toward a baby left in a box, how to argue 
against a body/subject presenting itself as proof – are worth raising in the current moment. 
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Reunification: A different peninsula 
 There is an additional strategic question implicit in the uncertain outcome of the 2012 
Special Adoption Law: What kinds of subjects will adoptees become now? How will the 
remaining generation of adoptees meet and find each other (or will that no longer be necessary)? 
And what political legacy, if any, will adoptees leave? These are admittedly strange questions to 
ask, but several interviewees indicated – without my prompting them – that they had brooded 
over those very questions themselves. “If Korea decides to end adoption,” Alice told me, “my 
concern is always that our stories would be lost. That we would just be this little bump in history 
that eventually just goes away….If we don’t tell our own stories, and if scholarship is not done, 
and art is not created, et cetera, et cetera, then our story will be disappeared, because who will 
think it applies to them?” Eudora offered her own set of concerns: “I’m worried about us, 
though. Like, our population bubble. I mean, the largest majority of us are now hitting our late 
20s, early 30s; this is when we’re supposed to get shit done. If we don’t, nobody’s going to. So 
then our descendants – the people coming after us – are not going to have what we want them to 
have to rely on.” These senses of a quiet death or a forever-lost opportunity are not to be taken 
lightly; they suggest the need for a new politics once adoptee subjectivities exhaust themselves 
(or more likely, a new politics for when the conjuncture changes again, whenever or whatever 
that may be). 
 Interestingly, the trajectory launched by the 2012 Special Adoption Law and the struggles 
over the biopolitical may already be setting the conditions for an answer. During this busy season 
of agency mergers, re-homing scandals, family preservation laws, and “bay boxes,” yet another 
dispute emerged over the 2011 North Korean Refugee Adoption Act. Supposedly justified by 
famine and hunger in the country, the Act claimed it would save the orphans of devastated 
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families through various emergency procedures (including classifying these children as 
“stateless” in order to expedite their removal for adoption, transcending regular safeguards and 
encouraging human trafficking), essentially offering “an alternative humanitarian response to the 
problem of North Korean hunger: Namely, adoption” (Dobbs & Hong, 2012: 43). Despite 
rigorous organizing against the bill by a small but dedicated group of adoptees and allies, the bill 
passed easily and became law. But there is more to its opponents’ organizing than simply a 
moral stance on the value of transnational adoption in crisis situations, or even a dignified stance 
on a bad law; their concern also highlights the frequently obscured backdrop of the Korean War 
and the ongoing violent effects of the peninsula’s partition on its people. 
 Korea is not just an economic Asian Tiger or a lackey to US geopolitics, but also an 
incomplete project of decolonization (Choi, 1993) – one violently truncated by imperial 
occupiers and cleft in half by a Demilitarized Zone, an artifact of a war that never ended 
(Cumings, 2010). Anti-colonial struggles of Korea have long inspired people in Asia and the 
Global South (Katsiaficas, 2012) and contemporary desires for reunification still draw upon that 
legacy. But the repatriation of adoptees to the southern part of the peninsula – and the 
biopolitical kinning practices being formed between adoptees and unwed mothers across oceans, 
temporalities, and divergent contexts – have inspired adoptees like Brianna to rethink and 
enhance reunification as a process beyond the reunion of North and South: 
One of the things that always has bothered me is that when people talk about reunification between North 
and South Korea, they’re only talking about the North and the South; they’re not talking about the East and 
the West. It’s like, yes, there were 80-some thousand families divided between the North and South 
because of the Korean War, but another product of the Korean War is intercountry adoption…. To me, it 
just makes no sense to talk about one without the other, you know? With the Korean War and the North-
South division, I just don’t understand how you can talk about one without the other. It’s like, with 
intercountry adoption, you are intentionally dividing these families; you’re intentionally separating 
families, and you’re making money off of it at the same time, you know? They’re totally exploiting those 
divisions. 
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If the premise of reunifying Korea seems impossible, that’s because it is – but only impossible in 
this world. Decolonization – the absolute commitment to threat, the refusal to settle for anything 
less than the abolition of coloniality – is a literal “unworlding,” the dismantling of all violent 
organizations of difference to free up multiple “genres” of human being, of living otherwise 
(Wynter, 2003). These wrenching efforts are of a piece with how Fanon described the political 
trajectory of the colonized intellectual in The wretched of the earth (2004). Feeling at home in 
impossible, yet-to-come worlds may characterize Network of Politicized Adoptees member 
Caitlin Jeonghye Kee’s reflection upon her time as a Korea Exposure & Education Program – 
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (KEEP-DPRK) delegate:  
For us, tongil (reunification) means so much more than reunification of the northern and southern parts of 
the peninsula. It’s about imagining the Korea that could be, together. It’s about reunification and 
reconciliation within ourselves, among ourselves….I see the longing that the North has for the South, as it 
gazes across the DMZ and imagines what it feels like to be whole. It’s hard to have faith that everything 
will turn out ok when separation seems infinite. That’s tongil. Bringing together separate pieces….Working 
toward the future with faith and hope in the context of real fear and pain. (Kee, 1 September 2013: paras. 
14-25) 
The affective desire for tongil points to an exciting convergence of conditions – the enhancement 
of family kinship to common kinship of a people, an amplified critique of dispossession across 
scales from intimate to global, an attention to healing as a weapon of both struggle and 
imagination – that have yet to be fully articulated, organized, and challenged. As with all such 
things, the answers will reveal themselves through struggles, what they do, and where their 
desires lead them. 
 
Conclusion 
 In this chapter I took a closer look at the ‘crisis’ in transnational adoption and a few of its 
most notable events, interpreting them not solely on the basis of markets or bad decisions but 
through the functions and consequences of historical and contemporary struggles. The downfall 
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of Children’s Home Society of Minnesota, for example, can be traced to contradictory and 
unanticipated outcomes of deregulation, the child welfare insurgencies, and planning (or not) for 
the service squeeze by adult adoptees. I also situated the private re-homing scandal as the 
compounding of conditions – deregulation, state evasion, self-siloed securitization – that proved 
to be the least suitable for governing the nonnormative, fugitive body of the adoptee at the end of 
the “blue ribbon baby” cash cow. Finally, I developed an initial analysis ‘from afar’ of the 
struggles that led to – and followed from – the historic 2012 Special Adoption Law and the 
vexing “baby box” controversy, noting the unique conditions that allowed for a non-
marginalized radical contingent in Korea, the possibilities and limitations of matching 
biopolitical organizing with kinship, and the future of the adoptee subject in a yet unmapped 
project of reunification in multiple directions. 
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CHAPTER 8 
 
Interpreting Uneven Struggles 
 
Who organizes the sea? 
Ellen Herman’s recent monograph, Kinship by design (2008) – perhaps one of the most 
definitive histories of modern child adoption written thus far – exhaustively parses through a 
century of archival material to make one singular, compelling argument: that the bodily 
difference that characterizes adoption was regarded as so threatening that child welfare went to 
great lengths to tame it through modernist “design” (i.e. standardization and regulation). Yet the 
postmodernist turn to the free play of difference has undermined design in adoption for roughly 
the last fifty years (as seen in the advancement of transracial adoption, special needs adoption, 
and so on), a development Herman views as a potentially positive move away from rational 
control and toward an embrace of uncertainty, chance, and risk in the making of kinship (298-
299). Herman’s narrative can best be described as a century of efforts to keep entropy in check, a 
story of social workers, psychologists, and other advocates of “design” continuously rebuilding a 
boat that keeps crumbling back into the sea of differentiation. 
 This dissertation perused much of the same history, but from the “wrong way” around. 
Herman locates the engines of adoption in the incomplete boat and its builders, in a semblance of 
stability and systematization that is assumed to anchor child welfare. I proposed a rather different 
interpretation: that the engines of adoption – and particularly transnational adoption – may very 
well be the volatile sea: a sea where the boats of social order are precious few, only briefly afloat 
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before capsizing, and laughably inadequate to the task of control; where the sea itself is not in 
free play, but organized into currents, flows, gyres, and maelstroms that are uneven across the 
globe; where the water’s movements determine what boats are built and where they go, because 
the boatbuilders can only partly navigate and adjust to the water, they cannot – in the last 
instance – determine what it does. This dissertation anchored itself in this productive volatility to 
pose a series of unexpected questions: who organizes the sea? How many ways is it organized, 
and what happens when these different ways entangle and collide? Where do the temporary 
assemblages of all the right social actors, values, and practices – the boats – emerge, and how 
and why do these boats fail to stay afloat? 
 This line of questioning generates an alternate narrative of transnational adoption, not 
necessarily a more comprehensive one; it also focuses on the sea’s organizers – civil society, 
those faced with the impossible task of managing a thousand wayward trajectories of children, 
families, and other civil society actors – rather than on the boat builders of state and capital, even 
though these latter factors were absolutely instrumental in producing, enforcing, and maintaining 
conditions (US imperialism, Cold War-fueled geopolitical consensus, consolidation of above-
board baby markets) that have made transnational adoption so durable and impactful over the last 
several decades. But the advantage of thinking as the sea does is in breaking through impasses in 
adoption scholarship to date. Thinking in terms of macro-level forces and systemic orders is 
insufficient for understanding the spatial and temporal shocks that have made transnational 
adoption such a risky business; these shocks are so egregious that they can anoint a state into a 
world-renowned transnational adoption leader despite its complete lack of prior experience or 
interest, and then just as easily dethrone an adoption agency who for years had bet on the safest 
baby market of them all – Korea – and still lost. Furthermore, giving undue credit to the 
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machinations of governments, businesses, and their most docile servants in civil society may 
buttress a sharp critique of a ‘machine that works too well,’ but this exercise proves amazingly 
limited for the most basic, relentless questions in the adoption world: why are ‘black’ and ‘gray’ 
child markets still so appealing to parents despite the enormous appeal, status, and contemporary 
ease of above-board welfare agencies and their markets? Why is there still so much regulation 
evasion and policy dodging among all civil society participants in adoption, despite their 
proclaimed unity and belief in working together around common goals that are in the child’s 
“best interest”? And most importantly, why are adult adoptees in Korea successfully fighting to 
end the engine that made them, despite all the lauded ethics, protections, and undeniable 
privileges that most all non-adopted observers presumed would preclude such a struggle at all? 
 It was not my intention with this dissertation to definitively address these puzzles and 
conundrums; rather, I took these impasses as opportunities for intervention, a chance to charge 
the uneven geographies and unusual geographies of transnational adoption with political content 
that is often elided or given short shrift. In this concluding chapter I briefly recap the key 
findings of this intervention, their contributions and limitations, and avenues for additional 
research that have surreptitiously revealed themselves over the course of this project. 
 
Struggle over conduct: Adventures in deregulation 
 The struggle to determine the appropriate code and behavior of transnational adoption 
during the post-Korean War craze for “child rescue” tipped decidedly against licensed welfare 
agencies; they may have won the battle by forcing independent adoption facilitators like those 
run by Harry Holt to become licensed after banning adoption by proxy, but subsequent years and 
decades indicated they lost the war. Their failed governance of independent outfits – and of their 
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own parent clientele, who criticized the values of deliberation and caution that were social 
workers’ prized currency – catalyzed hesitant experiments with new strategies to restore 
regulatory order, such as coopting their competitors’ methods or ceding more of their clients’ 
private family life to deregulation. The ‘footloose’ migrant autonomy of the actors in 
transnational adoption remained an impossible civil society problem, one that groups like the 
International Social Service tried to mitigate by selectively decentralizing their authority to 
partner organizations; while a general failure on the transnational front, social worker Clayton 
Hagen extended the logic of decentralization to a radical conclusion in Minnesota, offering a 
“new approach” that effectively treated parent clientele as partners to work with in creating 
families. Hagen’s inclination to decentralize was not motivated by independent adoption 
scourges at home, however, but by inept social worker governmentality in the face of rising 
Black child populations under their guardianship and simmering resentment by prospective 
adoptive parents to welfare discipline. Although Hagen sold his “new approach” as a solution to 
the former problem, its true objective was solving the latter, modulating parents’ autonomy into a 
new biopolitical arrangement that ‘liberated’ them from scrutiny, granted them affective wages 
of altruism and good citizenship, and induced them to self-regulate their parenting desires under 
relatively deregulated agency oversight. Although this approach failed to catch on in many 
places or for much length of time, it established new expectations and possibilities for 
autonomous adoptive parent support groups that followed. 
 
Struggle over class: Decomposing child welfare, recomposing impermanency 
 The times of mass social upheaval and political economic crisis in the late 1960s and 
1970s did not spare child welfare; the eruption of urban rebellions in particular – and the rush of 
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Great Society programs, funds, and other concessions to appease them – signaled the failed 
legitimacy of welfare agencies, creating a vacuum of fairly open terrain to fight over whose 
rights, benefits, and protections mattered more in adoption and other welfare transactions. The 
wave of new civil society organizations that filmed this vacuum created a frenzy of productive 
encounters and significant schisms that hinged on a welfare state whose future was in crisis, 
especially due to uncontrollable rises in Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) 
payments that were partially catalyzed by the welfare rights movement. While radical Black 
social workers, American Indian women, adoptive parents, birthparents, and self-styled child 
advocates furiously debated between the values of family preservation, openness, and the 
primacy of child permanency, the neoliberalization of the state upended the terms of the debate, 
as even Black social workers strenuously opposed to the “cultural genocide” of transracial 
adoption were compelled to pursue half-measure reforms to stem the tide of urban revanchism 
and social service privatization. As Minnesota’s landmark family preservation laws became both 
pinnacle and casualty of this era’s turn towards working-class decomposition, adoptive parent 
groups like OURS formed to navigate the withering of the welfare state, offering ‘support’ to 
each other and their kids as a way of making uneasy peace with a climate of generalizing 
precarity and debilitation. This ‘impermanency planning’ is a contradictory strategy of 
whiteness: it must retain a façade of self-determination while organizing around the inevitable 
failure of competency, a failure most embodied in the family by the child and its possible 
evasion of assimilation and normativity. Groups like OURS were consumed by the problems of 
their children’s indeterminacy, launching intensive programs like ‘culture camps’ to encourage 
self-regulation of adoptee nonnormative desires onto safe, mediated spaces outside the family 
home; while some adoptees responded in kind, others responded with more fugitive trajectories. 
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Struggle over subjectivity: Becoming adoptees, or adoptees becoming 
 The past twenty years have borne witness to a new subject that has taken hold in child 
welfare civil society: the adult transnational adoptee. The generalized incoherence of adoptee 
politics as this subject has come into being is unsurprising, as they have had to form a 
community without common references or foundations; doing so requires an immense array of 
organizing that would hardly be considered ‘political,’ including social groups, agency-arranged 
adoptee-to-adoptee mentorships, arts and media work, and assisting with culture camps and other 
Korean cultural programming. On closer examination, however, one can detect that the 
disruption the adoptee subject poses is not how it has become an adoptee through identification 
and affiliation with an adoptee community, but rather its announcement of a more radical 
question: namely, what the adoptee subject becomes. From an affective standpoint, many of the 
organizers in the Minnesota adoptee community are committed to becoming more secure in the 
identity they have and the privileges they have come to enjoy, whether by seeking reconciliation 
through cultural pride, redemption by holding agencies accountable for post-adoption support, or 
recognition of adoptee voices in the various halls of representation. But the inadequacy of these 
strategies and insularity of the community in general has also compelled some to refuse adoptee 
identity politics; some have sought out other marginalized groups (who have, frequently, their 
own identity politics), while others have gone much further afield by repatriating to Korea and 
organizing with Korean unwed and birth mothers to end transnational adoption entirely and 
legally enshrine values of family preservation in their stead. Their activism comes at a critical 
time when the entire transnational adoption market is in rapid decline; while this situation has 
proven hazardous to agencies and humbling for many adoptive parents, adult adoptees in Korea 
are beginning to develop a political project that deviates entirely from the prevailing norm of 
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transnational child removal. Their affective strategy threatens a break with the colonial order by 
working towards Korean reunification, both between North and South and between the home 
community and its diasporas. They are but the latest of many unintended effects of radically 
contingent struggles on a shifting terrain, over sixty years in becoming. 
 
Theoretical contributions and limitations 
 In taking constant human differentiation as the fuel and foil of transnational adoption, this 
dissertation demonstrated how key developments and transformations in the practice – at both 
national and local scales – ‘followed’ differentiation into desired new social orders and forms of 
social control, as opposed to disciplining difference into normative assimilation (of all subjects, 
not just the adopted children). This interpretation is somewhat akin to Herman’s argument over 
‘design’ eventually succumbing to chance and serendipity in the post-1960s era in adoption, but 
with the distinction that I consider such changes not ‘failed’ ideals of ‘design’ so much as new 
strategies, which are conditioned by the problems and conjunctural contexts that nudge them into 
existence. The productive power at the heart of such strategies – that is, making heterogeneity 
and indeterminacy ‘work’ – is closely aligned with a set of theoretical commitments: biopolitics 
over discipline; affect over identity; impermanency over assimilation; and the bold maneuvers of 
moving with autonomy rather than against or around it. Scholars such as Cherot (2006) and 
Howell (2006) have certainly applied a biopolitical framework to transnational adoption before, 
but their definition of ‘biopolitics’ typically renovates child welfare as a governmentality agent 
over a single population rather than a modulating and dispersed circuitry of control that 
permeates multiple populations; I have shown how flimsy this governmentality can be (as 
discussed regarding Minnesota agencies’ new problems after successfully imposing welfare 
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discipline), and how crucial this multiplicity is (as seen especially in the unevenness of the child 
welfare insurgencies) for explaining the productive friction and inadvertent chaos that fractures 
the transnational adoption terrain. What is more, biopolitical strategies by civil society actors are 
certainly organized but do not go according to plan; Hagen’s biopolitics were just as improvised 
and ephemeral as the anxious (and ultimately unsustainable) impermanency planning of adoptive 
parent groups like OURS, and even adoptees like Kira striving to redirect biopolitical relations 
towards subversive and even revolutionary ends have no response for the autonomy of Korean 
birth mothers who would rather abandon babies than cede themselves to the watchful eye of the 
nascent Korean welfare state and its tools (i.e. the 2012 Special Adoption Law). 
 But my inclination towards autonomy and differentiation as prevailing forces in the world 
of transnational adoption raises a discomfiting question: how does child welfare’s uneasy 
dialectic between biopolitical control and governance gone awry relate to overall society’s 
biopolitical condition? The increasing shuttling of all of social reproduction and all of its 
heterogeneous quirks and everyday surprises and failures onto circuits of control can be read in 
multiple interpretations of adoption: perhaps the current transnational adoption bust has become 
normalized by financialized subjects who have learned to self-manage risk, precarity, and 
indeterminacy as a quiescent mode of life, as Fumagalli & Mezzadra (Eds.) (2010) might 
suggest; perhaps the unanticipated emergence of adult adoptees organizing with Korean unwed 
mothers instead confirms Hardt & Negri’s (2009) argument that the expansion of the biopolitical 
field necessarily induces an expanded terrain of common struggle. My deliberate ambivalence 
over ascertaining a global conjuncture of contemporary biopolitical power38 likely aggravates 
my insufficient attention to how biopolitics is articulated with sovereignty in transnational 
                                                          
38 I note, for example, that I had no such qualms about identifying global projects at hand (even if incomplete ones) 
in the organizing of race and affectability (da Silva, 2007), or of coloniality and human freedom (Wynter, 2003).  
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adoption (i.e. immigration logistics or citizenship naturalization), as well as the complex 
entanglements of biopolitics and kinship39 that feminist scholars continue to pursue. 
 Additionally, there is the risk that my theoretical leanings betray a certain ‘optimism’ in 
interpreting organizing as problem-solving and strategizing, when such objectives may be 
historically minor (at best) in transnational adoption. It is certainly possible that I have grossly 
misinterpreted the degree to which the adoptive parents in OURS and other support groups were 
impacted by the revanchist neoliberal turn of the welfare state; even just a relative siloing from 
the worst punitive measures doled out to the poor and nonwhite sectors of society during that era 
could have effectively blocked any negative consequences of welfare’s dismantling. It is equally 
possible that there were much more important functions to adoptive parent ‘support’ and its 
striking creations (i.e. culture camps) than I have allowed, and that parents simply organized 
amongst each other out of the sheer joy of doing creative forms of social reproduction, or the 
intangible delight of adoptive parent kinship (which likely operates quite differently from the 
‘counterpublic’ of adoptee kinship discussed by Eleana Kim (2010)). Similarly, my attempt at 
charting adoptee racialization and politicization through affective strategy may falter in its 
ambition to get beyond the exhaustion of identity politics, when in fact the real question to ask 
(and story to tell) is why adoptees in Minnesota remain incredibly committed, by and large, to 
‘identity’ in its most simplified political sense. There is a danger in ignoring the implications of 
such a condition, especially since it is so much more prevalent – but no less powerful – than the 
                                                          
39 My commitment to looking for political ‘fractures’ might explain the relative inattention to kinship in this project, 
a telling divergence on my part from a majority of other critical adoption scholarship (De Graeve, 2015; Brian, 
2012; Dorow, 2006; Herman, 2008; E. Kim, 2010). I am generally reluctant to theorize the influence of kinship 
relations – such as those between adoptive parent and adoptee – on politicization, partly out of a desire to avoid 
replicating the misguided logics that attribute radical, ‘angry’ adoptees to ‘bad’ parenting (as discussed in Chapter 
6). Granted, this is a sensitive subject that I avoided asking about in my interviews, but in this case I can safely say 
that my deliberate methodological limitation inadvertently entrenched this more serious theoretical limitation. 
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very small contingent of critical and radical adoptees that I went to great pains to highlight in this 
dissertation. 
 
Methodological contributions and limitations 
 Compared to many other analyses that chart the history of transnational adoption as a 
more or less ‘natural’ advancement guided by the wisdom of its governing institutions, I 
deliberately constrained myself to its low-level civil society organizers (both formalized and 
ephemeral) so as to retain a feminist and autonomist attention to the messiness of uneven actors, 
lopsided zones of geographical influence, and pure happenstance and surprise that saturates how 
history is made. The data collection proved to be thoroughly exhausting, however. When in 
doubt, I had to review archival records as comprehensively as I could stomach so that I wouldn’t 
miss a hidden gem of detail or a new lead for an organization to track down; corroborating my 
findings with other archives or interviews was also difficult, for a reason I only belatedly 
realized: reflection on one’s work in civil society is not very common, especially for those 
involved in more informal OURS chapters, decidedly ‘apolitical’ activities like culture camps or 
adoptee social groups, or anything else that lacked a social movement orientation.40 My hope is 
that this experience has better prepared me for a more targeted approach to archives and better 
advance preparation of subjects for interviews, so as to generate the most promising data 
collection with greater efficiency. Additionally, while my wide-ranging archival review 
uncovered truly invaluable data with which to read the “hidden transcripts” (Scott, 1990) of 
differentiation, autonomy, and political struggle among otherwise mundane recordings, I am left 
wondering how to theorize ethical and self-reflexive engagement with these ‘minor’ archives, in 
                                                          
40 And even those that are social movement-oriented may not have had the opportunity to reflect properly on their 
work before I asked them to during interviews. This is symptomatic of a generalized anti-intellectualism that seems 
particularly intransigent among movements and organizers in the US (Team Colors Collective, 2010). 
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all their epistemological insights and limitations. The more typical archives (such as those 
maintained by states, imperial and colonial) cannot simply be read for their content, but as a 
material technology of rule (Stoler, 2002) by which “the forgetting of violent encounter is 
naturalized, both by the archive, and in the subsequent narrative histories” (Lowe, 2015). What 
else is naturalized or otherwise forgotten in the meeting minutes and pamphlets of adoption 
agencies, welfare rights movements, radical social worker groups, and adoptee-led nonprofits? 
And how might their own forms of rule, regulation, and affect be identified and interpreted based 
on what information is conveyed or withheld, in what format, to what degree, and with what kind 
of language? 
 More practically, my use of methods beyond the archives could certainly have enjoyed a 
more robust and more imaginative expansion in scope. I selected my interviewee groups – 
former adoptive parent organizers and contemporary adult adopted Korean organizers, all of 
whom had organized in Minnesota – on the assumption that both held keys to the most 
significant ruptures in the genealogy I was to trace: the astounding rise of Minnesota to a 
transnational adoption hub in a couple years (which I guessed was connected to the large 
adoptive parent group OURS), and the equally astounding collapse of the Korean adoption 
program in the last few years (which I knew was attributable to adult adoptee organizing, 
including many Minnesotan organizers). But the focus on two small components of this 
‘people’s history’ of transnational adoption leaves most everything else unaccounted for, save 
for what the archives document; the dissertation would have strongly benefited from interviews 
with many other participants in the child welfare insurgencies of the 1970s and 1980s, especially 
the NABSW and local Black social workers, elders of the Council on Black Minnesotans, the 
local chapter of Concerned United Birthparents, and remaining members of Minnesota’s 
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American Indian Movement. My discussion of adult adopted Korean politics would have also 
been better contextualized through interviews with adoptees outside of Minnesota, domestic 
transracial adoptees, and other non-adopted organizers who have formed close affinities with 
adoptees in their efforts. Finally, I can fairly say that this project failed to account for low-level, 
everyday organizing that is always occurring outside the legible organizations and their 
members; among adoptees especially – whose archival trace is currently scant, and whose 
affiliations with organizations are generally looser than with individual adoptee friends and kin – 
this is a deficit that compromised the rigor of my analysis. There is no shortage of additional 
methods that others have wielded successfully: Nelson (2016) has made a career out of collecting 
adoptee oral histories, and Eleana Kim (2010) has done extensive participant observation in 
adoptee spaces and conferences in Korea despite her non-adopted status. If I continue to research 
organizing from a relational perspective that aims to unveil both legible and illegible political 
potential, I expect more imaginative kinds of co-research (i.e. collaborative mapping with my 
research subjects) will assist in greater accuracy – and accountability – of my efforts. 
 
Future work 
 For the sake of feasibility, I limited my research site geographically to the state of 
Minnesota. After talking with more and more adoptees over the course of my research, several 
people impressed upon me how important it was to expand my research scope to look at the 
organizing and struggles occurring in South Korea – and based on very recent events (discussed 
in Chapter 7), I can see why. Eleana Kim (2010) has perhaps done the most robust work on 
recent adopted Korean activism in Korea, in addition to Tobias Hübinette (2006), SooJin Pate 
(2014), and Natalie Cherot (2006). I look forward, in the immediate future, to traveling to Korea 
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to specifically research further the events of 2011-2015, which have thus far received significant 
(and well-deserved) journalistic treatment and less close research of the organizations involved. I 
am especially curious as to how unwed mother and birthmother associations are organized in 
Korea, what the functions are of this organizing, and what strategies they portend. Based on this 
research, I expect to update the last chapter with a more robust level of detail and analysis, as 
well as devote more serious theoretical attention to the element of transnationalism in this 
organizing – a useful complication to the work presented thus far in this dissertation, which has 
rarely extended beyond the national scale in its view of political struggle. 
 As a bridge into my next research project, I plan to return to the Minnesota archives to 
identify and peruse records of Southeast Asian refugee resettlement in the state during the 1970s-
1980s. I particularly want to determine Southeast Asian refugees’ relationship to welfare (both 
public and private, monetary and nonmonetary) during a momentous time of transformation and 
revanchism in the welfare state. Hmong Americans in particular used AFDC and other 
subsequently demonized assistance programs at extraordinarily high rates, often anywhere from 
60 to 85% in the Midwest (Westermeyer, Calllies, & Neider, 1990); there are even hints that 
“welfare dependency” – which I had long assumed was a pathologized charge exclusively used 
against Black mothers and their children – was also heavily discussed in relation to refugees at 
roughly the same time period (Pinney, 2 April 1991). Based on this research, I expect to launch 
fully into the initial stages of my project, which analyzes contemporary Hmong criminalization 
in its relation to Hmong welfare subjectivity, anti-Communist organizing, and the intimate 
debilities and disabilities of counterinsurgency warfare. This is one of many contributions to my 
overall research program, which attempts to map the recomposition and decomposition of 
specifically Asian American struggles during and after the late 1960s social crisis in the US, with 
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particular attention to the lines of fissure and encounter that emerge with the arrival of new Asian 
immigrant groups – Korean adoptees and Hmong refugees being just two among many.41 
 
The fractured values of “best interests” 
It is perfunctory to end most monographs about oppression, domination, violence, and the 
dispiriting social conditions of our time – all of which saturate transnational adoption and then 
some, albeit incompletely – with a half-hearted chapter or set of paragraphs that revivifies hope 
by highlighting a movement, a form of resistance, or simply an ambiguity that suggests that the 
agency of domination’s victims is still alive and well. It’s also become an expectation among 
those who study adoption – critically or no – to sound off at the end with their own beliefs and 
positions on the subject, often in binary form (as in, either adoption is good or bad) and 
concluding by ambiguously standing with one foot in each (or more discreetly evading a stand 
altogether). Noble as these traditions may profess to be, they betray a latent suspicion of politics, 
as though its presence pollutes the sanctity of the knowledge being produced; trumpeting agency 
not infrequently positions struggle as a mere throwaway item to be tacked on for optimism’s 
sake (and nothing more), and equivocating on the politicization of adoption all too often finds its 
way to a safe reiteration of the “best interests” ideal – almost out of obligation to the 
cacophonous  mixture of people that also ‘agree’ on upholding the “best interests of the child,” 
however that is defined. 
                                                          
41 The last fifty years of political transformations in Asian America have been documented and analyzed by the likes 
of Wei (1993), Aguilar-San Juan (Ed.) (1994), Zia (2000), Ho & Mullen (Eds.) (2008), and Pulido (2006), among 
others. However, there is a tendency among this scholarship to overemphasize communities with historically rich 
traditions of organizing in the US (i.e. those with long tenure, namely the Chinese, Japanese, Filipino, Korean, and 
Indian communities, and the male bonded labor/working class contingent among them in particular), rather than 
those who have migrated more recently and may retain stronger diasporic orientations – even if, in the case of 
adoptees, they have to forge such orientations largely from scratch. 
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I trust by now that both of these imperatives are rendered moot by the arguments made in 
this dissertation. Even I was suspicious of struggle’s importance in the domain of child welfare 
when I began this project, and I worried over the tangible possibility of diving into archives and 
interviews and uncovering an overwhelmingly harmless, well-adjusted, utterly abysmal history 
of normativity and pacification; I worried that ‘agency’ really is secondary in a people’s history 
of adoption, and truly does deserve the footnote treatment. What I found instead was the 
proliferation of agency on every terrain, under every rock, and hidden in every crevice of the 
adoption world; it is not agency for agency’s sake, however, but unveils itself through the 
continuous differentiation of bodies, the problems this differentiation creates, the values 
announced, the struggles deployed to temporarily secure order from chaos, and the collapses as 
the whole mess recalibrates toward a new conjuncture. This agency is not to be celebrated as 
such, but taken as an invitation for inquiry into how it functions – “what what we do does.” And 
the very last objective for ‘following autonomy’ down its rabbit holes is regulating such research 
onto a gray plane of supposed hegemony, or a consensus that everything falls into its respective 
place under the sign of “best interests.” If anything, such research must endeavor to tease out, 
unravel, and even agitate the lines of fracture that run through a “best interests” framework that 
has never been actualized in practice (and perhaps not even in theory). The innovations and 
transformations in transnational adoption are a product of these very fractures and the struggles 
that fuel them; we could hardly do worse than to map their peregrinations in the choppy waters 
of relationality, their genealogical and geographical becomings, and their rich entanglements of 
political problems, projects, and values – politics so abundant as to defy comprehension, yet so 
attractive in their incomprehensibility. The grandiosity of the “best interests of the child” never 
seemed so small. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Archives 
The majority of records I reviewed for this dissertation are located in the Social Welfare History 
Archives (University of Minnesota) and the Gale Family Library (Minnesota Historical Society). 
Records from both institutions are publicly accessible and retrievable. Several nationally 
distributed print publications are only housed in these archives; for example, a substantial 
archive of OURS Magazine is available at the Gale Family Library and likely exists nowhere else 
in the country. 
I was also granted access to the organizational records of the North American Council on 
Adoptable Children (headquartered in St. Paul, Minnesota), the personal records (mostly 
magazines, newsletters, and reports) of Connie Anderson (former OURS member) and Judith 
Anderson (former participant in OURS, NACAC, and MARN, among others), and the records 
compiled by fellow researcher Matine Spence, whose dissertation examines the contributions of 
individuals like Clayton Hagen and Harriet Fricke in early transracial adoption programs. 
The archival site for all records cited in this dissertation is indicated in this bibliography’s list of 
references (specific to each source). 
Interviews 
Interviews with the following former OURS members (all adoptive parents) took place on the 
following dates, either in person or over the phone. Additional adoptive parent interviews were 
not cited in this dissertation at the request of the interviewees. All names are pseudonyms. 
Abigail – 5/28/14 
Calvin – 5/30/14 
Diane – 4/22/14 
Eric – 6/3/14 
Evelyn – 5/23/14 
Grace – 6/9/14 
Ian – 5/7/14 
Josephine – 5/25/14 
Paige – 5/30/14 
Richard – 5/23/14 
Scott – 5/23/14 
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Valerie – 5/7/14 
Walter – 5/25/14 
Interviews with the following adult adoptee organizers took place on the following dates, either 
in person, over the phone, or via online technology (i.e. Skype). Additional adoptee interviews 
were not cited in this dissertation at the request of the interviewees. All names are pseudonyms. 
Alice – 2/5/14 
Brianna – 7/20/14 
Charysse – 4/22/14 and 5/22/14 
Drew – 6/2/14 
Eudora – 4/23/14 
Fiona – 6/8/14 
Francine – 5/6/14 
Gaby – 5/6/14 
Harrison – 5/7/14 
Helen – 7/21/14 
Isabel – 7/22/14 
Jessie – 5/9/14 
Kelsie – 5/18/14 
Kira – 7/26/14 
Logan – 9/9/14 
Lucas – 5/20/14 
Mikayla – 5/20/14 
Naomi – 5/20/14 
Ophelia – 5/20/14 
Priscilla – 5/20/14 
Tanya – 5/23/14 
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